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Zusammenfassung
Die Suche in medizinischen Fallbeschreibungen (Medical Case Retrieval, MCR) ist als
Multimedia-Suchproblem in einer Dokumentsammlung aus Fallbeschreibungen definiert,
die bestimmte Erkrankungen, Krankengeschichten von Patienten oder andere Einheiten
von biomedizinischem Wissen betreffen. Fallbeschreibungen sind Multimedia-Dokumente,
die Text- und Bildmodalitäten enthalten. Eine Suchanfrage kann aus einer textuellen
Beschreibung der Symptome eines Patienten und damit zusammenhängenden diagnostischen Bildern bestehen. Diese Dissertation untersucht und bewertet Verfahren,
die auf eine Verbesserung der Effektivität von MCR im Vergleich zur Volltextsuche
abzielen. Wir vertreten die Hypothese, dass dieses Ziel durch die Ausnützung von
kontrollierten Vokabularien von biomedizinischen Begriffen für die Erweiterung von
Suchanfragen und für konzeptbasierte Suchverfahren erreicht werden kann. Letztere
Suchverfahren stellen Fallbeschreibungen und Suchanfragen als Vektoren von biomedizinischen Begriffen (Konzepten) dar, die aus Text- und/oder Bildmodalitäten mit Hilfe
von Konzeptzuordnungsalgorithmen automatisch erstellt werden können. Wir schlagen
ein Rahmenwerk für die multimodale Suche in medizinischen Fallbeschreibungen vor,
das textbasierte Suchverfahren (inklusive Erweiterung von Suchanfragen) und konzeptbasierte Suchverfahren durch späte Fusion kombiniert. Wir zeigen, dass damit eine
Steigerung der Sucheffektivität um 49% möglich ist, wenn praktisch einsetzbare Komponentensysteme durch lineare Fusion kombiniert werden. Das Potenzial einer weiteren
Verbesserung wird experimentell als Effektivitätssteigerung von 166% gegenüber der
Volltextsuche geschätzt, wobei eine adaptive Fusion von idealen Komponentensystemen
betrachtet wird. Weitere wissenschaftliche Beiträge dieser Arbeit umfassen Vorschläge
sowie die vergleichende Bewertung von Verfahren für die Konzeptzuordnung, für die
Erweiterung von Suchanfragen und Dokumenten sowie für die automatische Klassifizierung und Aufteilung von zusammengesetzten Abbildungen, die in Fallbeschreibungen auftreten.

Abstract
Medical case retrieval (MCR) is defined as a multimedia retrieval problem, where the
document collection consists of medical case descriptions that pertain to particular
diseases, patients’ histories, or other entities of biomedical knowledge. Case descriptions
are multimedia documents containing textual and visual modalities (images). A query
may consist of a textual description of patient’s symptoms and related diagnostic images.
This thesis proposes and evaluates methods that aim at improving MCR effectiveness
over the baseline of fulltext retrieval. We hypothesize that this objective can be achieved
by utilizing controlled vocabularies of biomedical concepts for query expansion and
concept-based retrieval. The latter represents case descriptions and queries as vectors
of biomedical concepts, which may be generated automatically from textual and/or
visual modalities by concept mapping algorithms. We propose a multimodal retrieval
framework for MCR by late fusion of text-based retrieval (including query expansion)
and concept-based retrieval and show that retrieval effectiveness can be improved by 49%
using linear fusion of practical component retrieval systems. The potential of further
improvement is experimentally estimated as a 166% increase of effectiveness over fulltext
retrieval using query-adaptive fusion of ideal component retrieval systems. Additional
contributions of this thesis include the proposal and comparative evaluation of methods
for concept mapping, query and document expansion, and automatic classification and
separation of compound figures found in case descriptions.
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1

Introduction

The topic of this thesis is a specific problem in the field of multimedia retrieval, dealing
with multimedia documents in the biomedical domain that represent medical cases.
More detailed definitions, examples, and processes constituting medical case retrieval
(MCR) are given in Section 1.1. The motivation for research on this topic (described
in Section 1.2) emerges both from the application domain (clinical decision support
systems) and from modest success of MCR systems known from literature. Details of the
problem and research objectives investigated in this thesis are presented in Section 1.3.
The relation between research objectives and the chapter structure of this document is
explained in Section 1.4. Finally, Section 1.5 describes the scientific contributions of
this thesis and concludes this introductory chapter.

1.1

Medical Case Retrieval

Medical case retrieval refers to the problem of finding case descriptions that are relevant
to a given query in a large collection of medical cases. In general, a case description
is a multimedia document describing a particular disease, patient’s history, or other
biomedical knowledge related to a certain medical case. The multimedia document
usually contains a textual description (e.g. medical publication or diagnosis report) and
a set of images or diagrams (e.g. diagnostic images), but may also include annotations
with terms of a controlled biomedical vocabulary or audio recordings (e.g. speech or
heartbeat sound). The case query is a multimedia document representing the user’s
information need. It may be as simple as a keyword, but it may also consist of a textual
description of patient’s symptoms and a corresponding set of diagnostic images and
audio recordings.
Throughout this thesis, we focus on three modalities representing medical case descriptions and queries: (1) unconstrained textual descriptions in English language, (2)
arbitrary digital images as visual data, and (3) annotations with biomedical concepts
taken from a controlled vocabulary. Not all three modalities need to be available for a
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Figure 1.1: Example of a medical case description (scientific biomedical article) representing textual and visual modalities.
given case description or query; in particular, concept annotations are usually not given
for queries, and are often incomplete or missing for case descriptions.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 depict examples of a medical case description and query, respectively, represented by textual and visual modalities. The medical case description
shown in Fig. 1.1 is actually a scientific biomedical article whose textual description is
represented in XML format with separate fields for title, abstract, full text, and figure
captions. Article figures represent the visual modality and are available as digital images (labeled (a), (b), and (c)) whose file names correspond to figure identifiers used in
the XML description. Similarly, the medical case query shown in Fig. 1.2 consists of a
textual description of patient’s symptoms in XML format and three diagnostic images.
Note that some of the images appearing in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 consist of several
subimages, but are stored as single images in digital image files. Such images are called
compound. For example, article image (a) in Fig. 1.1 is a compound figure consisting of
subfigures labeled A and B, respectively.
The main dataset used for experiments in this thesis is called ImageCLEF MCR
dataset [104]. It consists of about 75,000 scientific articles from biomedical literature,
including article images, and 35 queries representing patients’ symptoms that comprise
textual descriptions and diagnostic images. The dataset is not restricted to a particular
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Figure 1.2: Example of patient’s symptom description and diagnostic images that
could be used as a medical case query.
medical domain and will be described in more detail in Chapter 3. The examples shown
in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 are taken from this dataset.
Following the general information retrieval process [12], an MCR system first processes all case descriptions in a given collection (off-line phase) to produce an index that
can later be used for efficient retrieval (see Fig. 1.3). The index is built from features
extracted from textual, visual, or conceptual representations of case descriptions that
allow to discriminate between cases within the collection. When a user then presents
a case query to the system (on-line phase), the query is transformed to an internal
representation (using a feature extraction method compatible with indexing) that can
be compared efficiently to indexed case descriptions, allowing to produce a ranked list
of case descriptions sorted by decreasing relevance with respect to the query.
Whether the top-ranked case descriptions returned by an automatic MCR system
are indeed relevant to a given query needs to be judged by medical experts. The ImageCLEF MCR dataset comes with binary relevance judgments (relevant or not relevant)
that were created by medical experts for a number of selected documents for each of the
35 queries. Relevance judgments can be used to evaluate a given MCR system by computing precision-recall-based metrics from the ranked list produced by the system. This
evaluation method allows for comparing the effectiveness of different MCR systems or
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Figure 1.3: General processes of medical case retrieval.
measuring the change in effectiveness for certain modifications applied to a given MCR
system. In the information retrieval research field, this system evaluation methodology
has been used by the Text Retrieval Evaluation Campaign (TREC) [219] since the 1990s
and dates back to the Cranfield paradigm [47] developed in the 1950s.
An MCR system is supposed to provide a similar functionality as classical information retrieval (IR) and content-based multimedia retrieval systems and, hence, may
be built by using or combining existing technology for text and multimedia retrieval
problems. However, constructing an effective MCR system faces some additional challenges that are not so pronounced or even do not occur with classical IR and general
multimedia retrieval systems:
• A collection of medical case descriptions usually contains a large number of biomedical terms, where many of them are semantically related either by synonymy (semantic equivalence) or by hyponymy (more-specific-than relation). Classical IR
methods may therefore miss or underestimate the relevance of documents containing only synonyms or hyponyms of biomedical terms given in the query.
• Biomedical terms may contain single letters or punctuation characters that are
relevant, but are removed by indexing methods for classical IR. For example, the
A in Vitamin A would be removed, because it is recognized as an English stop
word.
• Two visually similar medical images may convey quite different semantic meaning
due to important details varying between the two images. Such cases will degrade
the effectiveness of most content-based image retrieval systems, because they use
some form of visual similarity measure for relevance ranking.

1.2 Motivation
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• Conversely, semantically similar medical images may exhibit a large variance in
visual appearance due to different image modalities (e.g. x-ray, ultrasound, CT,
MR) or viewing perspectives (e.g. depending on the anatomical plane transecting
a given organ).
Addressing these challenges provides a motivation for building an MCR system that is
more effective than classical IR or general multimedia retrieval systems on collections
of medical case descriptions. Other and more specific scientific motivations will be
described in the next section.

1.2

Motivation

Clinical decision support systems provide clinicians with patient-specific assessments
or recommendations to aid clinical decision making. Several features of such systems
have been shown to improve clinical practice significantly [105]: automatic provision
of decision support as part of clinician workflow, provision of recommendations rather
than just assessments, provision of decision support at the time and location of decision
making, and computer-based decision support. Depending on the degree of decision
support expected from a computer system, these features may pose demanding requirements on the effectiveness and efficiency of used technology. Following the paradigm
of evidence-based medicine [173], clinical decision making needs to integrate the physician’s individual clinical expertise and the best available external clinical evidence from
systematic research. Computer-based decision support systems may help to provide external evidence, learn from individual expertise, and possibly provide recommendations
for diagnosis or treatment.
A well-known approach to designing a decision support system is the method of casebased reasoning (CBR), developed in the field of artificial intelligence research [1, 17].
Its main objective is to solve a new problem by applying previous experiences adapted
to the current situation. For clinical decision support, the problem is represented by a
patient’s symptoms, and the solution is a decision about diagnosis and treatment. A
problem and its solution are called a case, and cases are retained in a case library for
subsequent reasoning about new problems. The process of case-based reasoning can be
divided into four main tasks [1]: (1) for a given new problem, retrieve similar cases from
the case library; (2) reuse the most relevant cases to propose a solution for the new
problem; (3) revise the proposed solution to adapt it to the current problem; (4) retain
the new case in the case library. Although successful CBR systems for different narrow
medical application domains have been built and evaluated on a few hundred cases
[17], general methods to design a CBR system applicable to larger and heterogeneous
medical datasets still present an open research problem. This thesis addresses task (1)
of a medical CBR system, as introduced in Section 1.1.
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In addition to its use in decision support systems, medical case retrieval is also a relevant problem in medical education and research, because it allows to select interesting
cases for students and to retrieve datasets for studies meeting case-based criteria.
Medical case retrieval tasks were issued on an almost yearly basis between 2009 and
2013 [88, 104] by the ImageCLEF evaluation campaign1 [144], allowing researchers to
evaluate their systems using a common large dataset. Over the years, the dataset evolved
to a collection of about 75,000 unconstrained biomedical articles including contained
figure images (see Chapter 3 for details). The retrieval performance achieved by the
seven participating research teams in 2013 [88] reveals a similar pattern as in the 2012
task [145] (numbers in parentheses refer to the 2012 task, MAP = mean average precision
[13]):
• best result achieved by textual retrieval only: MAP 24.3% (16.9%);
• best result using visual retrieval only: MAP 2.8% (3.7%);
• best result using combined textual and visual retrieval: MAP 16.1% (10.2%).
The observed pattern is established by the following facts: (1) content-based visual
retrieval is by an order of magnitude less effective than textual retrieval; and (2) their
combination is not able to reinforce the effectiveness of both techniques, contradicting the general expectation for fusing different retrieval methods. These observations
confirm that medical case retrieval on general large datasets is still an open research
problem. In particular, the obvious challenge of how to improve the effectiveness of an
MCR system over purely textual retrieval is a key problem addressed by this thesis, as
explained in the following section.

1.3

Problem Statement

Motivated by the fact that, according to the current state of the art, the most effective medical case retrieval systems employ purely textual retrieval techniques (see
Section 1.2), the main research problem addressed by this thesis is how to improve
MCR algorithms applied to general biomedical datasets containing textual and visual
information. Starting from the observation that current content-based visual retrieval
techniques perform poorly when used to retrieve medical cases, we hypothesize that utilizing a controlled vocabulary of biomedical concepts may help to bridge the semantic
gap between relevance of medical cases and similarity of their textual and visual representations, leading to improved effectiveness of a suitable multimodal MCR approach.
1

http://imageclef.org/
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We consider two fundamental ways of introducing biomedical concepts into the retrieval process: (1) query or document expansion with biomedical concepts for textbased retrieval, and (2) representing medical case descriptions and queries by biomedical
concepts for concept-based retrieval. For query and document expansion, biomedical
concepts are added to the query or document text prior to applying text retrieval methods. Concept-based retrieval applies retrieval algorithms to vectors in concept space
that represent medical case descriptions and queries. In addition, these two approaches
may be combined by fusing the ranked list of documents returned by each of them (late
fusion). We will apply linear fusion methods, which compute the rank/score of a document in the fused list as a linear combination of ranks/scores assigned by component
systems, as well as query-adaptive fusion methods that choose combination weights
based on predicted performance numbers of the component systems for a given query.
All these approaches give rise to the problem of finding biomedical concepts from
a given controlled vocabulary that are relevant for a given medical case description
or query, which can be considered as a multi-label classification problem with a large
number of classes (several thousand biomedical concepts), called concept mapping in
this thesis. Concept mapping algorithms need not only be evaluated with respect to
classification accuracy, but also with respect to their effectiveness for the ultimate goal
of medical case retrieval.
When using visual information (images) for concept mapping, further research problems may arise depending on the biomedical dataset used. The ImageCLEF MCR
dataset (introduced in Section 1.1) consists of biomedical scientific articles treated as
medical case descriptions, typically containing several article images with figure captions
per document where roughly half of them are compound figures consisting of several subfigures. To obtain discriminative and semantically meaningful visual representations,
concept mapping calls for an automated preprocessing of article images that recognizes
and separates compound figures. Moreover, figure captions provide valuable textual
information that can be utilized for concept mapping in addition to visual information.
The research objectives of this thesis are stated as follows, given in the order as
treated in subsequent chapters:
O1 Design, implement, and evaluate an efficient and effective compound figure separation algorithm that is capable of processing at least 10 article images per second
on current general-purpose hardware and achieves state-of-the-art separation accuracy.
O2 Select, apply, and evaluate existing techniques for mapping textual, visual, and
multimodal medical case representations to biomedical concepts of a relevant controlled vocabulary. Evaluation is focused on measuring the ability of algorithms
to reproduce ground-truth concept annotations.
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O3 Improve text-based retrieval on the ImageCLEF MCR dataset by using results of
concept mapping for query expansion, document expansion, and both.
O4 Evaluate concept-based retrieval on the ImageCLEF MCR dataset using results
of concept mapping strategies studied for objective O2. Retrieval performance
serves as another assessment criterion of concept mapping algorithms that is more
relevant for MCR.
O5 Combine text- and concept-based retrieval by linear and query-adaptive fusion
techniques.
The desired processing rate of the compound figure separation algorithm was chosen to
allow for processing the approximately 300,000 images of the ImageCLEF MCR dataset
in a reasonable amount of time (a few hours in a parallel processing environment). Concept mapping of images (represented by either visual or multimodal features) requires a
postprocessing step to aggregate concepts of images belonging to the same medical case
description or query, which needs to be incorporated into investigations for objective O2.
Note that evaluation of concept mapping algorithms demanded by objective O2 may
lead to different qualitative results than assessment by concept-based retrieval (O4), because ground-truth concept annotations may be incomplete or do not match the typical
granularity of concepts produced by a certain concept mapping algorithm.

1.4

Structure of Document

Since the problem of medical case retrieval can be considered as a multimedia retrieval
problem in the biomedical domain, we give an overview of the relevant literature on multimedia retrieval in Chapter 2. According to the technology utilized in our approaches
to MCR, we summarize existing techniques for textual retrieval, content-based visual
retrieval, and data fusion in information retrieval. Although traditionally not used in
the context of multimedia retrieval, the research field of multi-view learning may support MCR by providing effective methods for mapping medical case descriptions to
biomedical concepts. Hence, multi-view learning is reviewed in the same chapter in
Section 2.6.
Chapter 3 describes the ImageCLEF MCR dataset used for experiments throughout
the thesis, and presents our contribution to preprocessing article images corresponding
to research objective O1 (see Section 1.3). The controlled vocabulary of biomedical
concepts used for experiments is introduced in Chapter 4, which additionally elaborates
on several methods for concept mapping, as expressed by research objective O2.
Following these preparatory chapters, three MCR approaches utilizing biomedical
concepts are proposed and evaluated in separate chapters, corresponding to research
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objectives O3, O4, and O5, respectively. The approach investigated in Chapter 5 aims
at enhancing text-based retrieval techniques with biomedical concepts by document and
query expansion. Using results of concept mapping methods, concept-based retrieval is
evaluated in Chapter 6, thereby providing another evaluation metric for the effectiveness
of concept mapping algorithms. The fusion of text-based and concept-based retrieval
for improving MCR effectiveness is the objective of Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8
summarizes experimental results of the thesis and provides detailed suggestions for
future work.

1.5

Contributions

The scientific contributions of this thesis emerge from pursuing the research objectives
O1–O5 stated in Section 1.3. In particular, the following information is added to scientific knowledge in the fields of multimedia and biomedical information retrieval:
• Novel automatic methods for compound figure classification and separation [208,
209, 210] that are slightly more effective than existing automatic and semi-automatic
approaches, while allowing a processing rate of 12 compound figures per second
on current commodity hardware.
• A comparative evaluation of existing as well as new ad-hoc concept mapping
strategies applied to associate medical case descriptions and queries with relevant
biomedical (MeSH) concepts. Effectiveness of concept mapping is measured by
both reproducing manual ground-truth annotations and performance of subsequent concept-based retrieval.
• A comparison of various query and document expansion methods [205, 207] utilizing MeSH concepts for text-based medical case retrieval. The best query expansion
methods achieve state-of-the-art performance on the ImageCLEF MCR dataset
without using large external text corpora.
• A novel framework for multimodal retrieval combining text- and concept-based
retrieval that is able to improve over state-of-the-art retrieval performance on the
ImageCLEF MCR dataset. Analysis of retrieval results reveals limitations of the
ImageCLEF MCR dataset caused by pooling of relevance judgments.
Additionally, a concept mapping strategy based on multi-view learning has been designed, whose implementation and evaluation had to be postponed to future work due
to time constraints. We nevertheless include the conceptual work on this topic in the
thesis, because it seamlessly integrates with our study of concept mapping strategies
and may serve as a basis for future scientific work.
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The PhD proposal [204] has been presented and published at the Doctoral Symposium of ACM Multimedia 2014 conference [206], where it received the best Doctoral
Symposium paper award.

CHAPTER

2

Multimedia Retrieval
Background

This chapter provides an overview of literature and background information relevant
for medical case retrieval (MCR). As MCR constitutes a rather young and narrow
research field that applies and integrates many methods from other fields of artificial
intelligence research, Section 2.1 explains these originating research fields and their
dependencies. Since we consider MCR as a special multimedia retrieval problem, we
base our presentation mainly on methods of multimedia retrieval research [121, 67],
which again originated from other, more traditional fields of information retrieval (IR),
most notably from the text retrieval, content-based visual retrieval, and information
fusion fields.
We therefore present contributions of text-based retrieval (Section 2.2), content-based
visual retrieval (Section 2.3), and information fusion (Section 2.4) to MCR as subfields
of multimedia retrieval, although these research fields are usually not conceived as such.
We deliberately ignore content-based audio retrieval, because this is not yet a subject
of current research in MCR and not of this PhD project.
Since we hypothesize that the utilization of external biomedical knowledge may improve the effectiveness of MCR (see Section 1.3), another field of artificial intelligence
research, namely knowledge representation, bears some relevance for MCR. Controlled
vocabularies and ontologies of the biomedical domain, as results of knowledge representation research, and their use for MCR are reviewed in Section 2.5.
The chapter is concluded by a review on multi-view learning, which has not yet been
applied to MCR, but provides methods that may be applied to the problem of mapping
case descriptions to biomedical concepts (see Chapter 4). Moreover, some multi-view
learning methods may be used to develop novel multimodal MCR techniques in future
work (see Chapter 8). Portions of the text in this chapter have been reused from the
PhD exposé [204].
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Figure 2.1: Research fields related to medical case retrieval.

2.1

Related Research Fields

The narrow research field of medical case retrieval (MCR) can be positioned at the
intersection of five larger areas of artificial intelligence research, as depicted in Fig. 2.1:
• Multimedia retrieval: Indexing and retrieving multimedia documents requires
techniques from classical information retrieval, hereafter called text-based retrieval,
from content-based image and video retrieval, referred to as content-based visual
retrieval, and from the information fusion literature dealing with the combination
of several information retrieval systems or information sources.
• Knowledge representation: In an attempt to improve retrieval effectiveness on
biomedical document collections, approaches incorporating external knowledge
into the retrieval process have been proposed, often representing expert knowledge by biomedical ontologies or controlled vocabularies.
• Computer vision: When utilizing images for content-based retrieval, computer
vision methods are needed to extract discriminative features and detect semantic
concepts.
• Medical imaging: For diagnostic images, more specific techniques related to characteristic properties of medical images may be required to apply computer vision
methods.
• Machine learning and pattern recognition: Many problems in computer vision,
including detection of semantic concepts in images, require machine learning or
pattern recognition techniques to achieve effective solutions. In the context of
MCR, machine learning may help to find biomedical concepts relevant for a given
case query or case description.
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We note that multimedia retrieval, and hence MCR, usually involves user interaction
when deployed in a real world setting. So the research fields of human-computer interaction and human-centered computing play an important role for designing a complete
MCR system. However, the focus of this thesis is on automatic retrieval and system
evaluation methods without user interaction, so these two research fields are ignored.
The following subsections give an overview of literature relevant for MCR in the
research fields described above. The literature review is not complete, in particular
we do not review the fields of computer vision and medical imaging explicitly, because
their techniques are used in many publications related to (biomedical) content-based
visual retrieval. For similar reasons, we do not review the vast literature on machine
learning and pattern recognition [25, 84, 142], except for the subfield of multi-view
learning (Section 2.6). However, we are confident that the presented overview reflects
the current state of the art and does not miss substantial advances in the MCR field.

2.2

Text-Based Retrieval

Classical information retrieval (IR) [13] has been dealing with text retrieval for several
decades, and a number of traditional techniques has proven to provide robust and
efficient tools to perform text retrieval on general datasets. We focus on well-known
“standard” models and techniques of text retrieval for two reasons: (1) to the best of
our knowledge, there is no recent technique for text-based retrieval on general medical
datasets that performs substantially better than traditional text retrieval methods; and
(2) evaluation and comparison with other approaches becomes more meaningful if they
are based on well-known IR models. Moreover, text-based IR methods play an important
role for retrieval of health care and biomedical information [91].
Section 2.2.1 gives an overview of well-known IR models with an emphasis on the
model used for experiments in this thesis. Measuring retrieval performance of IR systems
is the subject of Section 2.2.2. Note that the same evaluation methodology is often used
to evaluate multimedia retrieval systems. Section 2.2.3 presents a more detailed survey
on query expansion methods, as they are used to utilize biomedical concepts for textbased retrieval in Chapter 5.

2.2.1

Information Retrieval Models

As described in many textbooks on information retrieval (e.g. [13, 135, 162]), two
standard models of text retrieval are the vector space model [176] and the probabilistic
model [166], combined with TF-IDF (term frequency, inverse document frequency) [163,
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198, 228] or BM25 [164] term weighting. These methods are able to deliver state-of-theart text retrieval performance, and mature open-source implementations are available,
most notably Lucene1 and Indri2 [138].
There are several alternative information retrieval models that can be classified
into set-theoretic, algebraic, and probabilistic models [13]. Two prominent alternative
probabilistic models are language models [126, 168] and divergence from randomness
[5]. The latter has been found to be the most effective model on a biomedical dataset
[2]. However, due to the lack of available implementations we do not consider these
models for experimental evaluation.
Experiments in this thesis use Lucene version 4.10.2 with its default implementation
of the vector space model3 . Lucene defines a variant of TF-IDF weighting w(t, d) of
term t in document d as:

w(t, d) =

q

TF(t, d) ·

N
1 + log
DF(t) + 1





· Norm(d)

(2.1)

where TF(t, d) denotes the number of occurrences of term t in document d (term frequency), N is the number of documents in the dataset, DF(t) is the number of documents
in the dataset that contain term t (document frequency), and Norm(d) is a normalization factor involving document length. The second factor is known as inverse document
frequency. The document norm Norm(d) depends on document length len(d) (number
p
of indexed words in d) as 1/ len(d). When matching a given query q to an indexed
document d, Lucene multiplies query and document weights to compute a relevance
score:

s(q, d) = Coord(q, d) · Norm(q) ·

X

Boost(t) · w(t, d)

(2.2)

t∈q

where Coord(q, d) is a factor involving the ratio of query terms contained in document
d, Norm(q) is a normalization factor for query length (as defined earlier), Boost(t) is a
user-supplied search-time boosting factor of query term t, and w(t, d) is the weight of
term t in document d defined in (2.1). The boosting factor Boost(t) of query terms can
be specified by the user formulating the query. Lucene’s query syntax4 allows to denote
the boosting factor f for a query term t as tˆf (e.g. termˆ1.2).
1

http://lucene.apache.org/
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
3
See Java class org.apache.lucene.search.similarities.TFIDFSimilarity in API documentation
at http://lucene.apache.org/core/4_10_2/core/
4
https://lucene.apache.org/core/4_10_2/queryparser/org/apache/lucene/queryparser/
classic/package-summary.html
2
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Retrieval Evaluation

Text retrieval evaluation is an established methodology developed since the 1950s, starting with the so-called Cranfield experiments and further developed in the context of Text
Retrieval Conferences (TREC) until today [13, Chap. 4][219]. The resulting system evaluation method, also known as TREC-style evaluation, aims at assessing the quality of
ranked lists of documents retrieved by a system under test for a given set of queries, resulting in measurement of the system’s retrieval performance. As retrieval performance
is determined from ranked lists, obtained numbers are related to retrieval effectiveness
only, not to run-time efficiency of the retrieval process. Note that such an evaluation
does not pay attention to user satisfaction or user interactions during a search session,
except for measuring a system’s ability to rank relevant documents near the top of the
retrieved list. TREC-style evaluation is therefore suited for automatic retrieval systems
and provides objective criteria allowing to compare the retrieval performance of different
systems.
TREC-style evaluation requires the preparation of a dataset consisting of a large
corpus of text documents, a set of queries, and relevance judgments stating which documents of the corpus are relevant or irrelevant for a given query (also called ground-truth
judgments). Since relevance judgments are usually created by human experts, it is infeasible to judge all documents of a large corpus for relevance to a given query. Documents
are therefore selected for judgment by pooling documents retrieved by several retrieval
systems. For example, a pooling strategy could select 100 (top-ranked) retrieved documents from each of three retrieval systems for a given query. Pooled documents are
then presented to human experts for relevance judgment.
A retrieval system under test is required to index all documents of the dataset
and then process each prepared query to produce a ranked list of retrieved documents.
Relevance judgments must not be made available to the tested system, but are used
afterwards to compute retrieval performance measures from retrieved lists of documents.
From the many different retrieval performance measures proposed in literature [13,
Chap. 4], we focus on the commonly used class of measures based on precision and recall,
which will be used for retrieval experiments throughout this thesis. More specifically,
retrieval performance will be measured by mean precision at n (for an integer n > 0,
usually n = 5 or n = 10), denoted as P@n, and by mean average precision (MAP).
To define these measures, let Q be the query set defined by the prepared dataset, let
Rq be the list of documents retrieved by the tested system for query q ∈ Q, let Gq be
the set of relevant documents for query q contained in ground-truth judgments, and let
Rel(d) be a binary function representing the relevance judgment for document d, where
Rel(d) = 1 if d has been judged as relevant and Rel(d) = 0 otherwise (i.e. d has not
been judged or judged as irrelevant). P@n, MAP, precision πq , and recall ρq (for query
q ∈ Q) are then defined by the following sequence of equations:
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Pq = {n | 1 ≤ n ≤ |Rq |, Rel(Rq [n]) = 1}
|Pq |
|Rq |
|Pq |
ρq =
|Gq |

πq =

P @n(q) =
P @n =
APq =

(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)

n
1X
Rel(Rq [n])
n i=1

(2.6)

1 X
P @n(q)
|Q| q∈Q

(2.7)

1 X
P @n(q)
|Pq | n∈P

(2.8)

1 X
APq
|Q| q∈Q

(2.9)

q

M AP =

Rq [n] is the document retrieved at rank position n, and Pq is the set of rank positions of
retrieved relevant documents, hence |Pq | is the number of retrieved relevant documents.
Precision πq is the fraction of relevant documents within all retrieved ones, whereas
recall ρq is the fraction of retrieved documents within all judged relevant ones. P @n(q)
is the precision at n for query q, and APq is the average precision for q, which can be
regarded as a measure combining precision and recall. Note that P@n and MAP are
just mean values of P @n(q) and APq , respectively, over all queries q ∈ Q. Moreover,
mean values of πq and ρq over the query set are referred to as precision π and recall ρ.
Precision, recall, P@n, and MAP are constrained to values in the range [0, 1], and an
ideal retrieval system would achieve the value 1 for all performance measures. However,
practical IR systems often display a tradeoff between precision and recall: if the system
is tuned for high precision, recall will decrease, and vice versa. Retrieval performance
is therefore usually reported using multiple measures, but since MAP combines precision and recall, it is often used as the main performance measure for comparing the
effectiveness of IR systems.

2.2.3

Query Expansion

A fundamental limitation of retrieval performance of textual information systems is
the mismatch of words used to express the same concepts in the query and in the
document collection, known as the vocabulary problem in information retrieval. One
methodology to address this problem, called query expansion (QE), is to automatically
expand the user’s query with words related to the user’s information need (i.e. the
query topic) before sending the query to the retrieval system. From the variety of QE
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Figure 2.2: Stages of query expansion process [34].
techniques proposed during the last four decades, we try to summarize the key methods
and principles, as described and classified by Carpineto and Romano [34].
Alternative methodologies to overcome the vocabulary problem are interactive query
refinement (e.g. [13]), relevance feedback [172], word sense disambiguation [147], and
search results clustering [33]. The first two alternatives cannot be applied to the MCR
task covered by this thesis, as they require interactive user input. Word sense disambiguation techniques do not seem to provide any advantages over QE with respect to
effectiveness and efficiency of information retrieval [3, 34], so they have not been investigated in this work. Search results clustering has typically been employed for browsing
through web search results and does not seem to be beneficial for the automatic MCR
task and comparably small dataset considered here.
Query expansion works by leveraging external or in-collection data sources to generate and select expansion features used to reformulate the original query. A general
process pipeline common to all QE techniques proposed so far consists of four stages
(Fig. 2.2): (1) preprocessing of data sources, often performed at indexing time; (2) generation and ranking of candidate expansion features; (3) selection of expansion features;
and (4) query reformulation.
2.2.3.1

Query Expansion Process

To illustrate the process pipeline and to describe a QE method used in our experiments,
consider the following simple pseudo-relevance feedback approach inspired by Rocchio’s
relevance feedback method [34, 167]. An inverted index implementing a vector space
model using TF-IDF weights is used initially to retrieve a ranked list of documents
matching the original query. This list of documents acts as data source for QE, and
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stage (1) of the process pipeline needs to ensure that the inverted collection index allows
to access the TF-IDF weights of terms. The TF-IDF weights of every term (word) in
the n top-ranked documents are summed up, and terms are sorted by their accumulated
weight. Initial retrieval and sorting terms of top retrieved documents represent stage
(2). Finally, the first k terms of the sorted list (stage (3)) are added to the original
query (stage (4)).
From the four process pipeline stages, feature generation and ranking (2) is the
most critical one and gave rise to a large variety of proposals in the literature. We
try to identify the key approaches in Section 2.2.3.2. The feature generation method
determines the required preprocessing (1), and the ranking method enables or disables
certain feature selection techniques (3). The following two paragraphs give an overview
of existing methods for feature selection (3) and query reformulation (4).
Feature selection Selecting the first k features is always possible, and there is empirical evidence that a value of k between 10 and 30 is a good choice for many general
datasets, because retrieval performance decreases only slowly for sub-optimal values
of k [34]. When the feature scores allow for consistent semantic interpretation (e.g. as
probabilities), features with a score greater than a certain threshold can be selected. It
is known that, on average over many queries, a rather large fraction of terms selected
by these simple approaches are harmful to retrieval performance [31]. Several advanced
feature selection methods have been proposed to improve the fraction of relevant expansion terms for a given query, including the combination of multiple term ranking
functions [35], generating multiple feedback models by resampling documents and varying the query [51], choosing k as a function of the ambiguity of the (Web) query [45],
employing supervised learning to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant expansion terms [31], and solving an optimization problem with respect to uncertainty sets
[49].
Query reformulation The simplest method for query reformulation (4) is to add the
selected expansion features to the original query without modifying their weights. The
most common approach, however, is to give different weights to terms of the original
query and to expansion terms, and to incorporate the score of expansion features computed in stage (2). A general formulation based on Rocchio’s reweighting formula for
relevance feedback [167, 175] is the following.
0
wt,q
0 = (1 − λ) · wt,q + λ · st · wt,Q

(2.10)

Here wt,q and wt,Q are the weights assigned by the underlying retrieval system to term t
within the original query q and within the sequence Q of expansion terms, respectively.
st is the term score computed in stage (2), λ is a parameter (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) to set the
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0
relative importance of expansion terms with respect to original query terms, and wt,q
0
is the modified weight of term t in the expanded query q 0 . If the order of magnitude of
expansion term scores s differs from 1, normalization is needed [227]. Alternatively, the
values st can be computed from an inverse function of term ranks produced in stage (2)
[35, 93].

Although giving expansion terms a fixed lower importance than original query terms
(e.g. λ = 0.3) is common practice, a query-specific value of λ can also be predicted
by supervised learning in a pseudo-relevance feedback setting [132]. Alternatively, a
parameter-free query reweighting method has been proposed [4].
When expansion features are generated using a thesaurus or ontology, score values
st may accommodate properties and relationships of nodes in the term network [102],
or the importance factor λ may depend on the type of such properties and relationships
[218].
In language modeling approaches of information retrieval [13, 126], query reweighting arises naturally by smoothing the probability distribution of query terms (query
model θq ) with that of query expansion terms (query expansion model θQ ), in analogy
to smoothing the document model with the collection model [244]. When applying
the Jelinek-Mercer interpolation [100] to smoothing the query model, the probability
distribution of the final expanded query model is given by
p(t|θq0 ) = (1 − λ) · p(t|θq ) + λ · p(t|θQ ),

(2.11)

which is analogous to reweighting formula (2.10).
A more general approach to query reformulation is to use Boolean [78] or structured
queries [50], or the advanced query formulation features of recent query languages like
Indri5 , as proposed in [9] for instance.
2.2.3.2

Query Expansion Approaches

Following and extending the classification of Carpineto and Romano [34], we give an
overview of known query expansion techniques according to the conceptual paradigms
used to generate expansion features (stage (2) of the query expansion process, Figure 2.2). For each class of techniques, we try to identify the key approaches characterizing the main ideas and results of its class.
We can distinguish five classes of query expansion approaches: (i) those based on
linguistic analysis, (ii) corpus-specific global techniques, (iii) query-specific local techniques, (iv) approaches using external knowledge models, and (v) other innovative techniques that do not fit into the former classes. The following paragraphs review the
approaches of each class in more detail.
5

http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
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Linguistic Analysis Approaches applying linguistic analysis use morphological, lexical, syntactic, or semantic word relationships to generate expansion features from query
words. A frequently used technique is stemming [96, 110, 154], which replaces inflected
or derivational forms of a word by its stem, usually at indexing time. Syntactic analysis has been used to derive relationships between parse trees of query and top-ranked
passages, in order to learn the most relevant relations for the query [200]. Semantic associations of words are often represented by thesauri or ontologies, which are the subject
of class (iv).
Corpus-specific global techniques These techniques use information extracted
from the the entire collection of documents during the pre-processing stage to derive
associations between the query and candidate expansion features. Early approaches exploited term co-occurrence at the document or passage level, but could not consistently
improve retrieval performance [141]. Two successful key strategies are term concepts
[155] and term clustering [15, 54, 181]. Term concepts are vector representations of
terms indexed by document weights, which can be viewed as a dual representation of
the standard document vector space model. The query is represented as a linear combination of term concepts and compared to indexed term concepts by cosine similarity.
The resulting ranked list of expansion term candidates is supposed to be more relevant
to the whole query than to individual query terms.
The term clustering approach of Crouch and Yang [54] clusters documents by cosine similarity and assigns low-frequency terms of clusters to term classes, which are
used as synonym classes for query expansion. Schütze and Pedersen [181] efficiently
construct a thesaurus of terms sharing neighbors in the document corpus (second-order
co-occurrence) by iterative clustering of columns of co-occurrence submatrices, followed
by an SVD decomposition that allows to represent terms by dense 20-dimensional realvalued vectors. However, the authors do not use the thesaurus directly for query expansion (although this would be possible), but perform retrieval on document representations derived from term vectors (context vectors).
The advantage of global techniques, namely the generation of potentially discriminative features for query expansion, is also their main limitation: features that co-occur
frequently in the document collection may be irrelevant for the given query.
Query-specific local techniques The aforementioned problem is addressed by queryspecific local techniques, which aim at utilizing the local context provided by the query
for expansion. Usually top-ranked documents retrieved in response to the original query
(also called pseudo-relevant documents) are analyzed to generate expansion features.
A simple and well-known method, inspired by Rocchio’s relevance feedback technique
[167], is pseudo-relevance feedback, where collection-based term weights (e.g. TF-IDF
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weights) are collected from pseudo-relevant documents and used to rank terms as expansion candidates. However, the effectiveness of this approach may be limited by the
fact that top-ranking terms may not be relevant for the query, although discriminative
for the entire collection.
More advanced local key approaches are analysis of feature distribution difference,
query language modeling and document summarization. The former derive term-ranking
functions from measuring the term distribution difference between the set of pseudorelevant documents and the entire collection. Well-known instances of term distribution
difference models are the binary independence model [166], the chi-square distance [65],
Robertson’s selection value [165], and the Kullback-Leibler distance [32]. More termranking functions and an experimental study comparing different methods are reported
by Wong et al. [227].
Query language modeling approaches estimate a term probability distribution (language model) for the query and consider the most likely terms for query expansion. The
query language model is typically estimated using pseudo-relevant documents, as is done
by the two main representatives: the mixture model [243] and the relevance model [116].
The former considers the likelihood of pseudo-relevant documents as a mixture of the
query topic model and the collection language model. The query topic model is estimated using the expectation-maximization algorithm [58] as to maximize the likelihood
of pseudo-relevant documents. The relevance model assumes that both the query and
pseudo-relevant documents are samples from the same unknown term probability distribution p(t|θR ) (θR is the relevance model). Using the conditional probability of term
t given that the original query words have just been observed, an efficient expression for
estimating p(t|θR ) from pseudo-relevant documents can be derived. Metzler and Croft
[139] propose an important generalization of the relevance model that incorporates term
dependencies and proximity-based features by modeling the joint distribution of query
and relevant document by Markov random fields.
Document summarization techniques preprocess pseudo-relevant documents to represent them by more compact and informative features before applying a term-ranking
function. Local context analysis [234] uses term-concept co-occurrence extracted from
passages (text windows of fixed size) of pseudo-relevant documents, where a concept is
a group of adjacent nouns. Other approaches use text summarization techniques [115]
or intra-document feature clustering and classification [38].
External knowledge models Query expansion techniques using external knowledge
models utilize linguistic or domain-specific information not already available in the document collection, but in external knowledge representations like thesauri or ontologies
(see [180] for a discussion on the distinction between these concepts). Ontology-based
query expansion is analyzed in [148] and reviewed in [22].
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A well-known linguistic thesaurus is WordNet6 [140], which has frequently been used
to find synonyms and related words of query words for general collections [77, 134, 218].
The major problem with the use of WordNet is word sense disambiguation [147], which
has been addressed by several advanced approaches [76, 124, 195].
The semantic relationships between concepts defined in knowledge models may be
used to generate query expansion features based on their conceptual distance in the
semantic network. Liu et al. [127] rank key phrases extracted from pseudo-relevant
documents according to their conceptual distance to the query phrase on WordNet.
Tudhope et al. [214] assign traversal costs to the relationships in a domain-specific
thesaurus and generate expansion concepts by traversing the semantic network until a
predefined cutoff distance threshold is reached. Candidate concepts are ranked by their
average conceptual distance to all query terms.
In the medical domain, many ontologies and thesauri have been developed to store
and classify medical knowledge [16, 61] (see Section 2.5). Query expansion using the
MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) thesaurus has been applied to medical case retrieval
with varying success. Diaz-Galiano et al. [61] observed a significant increase in retrieval
performance on the ImageCLEF 2005 and 2006 MCR datasets, whereas Mata et al. [136]
could not using the ImageCLEF 2011 dataset. However, the latter authors reported a
more successful approach in [53].
Other techniques There are some other principled approaches that do not fit into the
classes described above. Collins-Thompson and Callan [50] construct a query-specific
term network whose relations can be generated from various sources (WordNet, stemmer, external corpus, top retrieved documents) and are assigned transition probabilities.
The term network is modeled as a Markov network, and terms with highest probability according to the stationary distribution are selected for expansion. Riezler et al.
[161] apply supervised machine learning to translate the query to semantically related
phrases, and extract expansion terms from them.

2.3

Content-Based Visual Retrieval

Datta et al. [57] give a comprehensive overview of research on content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) of the previous decade. The authors define CBIR as “any technology
that in principle helps to organize digital picture archives by their visual content”. The
search paradigm most commonly considered in CBIR research contributions is query by
example, meaning that an image is available to be used as a query to retrieve relevant
“similar” images from a large picture archive. Typically, the user of a CBIR system
expects a semantic similarity of images relevant to the query, which depends on the
6
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user context and application domain and may not be directly related to the visual
similarity of images. This discrepancy is known as the semantic gap [191], which is still
an open problem in many application domains of CBIR.
The medical imaging domain provides some opportunities that may help bridging
the semantic gap, like better defined imaging semantics, rich metadata, and existing
knowledge representations. But there are also additional challenges like its interdisciplinary nature, integration of different information sources, and limited availability of
training data [251]. A review of CBIR in medical applications and its clinical benefits
is given by Müller et al. [146].
From the many facets of CBIR research identified by Datta et al. [57], we focus on
the core techniques supporting the basic CBIR process: (1) feature extraction represents
an image by one ore more vectors of numbers capturing visual properties that are able
to discriminate between relevant and non-relevant images, but are also invariant under
irrelevant image transformations (e.g. rotation); (2) pattern recognition techniques are
used to build visual signatures from feature vectors that reduce their dimensionality
and aim at representing the desired image semantics, in an effort to bridge the semantic
gap; (3) similarity measures are applied to visual signatures in order to retrieve (and
rank) images that are most similar to a given query image.
A wealth of different image features and corresponding extraction algorithms has
been proposed for CBIR [57]. Deselaers et al. [60] performed extensive experimental
comparisons between 19 image features on different datasets, including the IRMA (Image Retrieval in Medical Applications7 ) 2005 dataset of 10,000 medical images. Feature
types can be categorized into global features describing the visual properties of the entire image by a single feature vector, and local features extracted from certain locations
or regions in the image. The visual properties captured by feature extraction methods
include color, texture, and shape, and many proposed image features represent a combination of these. Among other mathematical models, wavelet transforms are used to
represent texture features [64]. A more recent composite image descriptor capturing
brightness and texture characteristics for medical image retrieval has been proposed by
Chatzichristofis et al. [39].
Whereas global feature vectors are often used directly as visual signatures, local
feature vectors of an image need to be summarized to form a signature. The bag of
features approach applies clustering of local feature vectors of an image collection to
construct a codebook of cluster centers (visual words), and every image is represented by
a term vector of visual words [190], in analogy to text retrieval. Iakovidis et al. [97] build
the visual signature by clustering wavelet coefficients and estimating the distributions
of clusters using Gaussian mixture models and an expectation-maximization algorithm.
They obtain promising medical image retrieval results on the IRMA dataset. Quellec et
7

http://irma-project.org/index_en.php
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al. [157] extend the wavelet-based visual signatures of Do and Vetterli [64] by adapting
the wavelet basis in order to optimize retrieval performance for a given image collection.
They evaluate their approach successfully on two specific homogeneous medical image
datasets as well as on a face image dataset.
Another attempt to reduce the semantic gap is to express visual signatures in terms
of semantic concepts automatically detected in images using pattern recognition techniques. A comprehensive and detailed discussion of concept-based video retrieval is
given by Snoek and Worring [193]. Most of the techniques described there can also be
applied to image retrieval. A well-known categorization scheme for diagnostic images
is the IRMA code [120], classifying the visual content along four dimensions: image
modality (e.g. X-ray, ultrasound, CT, MR), body orientation, body region, and biological system. IRMA categories may serve as concepts to build semantically meaningful
visual signatures.
Rahman et al. [159] proposed a concept-based image retrieval framework utilizing
class probabilities of multiple classifiers as visual signatures and cosine similarity for
retrieval. Class probabilities are estimated from binary SVM classifiers. For different
low-level visual feature spaces, concept-based similarity values are calculated separately
and fused using a linear combination scheme where weights are optimized adaptively
for each query. Weight optimization incorporates automatic relevance estimation based
on classifier fusion over low-level feature spaces, but may also include user relevance
feedback. The framework was evaluated on the ImageCLEF 2006 medical dataset using
116 IRMA categories and 4 low-level visual features (MPEG-7 Edge Histogram and
Color Layout, GLCM-based texture features, and block-based gray values). In 2011,
the authors proposed a similar retrieval scheme [158].
The visual signature of a query image needs to be compared to that of images in
the collection to retrieve the “most similar” ones. The underlying assumption is that
similarity of visual signatures is correlated with semantic relevance. Failure of this assumption indicates that the semantic gap has not been bridged successfully. Similarity
of visual signatures is computed by applying an appropriate similarity measure. Eidenberger [66] conducted an extensive experimental comparison and analysis of many
well-known similarity measures used for CBIR.
Güld et al. [80] describe a generic framework for medical image retrieval systems
developed by the IRMA project [119]. The framework aims at enabling flexible and efficient development and deployment of retrieval algorithms in a distributed environment
with web-based user interfaces. Demo applications using this framework are available
online8 .
Zhou et al. [251] propose a framework for content-based medical image retrieval
on a semantic level. They emphasize the need for a scalable semantic retrieval system
8
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(e.g. easily adaptable to different image modalities and anatomical regions) and for
incorporating external knowledge. An architecture for integrated (symbolic and subsymbolic) image feature extraction and semantic reasoning is proposed. As a prototype
implementation, they describe a semantic anatomy tagging engine called ALPHA, which
employs a novel approach to deformable image segmentation by combining hierarchical
shape decomposition and CBIR.
A Java library supporting content-based text and image retrieval is LIRE9 [130, 131].
It provides a number of different global and local image feature extractors and efficient
indexing techniques for images and text based on Lucene10 .
During the last decade, deep learning techniques [117] were applied to large-scale
computer vision problems with great success [109], causing a revolution in computer
vision that made convolutional neural networks (CNNs) the dominant approach for
visual recognition and detection tasks. Recently, recurrent neural networks were applied
to automatically generate caption text of images [217]. Although such methods seem
suitable for automatically mapping case descriptions to biomedical concepts, we did
not consider deep learning methods in this thesis, because their successful application
requires large amounts of training data in the biomedical domain that were not available
to us.

2.4

Information Fusion

Information fusion (also known as data fusion or meta-search) is a well-known research
field of information retrieval. The main objective is to combine multiple information
sources to improve retrieval performance. Depending on the phase of the retrieval process chain where the combination happens, different fusion levels can be distinguished
[215]: signal level, feature level, and decision level. Signal- and feature-level fusion are
also called early fusion, whereas decision-level fusion is also known as late fusion, which
aims at combining the results of multiple retrieval systems.
In the context of MCR, late fusion is of particular interest, because it allows for
multimodal fusion of text and visual retrieval systems. Late fusion approaches can be
categorized into score-based and rank-based methods, according to which information
from retrieval result lists is used (score or rank). Wu [229] gives a concise overview of
known methods of both categories and proposes a new weight optimization method for
linear score combination based on the multiple linear regression technique. Moreover,
the author addresses another important issue of score-based data fusion systems, namely
how to obtain reliable scores from score or rank information provided by component
systems (score normalization). The logistic and cubic regressions models are found to
9
10
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provide reliable solutions to the score normalization problem. The proposed approach is
evaluated on several text retrieval datasets of recent TREC (Text Retrieval Conference
[219]) challenges.
Zhou et al. [249] investigated and generalized the classical score combination methods combMAX, combSUM, and combMNZ [72] for single-modal and multimodal fusion
of the 8 best runs submitted to the ImageCLEF medical image retrieval tasks in 2008
and 2009. They conclude that logarithmic rank penalization is the most stable score
normalization strategy, but there is no significant difference between the various score
combination methods considered.
Gkoufas et al. [73] evaluated linear combination methods using multi-field textual
retrieval and visual retrieval built into LIRE [130] on the MCR datasets of ImageCLEF 2009 and 2010. Fusion of textual and visual retrieval could not improve retrieval
performance (MAP) over fulltext-only retrieval on the ImageCLEFmed 2009 and 2010
datasets, only early precision (at 5 and 10) increased slightly.
A different approach to information fusion is filtering, where component retrieval
systems are used in a pipeline fashion such that a subsequent system works on a reduced
dataset that has been filtered by the previous system (i.e. documents supposed to be
irrelevant have been filtered out). Usually, filtering is applied in combination with other
fusion techniques. Such an approach for medical image retrieval using an IRMA code
classifier for filtering was proposed by Rahman et al. [158]. A more general approach
using text retrieval as the filtering stage and locality-sensitive hashing for visual retrieval
was proposed by Zhang et al. [247].

2.5

Knowledge Representation

In the context of information retrieval, external knowledge is an information source that
is not available in the dataset or query, but could be utilized to improve retrieval performance. There are two main techniques to achieve this aim: query expansion (see
Section 2.2.3) and multi-label annotation [213, 246] of documents. Both techniques may
incorporate external knowledge in the form of controlled vocabularies or ontologies 11 ,
which specify concepts, relationships, and other distinctions that are relevant for modeling a domain.
In the biomedical domain, some well-known controlled vocabularies include Medical
Subject Headings12 (MeSH) used to index literature [123, 128], the Gene Ontology13
(GO) modeling biological systems, and RadLex14 providing radiology terms used to
11

See e.g. [171, 180] for a distinction between the notions of controlled vocabularies, formal ontologies,
and other ontological artifacts.
12
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
13
http://www.geneontology.org/
14
https://www.rsna.org/RadLex.aspx
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annotate medical images. More comprehensive ontologies representing encyclopedic
knowledge in medicine are the Foundational Model of Anatomy15 (FMA) and the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, Clinical Terms16 (SNOMED-CT). Due to the
growing number of ontological resources in the biomedical domain, several efforts to
aggregate and link multiple ontologies and vocabularies have been made, resulting in
meta-vocabularies or combined databases, including the Unified Medical Language System17 (UMLS) meta-thesaurus, the Entrez database provided by the National Center
for Biotechnology Information18 (NCBI) [150], and the BioPortal19 database of the
National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO).
Query expansion using external knowledge models has already been covered by Section 2.2.3.2. Multi-label annotation employs machine learning techniques to automatically assign several, possibly related semantic concepts to (multimedia) documents. This
can improve retrieval performance if the annotated concepts are relevant to the query
and add information to documents (i.e. the annotated label is not already contained
in text documents). If the possible labels are organized in a tree structure, multi-label
classification specializes to hierarchical multi-label classification (HMC). Dimitrovski et
al. [63] propose an HMC classifier for medical image annotation based on ensembles
of predictive clustering trees. They evaluate their approach on the ImageCLEF 2007
and 2008 medical image annotation datasets (using IRMA code labels), outperforming
both non-hierarchical multi-label classifiers based on support vector machines (SVMs)
and single-classifier HMC approaches. Fan et al. [68] propose an HMC classifier for
video concept annotation using a concept ontology. They evaluate their approach in
the domain of surgery education videos, where concepts are linked to features derived
from salient objects [129].

2.6

Multi-View Learning

The effectiveness of machine learning may be improved if training samples are available
in multiple, redundant representations called views. Examples of multi-view representations include images of the same object taken from different viewing angles, translations
of a document into different languages, and visual and textual features of an image and
its caption found in scientific articles. Machine learning algorithms for multi-view data
have been developed and investigated in the multi-view learning research field [202, 233]
during the last two decades, and we would like to take advantage of appropriate algorithms to help improve MCR. This is a promising approach due to the fact that medical
15

http://si.washington.edu/projects/fma
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17
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
18
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
19
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
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cases are often available in multiple, complementary representations like textual descriptions, diagnostic images, and annotations taken from a biomedical ontology or controlled
vocabulary. However, as machine learning approaches often focus on classification, regression, or clustering problems, only a subset of them will be helpful for an information
retrieval problem like MCR.
Xu et al. [233] classify existing multi-view learning approaches into three groups:
(1) co-training, (2) multiple kernel learning, and (3) subspace learning methods. Cotraining has originally been proposed as a method for semi-supervised learning [26], but
is naturally applicable to multi-view learning problems. Learning algorithms are trained
separately on each view and used to make predictions on unlabeled examples. Examples
with high-confidence predictions are then added to the training set and used in an
iterative training process. Co-training aims at maximizing the agreement of predictors
on different views and will be successful if (among other assumptions) the views are
conditionally independent given a class label. Several extensions or modifications of cotraining have been proposed to relax its assumptions (like co-EM [153, 30]), transform it
to a regularized optimization problem (co-regularization [189]), combine it with graphbased learning methods [240], or apply it to regression [29] or clustering problems [23].
Because co-training is basically a training or optimization strategy that does not produce
an obvious relation between input samples that could help multimodal retrieval, we will
not consider this class of multi-view learning algorithms for MCR.
Multiple kernel learning (MKL) can be viewed as a strategy to improve the effectiveness of kernel-based machine learning algorithms (like kernel SVM) by automatically
learning how to combine or how to select hyper-parameters of multiple kernels. Kernels
are typically used to build the disciminant function of classifiers and correspond to different notions of similarity in the feature space. Hence, MKL can naturally be applied
to the multi-view setting, where different kernels exploit the specific data distributions
of different views. The extensive literature on MKL has been reviewed by Gönen and
Alpaydın [74], and in the context of multi-view learning also by Xu et al. [233]. Despite
the interpretation of kernel functions as dissimilarity measures, we found no indication
in literature that MKL methods have been applied to multimodal retrieval problems.
Subspace learning methods project multiple views into a shared (low-dimensional)
latent space by assuming that all views can be generated from latent space. From the
viewpoint of MCR, we are interested in two potential uses of these learning methods:
multimodal retrieval and multi-label classification (concept mapping, see Chapter 4).
We therefore group existing subspace learning methods into (a) approaches supporting multimodal retrieval, (b) methods enabling multi-label classification, and (c) other
approaches. Since we consider subspace learning approaches more relevant to MCR
than others, we will describe the three groups of existing methods in more detail in the
following three subsections.
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Note that any retrieval method may also be used for multi-label classification by
harvesting labels of retrieved items (implementing a nearest-neighbor classifier), and
that multi-label classification may be used to implement multimodal retrieval (conceptbased retrieval, see Chapter 6). The grouping of subspace learning methods is therefore
based on the primary purpose of the various approaches.
Finally, we note that Sun [202] categorizes existing multi-view learning approaches
into two classes only: co-training and co-regularization methods, where most MKL and
subspace learning approaches are assigned to the co-regularization category, but also
Bayesian co-training [240]. Although Sun does not refer to MKL approaches explicitly,
some of his multi-view SVM approaches [203, 201] can be regarded as such.

2.6.1

Subspace Learning for Multimodal Retrieval

Subspace learning methods supporting multimodal retrieval learn a similarity measure
or probability distribution in latent space, that can be used to retrieve most similar or
most likely instances given a query representation.20 We identify three classes of existing
subspace learning approaches suitable for multimodal retrieval: CCA-based approaches,
metric learning methods, and probabilistic latent variable models.
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [92] was one of the earliest methods applied to
multi-view subspace learning. It computes linear projections to a latent space where the
statistical correlation of two views is maximized. To overcome the limitations of linear
analysis, several non-linear extensions of CCA have been developed, including kernel
CCA [113], SVM-2K [69], and sparse CCA [83]. Like SVM-2K, generalized multi-view
analysis [185] is a supervised extension of CCA that additionally tries to separate latent
representations of instances belonging to different classes in order to facilitate classification in latent space. The fixed constraint on the dimensionality of latent space has
been relaxed by reformulating and generalizing CCA as a convex optimization problem
[225].
From the viewpoint of cross-modal retrieval, CCA has been used to improve conceptbased retrieval, where multi-class logistic regression is applied to the shared latent space
produced by CCA, in order to map text and images into a low-dimensional space of semantic labels [160]. Remarkably, this study suggests that exploiting the correlation
between views (as done by CCA) and learning more abstract representations (by multilabel classification) have positive complementary effects on cross-modal retrieval performance and hence can be combined with benefit. Another interesting cross-modal
retrieval approach based on CCA is the three-view embedding of representations obtained from explicit feature kernel mappings by Gong et al. [75]. They show that adding
20

The silent assumption is that most similar or most likely instances are also most relevant, i.e. the
similarity or probability measure is able to reflect the relevance of instances with respect to a given
query.
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semantic labels (ground-truth keywords) of internet images as a third view in addition
to textual and visual views improves retrieval performance, even when it is generated
from other views by supervised or unsupervised methods. We expect that both approaches [160, 75] are applicable to MCR where biomedical concepts (see Chapter 4)
take the role of semantic labels.
Metric learning approaches operate in a supervised or semi-supervised setting and
aim at learning a metric (dissimilarity measure) in and across multi-view feature spaces
such that representations of similar instances (as determined by ground-truth labels)
are close to each other with respect to this metric.
Yu et al. [239] extend a graph-based semi-supervised classification scheme named
Local and Global Consistency [248] to jointly learn Mahalanobis metrics for singleview representations, their linear combination weights for multi-view representations,
and class confidence values for labeled and unlabeled examples by solving a non-convex
optimization problem. The resulting similarity measure is applicable to arbitrary multiview representations, but classification of unseen examples is not directly supported.
Efficient large-scale multimedia retrieval methods based on nearest neighbor search
like cover trees [21] or hashing approaches [223, 111] rely on the Euclidean distance of
feature representations. It is therefore desirable to embed multi-view representations
into a shared latent space where similar instances are close to each other with respect to
Euclidean distance. Because such an embedding naturally induces a dissimilarity measure in and across multi-view feature spaces, we call it a multi-view metric embedding.
Quadrianto and Lampert [156] propose to learn a multi-view metric embedding
by solving an optimization problem that maps different views of similar instances to
nearby points in shared latent space, while pushing dissimilar instances apart. The
embedding of each view is parameterized as a linear combination of fixed (non-linear)
basis functions, and the loss function of the optimization problem is chosen such that
it can be decomposed into a difference of two concave functions, allowing an efficient
solution by the concave-convex procedure [241].
Zhai et al. [245] go beyond learning a global multi-view metric embedding, which
uses the same parameters for mapping all multi-view representations to shared latent
space, and propose to determine a locally smooth linear embedding for every unlabeled
or previously unseen data point in one of the multi-view feature spaces. The corresponding convex optimization problem has an efficient closed-form solution and uses a globally
consistent non-parametric embedding of labeled multi-view presentations learned in the
training phase.
A third group of subspace learning methods supporting multimodal retrieval is based
on probabilistic latent variable models, which are assumed to generate multiple view
representations by probabilistic processes. Advantages of these approaches include their
flexibility, elegance, capability of learning from small training sets (i.e. generalization
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ability), and the inference of conditional probabilities that could be used for ranking
in retrieval or for multi-label classification. The major issue for practical applications
is still time complexity of both training and inference algorithms, which may prohibit
their use with medium-sized or large datasets.
An early approach falling into this category is the Shared Gaussian Process Latent
Variable Model (sGPLVM) by Shon et al. [186]. The method learns a probabilistic
model of shared latent variables generating two views of training instances, together with
radial basis function (RBF) kernels used to map latent points to view representations.
Additionally, inverse mappings from view feature spaces to the latent space are learned.
The Shared Kernel Information Embedding (sKIE) approach of Memisevic et al.
[137] models probability distributions of data points in view feature spaces and in latent space by kernel density estimates (KDEs), which capture the geometric structure
of data points while supporting a probabilistic nonlinear and non-parametric embedding into latent space. Latent representatives used to define the KDE in latent space
are learned by maximizing (an approximation of) the mutual information between the
multi-view feature distribution and the latent distribution, assuming conditional independence between multiple views given a latent representation. In contrast to the
sGPLVM [186], the result of embedding a multi-view representation is not a single latent point, but an explicit conditional probability density over latent space, allowing to
deal with ambiguities of the embedding (multimodal density) or generating representative samples. Training has time complexity O(N 2 ) in the number N of training samples,
and inference needs O(N ) operations, because KDEs are defined in terms of training
samples. Note that training and the search for local maxima in multimodal densities
for inference involve gradient-based iterative optimization, which may lead to efficiency
problems on large datasets, even with a GPU-based parallelized implementation.21
Chen et al. [42] model multi-view and latent representations by undirected Markov
networks and estimate parameters by jointly maximizing the data likelihood and minimizing the hinge loss of supervised training data, following the idea of large margin
classifiers like SVM. Learning and inference problems are solved approximately with a
contrastive divergence method [224], and experiments are conducted on rather small
video and image datasets with a small number of class labels. Although the approach
could be applied successfully to image classification, retrieval, and annotation with
these datasets, the use of larger datasets and inference for unseen examples may lead
to practical problems.
21

At the time of this writing, the URL of the provided implementation announced in [137] was no
longer available.
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Subspace Learning for Multi-label Classification

Multi-label classification [246] is the problem of assigning one or more predefined class
labels to a test instance. Aiming at the potential use of such techniques for biomedical
concept mapping (see Chapter 4), we are particularly interested in methods that support
a large number (thousands) of class labels and can be applied to previously unseen
instances (case queries).
A number of potentially useful approaches factorize latent space into a subspace
shared by multiple views and subspaces that are private to each view. The objective is
to improve the reconstruction ability for a single view given latent representations and
to leverage private information of each view for improved classification.
Salzmann et al. [177] proposed a regularization strategy that can be applied to any
optimization-based approach to learn factorized orthogonal latent spaces. Regularization terms encourage the pairwise orthogonality between shared and private subspaces,
and between private spaces. Additionally, a trace norm regularizer encourages a low
rank representation of training samples in each view-specific latent space, and by encouraging conservation of spectral energy in both original view and latent representations
trivial solutions are avoided. The approach is applied to probabilistic latent variable
models [186, 137] (see Section 2.6.1) and delivers improved results in a human pose
estimation experiment, which represents a cross-modal regression problem.
The idea of factorized latent spaces has been further pursued in two different directions. Jia et al. [101] employed structured sparse coding techniques to learn viewdependent dictionaries that employ only a subset of latent dimensions, and at the same
time discover the dimensionality of the latent space while encouraging a low-dimensional
shared subspace. Compared to [177], the approach allows for more efficient (iterative
convex) optimization and delivers better results for human pose estimation. As sparse
coding can be seen as a specific method of representation learning [19], Ye et al. [238]
used another popular representation learning algorithm, namely a neural network with
a single hidden layer in autoencoder configuration, to learn shared and private latent
variables that are able to generate the given views. Private latent spaces are guaranteed to be orthogonal by construction of the neural network, and the robustness of
the learning algorithm is improved by introducing noise into training data, following
the strategy of denoising autoencoders [216]. Promising results were obtained on the
PASCAL VOC2007 dataset (10k images) for multi-label object classification, but hyperparameter optimization (number of hidden neurons, found by random search [20]) seems
to be a major issue for practical applications.
Recently, coupled dictionary learning [94] has been combined with coupled feature
selection [220] for cross-modal multimedia retrieval [235, 236]. These approaches are
supervised in the sense that they learn projections of two views into a space of semantic
ground-truth labels. The projections are jointly optimized by L21 norm regularization
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to encourage the selection of relevant and discriminative features [87, 152], and by trace
norm regularization to impose a low-rank constraint on the correlated embedding of the
two views into label space [79, 82]. While Wang et al. [220] learn linear projections
directly from feature representations of the two views, Xu et al. [235] first perform
coupled dictionary learning to obtain sparse and homogeneous representations of the
views, which are then used to learn projections into label space. We consider this
approach as another good candidate for MCR, because it can be used directly to map
medical cases (consisting of textual and visual representations) to a low-rank linear
combination of biomedical concepts, enabling concept-based retrieval (see Chapter 6).
Compared to the three-view CCA approach of Gong et al. [75] (see Section 2.6.1),
coupled dictionary learning and feature selection [235] seems to be advantageous for
MCR, because it requires less design and parameter choices and does not need explicit
dimensionality reduction of raw feature representations.

2.6.3

Other Subspace Learning Approaches

A class of subspace learning methods that cannot easily be applied to multimodal retrieval or multi-label classification emerged from nonlinear dimensionality reduction
techniques producing topology-preserving (smooth) embeddings [118, Chapter 5]. Some
of them are based on spectral methods [179], which find low-dimensional representations
by using eigenvectors of specially constructed matrices, like multi-view spectral embedding [231] and a similar approach combining it with sparse coding [81]. Multi-view
stochastic neighbor embedding [232] defines a probability distribution on sample pairs
encoding their distances in the original feature spaces and a corresponding distribution
in shared latent space, and finds latent representations by minimizing the KullbackLeibler divergence between the two distributions. In general, these techniques cannot
be easily utilized for MCR, because they do not produce a parametric embedding that
could be applied to previously unseen instances; they are designed to reduce the dimensionality of a given multi-view dataset only.
Diethe et al. [62] generalized Fisher discriminant analysis to the multi-view case,
which learns a projection direction for every view that minimizes variance of data along
its direction while maximizing the distance between the average outputs for each class.
Kernel and convex formulations of the optimization problem are provided, including
sparse regularizers, but analogously to SVM, the application to multi-label classification
problems is cumbersome.
Chen et al. [43] treat cross-modal retrieval as a regression problem and propose
to apply continuum regression methods [28] to find latent view-specific subspaces with
maximal covariance whose correlation is modeled by linear regression. Partial least
squares methods [169] can be seen as special cases of continuum regression and are
applied to a small dataset of Wikipedia documents with rather low-dimensional view
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representations (10-topic LDA text representation and 128-codeword SIFT image representation). Cross-modal retrieval results compare well to the CCA-based approach of
Rasiwasia et al. [160] (see Section 2.6.1). Note, however, that this approach cannot be
easily applied to multimodal retrieval or multi-label classification problems.

CHAPTER

3

Biomedical Articles
and Images

This chapter introduces the dataset of scientific biomedical articles representing a collection of medical case descriptions that are used for experiments. In addition, the
preprocessing of article images (figures) intended to support retrieval and concept mapping of images (Chapter 4) is explained. As we proposed a novel algorithm for separation
of compound figures [210], we also include experimental results of its evaluation.

3.1

Biomedical Article Dataset

The main dataset used for most of the experiments in this thesis consists of about 75,000
scientific biomedical articles in English language used for ImageCLEF medical tasks
since 2012 [104], referred to as ImageCLEF MCR dataset throughout this thesis. Those
articles were retrieved from PubMed Central1 by selecting open access journals that
allow for free redistribution of data. The articles of this dataset contain about 300,000
images of unconstrained modalities (biomedical images, diagrams, charts, photographs,
etc.). To evaluate retrieval performance, 35 queries representing patients’ symptom
descriptions and corresponding diagnostic images are available, together with relevance
judgments for a limited number of articles in the dataset.
Some dataset statistics are presented in Table 3.1. The number of indexed terms was
determined after indexing the document collection using Lucene with its default token
analyzer, which performs stop word removal and stemming. The number of relevance
judgments corresponds to the number of articles that have been judged by medical
experts whether they are relevant for a given query or not. Three of the queries in the
dataset have only one relevant article according to relevance judgments.
Fig. 3.1 depicts the distribution of images per article for this dataset. Interestingly,
there is only one article without any images, and the distribution attains a maximum
for one image per article.
1

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
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Table 3.1: Summary statistics of the MCR dataset.

Articles
Indexed terms
Document length (terms)
Images
Images per article
Queries
Query length (terms)
Images per query
Relevance judgments
Judged articles per query
Relevant articles per query

Total
74,654
490,273

Min

Max

Average

50

43,524

3,479

0

71

4.1

16
2

47
3

30.9
2.2

372
1

480
101

429
20.3

306,549
35

15,028

Figure 3.1: Distribution of images per article in the ImageCLEF MCR dataset.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 3.2: Sample compound images of the ImageCLEF MCR dataset suitable for two
different separator detection algorithms. Subfigures are separated by (a) whitespace,
(b) a vertical edge. Dashed lines represent the expected output of CFS.
Articles are available as XML documents with separate fields for title, authors,
abstract, fulltext, and figure captions (see Fig. 1.1 on page 2). Every image occurring
in articles is equipped with a caption text. Image files are stored separately (most of
them in JPEG format) and can be associated with articles using their figure ID.

3.2

Article Image Preprocessing

Articles in scientific publications contain a substantial amount of figures consisting of
two or more subfigures, which could be treated as separate images for the purpose
of automatic content-based analysis or indexing for retrieval. Figure 3.2 shows two
examples of such compound figures found in the ImageCLEF MCR dataset. Based on
published datasets drawn from open access biomedical literature, it has been estimated
that between 40% and 60% of figures occurring in articles are compound figures [7, 44,
88].
Compound figures hamper content-based analysis and indexing of article images for
retrieval, because global image features extracted from a compound image are a mixture
(often an average) of the same features extracted from the subfigures only, leading to
reduced discriminative power of these features on compound images. The situation may
be slightly better for local image features, which capture the existence of certain texture
or shape patterns in small image regions, but the predominant way of aggregating local
features of an image in a Bag of Visual Words representation [190] still suffers from
the additive effect of including local features from all subfigures. Moreover, subfigures
of a given compound image usually convey different semantic information that may
be relevant for retrieval, although the compound figure establishes a common semantic
context for subfigures.
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It is therefore desirable to automatically recognize and separate compound figures
before using them for medical case retrieval. Since research on this subject is rather
young [88] and corresponding tools are not publicly available, we devised and evaluated
an approach for compound figure classification (CFC) and compound figure separation
(CFS) in previous work [208, 209, 210], described in the following sections.
CFC (Section 3.2.1) is a binary classification problem that aims at discriminating between compound and non-compound figures given an article image. CFS (Section 3.2.2)
is the problem of determining the bounding boxes of all subfigures of a given compound
figure. Algorithms solving the CFC and CFS problems are naturally combined into a
CFC-CFS process chain (Section 3.2.3) that receives arbitrary article images as input
and delivers bounding boxes of subfigures (or of single figures) at the output. Images
classified as compound by the CFC algorithm are further processed by CFS, whereas for
images predicted as non-compound by CFC a bounding box covering the entire image
is produced.

3.2.1

Compound Figure Classification

Recognizing compound figures in a dataset of article images can be viewed as a binary
classification problem. We address this problem by using hand-crafted image features
and classical machine learning algorithms, because we consider the available training
datasets as being too small for deep learning techniques [18, 19], and we expect that
the effect of limited classification accuracy on the CFC-CFS process chain can be partly
compensated by biasing the classifier towards the compound class (see Section 3.2.3).
For CFC, we propose to use three types of image features determined separately for
vertical and horizontal directions of a gray-scale image whose pixel values have been
normalized to the range [0, 1]. Each feature type is computed by aggregating each pixel
line in direction D (vertical or horizontal) to a single real number, resulting in a single
projection vector representing the image along direction D0 orthogonal to D. The spatial
distribution of values in the projection vector is then captured by a spatial profile vector
of fixed length. The final feature vector is formed by concatenating the horizontal profile
vectors of the three feature types, followed by the corresponding vertical profile vectors.
The three feature types differ in how the projection vector is calculated: (1) mean
gray values along pixel lines, (2) variance of gray values along pixel lines, and (3)
one-dimensional Hough transform, which counts the number of edge points aligned in
direction D in a binary edge map of the input image. The binary edge map is produced
by applying a gradient threshold on edges in direction D detected by the Sobel operator. Hough transform values are then normalized to the range [0, 1] using the image
dimension in direction D (width or height). Some of the spatial profile methods applied
afterwards require quantization of projection vectors, which is performed differently for
the three feature types, using quantization parameters (positive integers) p, q, and h:
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• Mean projection values are quantized into p bins dividing [0, 1] into p subintervals
with lower bounds 1 − 2i−p for i = 1, 2, . . . , p. The logarithmic scale for quantization should help to discriminate between high values (white separator bands) and
others.
• Variance projection values are quantized into q bins dividing [0, 1] into q subintervals with upper bounds 2i−q for i = 1, 2, . . . , q. The logarithmic scale for quantization should help to discriminate between low-variance pixel lines (subfigure
separators) and others.
• Normalized Hough transform values are quantized into h bins dividing [0, 1] into
h subintervals with lower bounds 1 − 2i−h for i = 1, 2, . . . , h. The logarithmic
scale for quantization should help to discriminate between Hough peaks (subfigure
separators) and others.
We consider six spatial profile methods to produce profile vectors from projection
vectors. Five of them require quantization of projection vectors and divide the vector
of dimensionality N into k spatial bins of bN/kc or bN/kc + 1 adjacent positions. An
additional profile method tries to capture the spatial structure of the projection vector
using its Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
• Profile 1: A spatial bin is represented by the full normalized histogram of quantized projection values, resulting in p, q, or h values per spatial bin.
• Profile 2: A spatial bin is represented by the quantized projection value that
occurs most often (the mode). This value is then normalized to the range [0, 1].
• Profile 3: A spatial bin is represented by the relative frequency of the largest
quantized projection value, resulting in a single number in the range [0, 1].
• Profile 4: A spatial bin is represented by its maximum quantized projection value,
normalized to the range [0, 1].
• Profile 5: A spatial bin is represented by its average quantized projection value,
normalized to the range [0, 1].
• Profile 6: The absolute values of the first k low-frequency FFT coefficients of the
projection vector are normalized by 1/N , such that resulting values are constrained
to the range [0, 1].
The dimensionality of feature vectors depends on parameters k, p, q, h, and on
the profile method used for each of the three feature types, as presented in Table 3.2.
We denote a certain feature set by three numbers xyz representing the spatial profile
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Table 3.2: Dimensionality of various feature sets used for compound figure classification. k denotes the number of spatial bins used to compute profile vectors. p, q,
and h are quantization parameters. The right-most column gives the dimensionality for
parameter settings k = 16, p = 5, q = 8, h = 3.
Feature Set
111
222
333
444
555
666
011
034
134
434

Dimensionality
2 ∗ k ∗ (p + q + h)
6∗k
6∗k
6∗k
6∗k
6∗k
2 ∗ k ∗ (q + h)
4∗k
2 ∗ k ∗ (p + 2)
6∗k

Example
512
96
96
96
96
96
352
64
224
96

numbers of mean projection (x), variance projection (y), and Hough Transform (z). A
value of zero (e.g. x = 0) means that the corresponding component of the feature vector
has been dropped. For example, the feature set 034 denotes a feature vector formed
by concatenation of horizontal profiles of variance projection and Hough Transform,
followed by corresponding vertical profiles. Both profile methods (3 and 4) represent a
spatial bin by a single number, resulting in k numbers per profile vector, 2k numbers
for both horizontal profiles, and 4k numbers for the final feature vector.
As classifier algorithms we use logistic regression, a linear support vector machine
(SVM), and a non-linear SVM with a radial basis function kernel.

3.2.2

Compound Figure Separation

For CFS, we designed an image processing algorithm comprising distinct modules for
detecting two types of separators between subfigures: (1) homogeneous rectangular areas
of whitespace spanning the entire image width or height, which we call separator bands
(shown in Fig. 3.2(a)); and (2) separator edges spanning the entire image width or height,
which may arise from borders drawn around subfigures or from adjacent subfigures
“stitched together” as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The proposed CFS algorithm internally uses
a separate binary classifier (independent from CFC) to decide which of the two separator
detection modules to apply to a given compound image. Based on the observation
that compound images containing graphical illustrations (such as diagrams and charts)
often contain separator bands, whereas most subfigures in other compound images show
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Figure 3.3: Recursive algorithm for compound figure separation. Numbers denote the
main algorithmic steps described in Section 3.2.2.
rectangular border edges, we train the internal CFS classifier to discriminate between
graphical illustrations and other article images and call it illustration classifier.
Figure 3.3 presents the proposed recursive algorithm for CFS comprising the following steps: (1) classification of the compound image as illustration or non-illustration
image, (2) removal of border bands, (3) detection of separator lines, (4) vertical or horizontal separation, and (5) recursive application to each subfigure image. The illustration
classifier is used to decide which of two separator line detection modules to apply: if
the compound image is classified as an illustration image, the band-based algorithm is
applied, which aims at detecting separator bands between subfigures. Otherwise, the
image is processed by the edge-based separator detection algorithm, which applies edge
detection and Hough transform to locate candidate separator edges. The algorithm selection is based on the assumption that edge-based separator detection is better suited
for non-illustration compound images due to visible vertical or horizontal edges separating subfigures. Note that this assumption is not violated by non-illustration compound
images with separator bands where subfigures have a visible rectangular border. The
following four sections describe the illustration classifier, the main recursive algorithm,
and the two separator detection modules in more detail.
3.2.2.1

Illustration Classifier

The illustration classifier is used to decide which separator detection algorithm to apply
to a given compound image. If the image is predicted to be a graphical illustration with
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probability greater than decision_threshold, the band-based separator detection is
applied, otherwise the edge-based separator module is used. This decision is made
only once for each compound image, so all recursive invocations use the same separator
detection algorithm.
Due to promising effectiveness for CFS in early experiments, we use four sets of global
image features as classifier input, computed after gray-level conversion: (1) simple2
is a two-dimensional feature consisting of image entropy, estimated using a 256-bin
histogram, and mean intensity; (2) simple11 extends simple2 by 9 quantiles of the
intensity distribution; (3) CEDD is the well-known color and edge directivity descriptor
[40] (144-dimensional); and (4) CEDD_simple11 is the concatenation of CEDD and
simple11 features (155-dimensional).
As machine learning algorithms we consider support vector machines (SVM) with
radial basis function kernel (RBF) and logistic regression. Although logistic regression is
generally inferior to kernel SVM due to its linear decision boundary, it has the advantage
of providing prediction probabilities, which allow us to tune the selection of separator
detection algorithms using the decision_threshold parameter.

3.2.2.2

Recursive Algorithm

Before applying the main algorithm (Fig. 3.3) to a given compound figure image, it
is converted to 8-bit gray-scale. Border band removal detects a rectangular bounding
box surrounded by a maximal homogeneous image region adjacent to image borders
(border band). If the resulting bounding box is empty or smaller than elim_area
or if maximal recursion depth has been reached, an empty bounding box is returned,
terminating recursion. The separator line detection modules are invoked separately for
vertical and horizontal directions, so they deal with a single direction θ and return a
list of corresponding separator lines. An empty list is returned if the respective image
dimension (width or height) is smaller than mindim or if no separator lines are found. If
the returned lists for both directions are empty, recursion is terminated and the current
image (without border bands) is returned. The decision about vertical or horizontal
separation is trivial if one of both lists of separator lines is empty. Otherwise the decision
is made based on the regularity of separator distances: locations of separator lines and
borders are normalized to the range [0,1], and the direction (vertical or horizontal)
yielding the lower variance of adjacent distances is chosen. Finally, the current figure
image is divided into subimages along the chosen separation lines, and the algorithm is
applied recursively to each subimage.
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Figure 3.4: Edge-based separator line detection.
3.2.2.3

Edge-based Separator Detection

The edge-based separator line detection algorithm aims at detecting full-length edges
of a certain direction θ (vertical or horizontal) in a given gray-scale image. It comprises
the following processing steps depicted in Fig. 3.4: (1) unidirectional edge detection, (2)
peak selection in one-dimensional Hough transform, and (3) consolidation and filtering
of candidate edges.
Edge detection is implemented by a one-dimensional Sobel filter und subsequent
thresholding (edge_sobelthresh) to produce a binary edge map. The one-dimensional
Hough transform counts the number of edge points aligned on each line in direction θ.
So the peaks correspond to the longest edges, and their locations identify candidate
separator edges. To make borders appear as strong Hough peaks, we add an artificial
high-contrast border to the image prior to edge detection. Peaks are identified by an
adaptive threshold t that depends on the recursion depth k (zero-based), the maximal
value m of the current Hough transform, and the fill ratio f of the binary edge map
(fraction of non-zero pixels, 0 ≤ f ≤ 1), see (Eq. 3.1). α and β are internal parameters
(edge_houghratio_min and edge_houghratio_base).
h = α ∗ βk ,



t = m ∗ h + (1 − h) ∗

p 

f

.

(3.1)

The rationale behind these formulas is to cope with noise in the Hough transform. Hough
peaks were observed to become less pronounced as image size decreases (implied by
increasing recursion depth) and as the fill ratio f increases (more edge points increase the
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Figure 3.5: Band-based separator line detection.
probability that they are aligned by chance). Equation (3.1) ensures a higher threshold
in these cases. Additionally, as recursion depth increases, the algorithm should detect
only more pronounced separator edges, because further figure subdivisions become less
likely.
Hough peak selection also includes a similar regularity criterion as used for deciding about vertical or horizontal separation (see Section 3.2.2.2): the list of candidate peaks is sorted by their Hough values in descending order, and candidates are
removed from the end of the list until the variance of normalized edge distances of
remaining candidates falls below a threshold (edge_maxdistvar). Candidate edges
resulting from Hough peak selection are then consolidated by filling small gaps (of maximal length given by edge_gapratio) between edge line segments (of minimal length
given by edge_lenratio). Finally, edges that are too short in comparison to image
height or width (threshold edge_minseplength), or too close to borders (threshold
edge_minborderdist) are discarded.
3.2.2.4

Band-based Separator Detection

The band-based separator detection algorithm aims at locating homogeneous rectangular areas covering the full width or height of the image, which we call separator bands.
Since this algorithm is intended primarily for gray-scale illustration images with light
background, we assume that separator bands are white or light gray. The algorithm
consists of four steps illustrated in Fig. 3.5: (1) image binarization, (2) computation of
mean projections, (3) identification and (4) filtering of candidate separator bands.
Initially, we binarize the image using the mean intensity value as a threshold. We
then compute mean projections along direction θ (vertical or horizontal), that is, the
mean value of each line of pixels in this direction. A resulting mean value will be 1
(white) if and only if the corresponding line contains only white pixels. Candidate
separator bands are then determined by identifying maximal runs of ones in the vector
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Figure 3.6: Process chain consisting of compound figure classifier (CFC) and compound figure separation (CFS).
of mean values that respect a minimal width threshold (band_minsepwidth). They are
subsequently filtered using a regularity criterion similar to Hough peak selection (see
Section 3.2.2.3), this time using distance variance threshold band_maxdistvar. Finally,
selected bands that are close to the image border (threshold band_minborderdist) are
discarded, and the center lines of remaining bands are returned as separator lines.

3.2.3

CFC-CFS Chain

Processing compound figures in a collection of scientific articles is expected to happen
in a two-stage process as illustrated in Fig. 3.6: (1) all article images are classified
as compound or non-compound by applying a compound figure classifier (CFC); (2)
the predicted compound images are then processed by a compound figure separation
(CFS) algorithm to obtain subfigures. The resulting set of subfigures and predicted
non-compound figures can then be used for further application-specific processing (e.g.
content-based indexing for retrieval). We are therefore interested in evaluating and
improving the effectiveness of the CFC-CFS process chain, i.e. the quality of obtained
subfigures and non-compound figures with respect to a gold standard and evaluation
procedure (see Section 3.3).
A guiding principle for improving the CFC-CFS chain is derived from consideration
of the loss of effectiveness caused by different types of CFC errors: false negatives
(compound figures classified as non-compound) may result in a larger loss than the same
number of false positives (non-compound figures classified as compound), because false
negatives are not processed by CFS and hence all contribute to the loss of effectiveness.
On the other hand, there is a chance that false positives are not divided into subfigures by
CFS (because it does not detect separation lines), and such instances of false positives
will not degrade effectiveness of the CFC-CFS chain. Effectiveness can therefore be
optimized on a validation set by biasing CFC decisions towards the compound class.
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However, this is easy to achieve only for CFC algorithms that deliver predicted class
probabilities, like logistic regression, but not for SVM.
The different importance of misclassifications of a binary classifier depending on true
classes can be expressed by a 2 × 2 misclassification loss matrix (Eq. (3.2)) [24]. Rows
correspond to true classes and columns to predicted classes, where in the case of CFC
the first row or column is assigned to class non-compound (C0 ) and the second row or
column to class compound (C1 ). The entries of loss matrix (Eq. (3.2)) denote the fact
that misclassification of true compound figures incurs a loss that is by a factor of α
larger than that of misclassification of true non-compound figures (if α > 1). If the
classifier is able to predict conditional class probabilities p(Ck |x) for a given image x,
the decision of the classifier can be optimized with respect to expected misclassification
loss Ek (x) (Eq. (3.3)): image x is assigned to class Ck that minimizes Ek (x) (k = 0 or
k = 1). For the special form of loss matrix given in (Eq. (3.2)), this criterion reduces
to a simple threshold on conditional class probability p(C1 |x): image x is assigned to
class C1 if and only if Eq. (3.4) holds. The parameter α can be selected by optimizing
effectiveness of the CFC-CFS process chain on a validation set.

!

L =
Ek (x) =

0 1
α 0
X

Lik p(Ci |x)

(3.2)
(3.3)

i

p(C1 |x) ≥

3.3

1
1+α

(3.4)

Experiments

Experiments were conducted for two different purposes: first, the effectiveness of our
proposed CFC-CFS process chain was evaluated and compared to other state-of-theart algorithms (Section 3.3.3); second, we applied compound figure classification and
separation to the ImageCLEF MCR dataset to prepare further use of article images
throughout this thesis (Section 3.3.4). Since ground-truth data for compound figures
of the MCR dataset is not available, the second type of experimental results cannot be
evaluated, but only checked for consistency with compound figure rates reported in the
literature.
We evaluate our approach on separate datasets for CFC, CFS, and the CFC-CFS
process chain, which are described in Section 3.3.1. As there is no agreement on a
standard evaluation protocol for CFS in the research community yet, we use two different
evaluation procedures, described in Section 3.3.2. Additionally, we propose to slightly
extend existing CFS evaluation protocols in order to apply them to CFC-CFS chains.
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Table 3.3: Datasets used in our CFC-CFS experiments. CFC = compound figure
classification, CFS = compound figure separation, MC = modality classification; CO =
compound, ILL = illustration.
Dataset
ImageCLEF
ImageCLEF
NLM CFS
ImageCLEF
ImageCLEF
ImageCLEF
ImageCLEF
CFC-CFS

3.3.1

CFC
CFS
MC
MC
MC
MC

first
majority
unanimous
greedy

Images
10387
3403

Training
Annotations
6121 CO (59%)
14531 subfigures

1071
895
867
1071
6806

607 ILL (57%)
514 ILL (57%)
508 ILL (59%)
712 ILL (66%)
17934 subfigures

Images
10434
3381
380
497
428
398
497
6752

Test
Annotations
6144 CO (59%)
12789 subfigures
1656 subfigures
261 ILL (53%)
243 ILL (57%)
226 ILL (57%)
325 ILL (65%)
16154 subfigures

Datasets

We used several datasets to train and evaluate the different components of our approach
in our experiments. All of them were derived from the ImageCLEF MCR dataset (see
Section 3.1). A subset of about 21,000 images used for the ImageCLEF 2015 medical
tasks [90] formed the basis for most datasets used in our experiments, namely all datasets
labeled ImageCLEF in Table 3.3.
The CFC training dataset provided by ImageCLEF task organizers contained some
erroneous samples (23 images had contradicting annotations), which have been removed
from the training set. Table 3.3 refers to the cleaned CFC training set only. The CFC
dataset consists of 59% compound images (CO), both in training and test subsets,
providing reasonable conditions for training and evaluating a binary classifier.
A similar split of classes is present in the modality classification (MC) datasets,
which are used to train and evaluate the binary classifier for illustrations (ILL) (see
Section 3.2.2.1). The MC datasets were derived from the dataset of the ImageCLEF
2015 multi-label image classification task [90]. The images are provided with one or more
labels of 29 classes (organized in a class hierarchy), which have been mapped to two
meta classes: the illustration meta class comprises all “general biomedical illustration"
classes except for chromatography images, screenshots, and non-clinical photos. These
classes and all classes of diagnostic images have been assigned to the non-illustration
meta class. About 36% of the images in the training set are labeled with multiple
classes, corresponding to compound images. Training and evaluation of the illustration
classifier (Section 3.2.2.1) requires mapping the set of labels of a given image to a single
meta class. We implemented four mapping strategies that first assign each image label
to the illustration or non-illustration meta class, and then operate differently on the
list L of meta labels associated with a given image: (1) the first strategy simply assigns
the first meta label of L to the image; (2) the majority strategy selects the meta label
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occurring most often in L, dropping the image from the dataset if both meta labels
occur equally often; (3) the unanimous strategy only assigns a meta label to the image
if all meta labels in L are equal, otherwise the image is dropped from the dataset; and
(4) the greedy strategy maps an image to the illustration label if L contains at least
one such meta label, otherwise the image is assigned the non-illustration label. Note
that majority and unanimous strategies discarded up to 20% of images in the original
dataset. Whereas majority and unanimous mapping strategies are expected to improve
classification accuracy, the greedy strategy aims at increasing CFS effectiveness based
on the assumption that a compound image containing an illustration subfigure is more
likely to have separator bands than separator edges.
A research group at the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) had created a
dataset to evaluate their CFS approach (and related algorithms) [7] well before the first
CFS task at ImageCLEF was issued in 2013. This dataset contains 400 images and 1764
ground-truth subfigures and hence is substantially smaller than the ImageCLEF CFS
test dataset. Moreover, it shares 20 images with the training set and 27 images with
the test set of the ImageCLEF CFS dataset. The reason for the non-empty intersection
of these datasets is that the NLM dataset was sampled from a set of 231,000 article
images used at ImageCLEF 2011, which was extended later to the ImageCLEF MCR
dataset. Since we used the ImageCLEF CFS training set for parameter optimization, we
removed the 20 images in the intersection from the NLM dataset for our experiments.
The resulting reduced dataset is listed in Table 3.3 as NLM CFS dataset.
For evaluation of the CFC-CFS process chain, we extended the ImageCLEF CFS
test dataset (3381 images) with the same number of non-compound images sampled
at random from the ImageCLEF CFC test dataset. After removing five images that
occurred in both portions of this dataset2 , a test dataset with 6752 images was obtained.
In a similar manner, a validation set of 6806 images was constructed from ImageCLEF
CFS and CFC training datasets (appearing as “training set” in the last line of Table 3.3).
Non-compound images of the CFC-CFS dataset were annotated with a single subfigure
covering the entire image, as explained in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.2

Evaluation Methods

While evaluation of classification algorithms is a well-studied problem [143, 36, 85, 192,
108], evaluation of compound figure separation has been addressed by two different adhoc procedures only [7, 88]. Both evaluation procedures first determine which detected
2

Ideally, the intersection should be empty, because the CFS dataset should contain only compound
images. However, manual inspection of images in the intersection revealed that both CFS and CFC
datasets contain errors and that the distinction between compound and non-compound images is not
always clear.
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subfigures of a given compound image are correct (true positive) with respect to groundtruth subfigures, and then compute an evaluation measure from the number of true
positive subfigures over the dataset. However, the way by which true positive subfigures
are determined, and which evaluation measures are calculated, differs between the two
proposed evaluation procedures, which are described in the sequel. A description of our
proposed method to measure the effectiveness of the CFC-CFS process chain completes
this section.
3.3.2.1

CFS Evaluation

To describe the evaluation protocols in detail, we introduce the following notation.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a subfigure is represented by rectangular
area R (bounding box) within an image, and denote its area size (number of contained
pixels) by |R|. For a given compound figure, let {Gi | i ∈ I} be the set of ground-truth
subfigures, and {Fj | j ∈ J} the set of subfigures detected by the CFS algorithm that
should be evaluated. Note that the overlap area Gi ∩ Fj between subfigures is again a
rectangle (or empty). The two evaluation protocols employ different definitions of the
overlap ratio between Gi and Fj , given in Equations (3.5) and (3.6). ρG
ij is the overlap
ratio with respect to ground-truth subfigure Gi , ρFij calculates the ratio with respect to
detected subfigure Fj .

ρG
ij =
ρFij

=

|Gi ∩ Fj |
|Gi |
|Gi ∩ Fj |
|Fj |

(3.5)
(3.6)

The evaluation procedure used for ImageCLEF CFS tasks [88] iterates over groundtruth subfigures Gi and, for a given Gi , looks for a detected subfigure Fj with maximal
overlap ρFij . Fj is associated with Gi if ρFij > 2/3 and if Fj has not already been
associated with a different ground-truth subfigure. The result is a set of one-to-one associations between ground-truth subfigures and detected subfigures, which are regarded
as true positives. Note that although the set of associations may depend on the order of
iterations over Gi , the number C of these associations does not. Accuracy can therefore
be defined per compound figure as C/ max(NG , ND ), where NG and ND are the numbers of ground-truth and detected subfigures, respectively. Accuracy on the test set is
the average of accuracy values computed for each compound figure.
The authors of the NLM CFS dataset [7] (see Section 3.3.1) used a different criterion
to determine true positive subfigures. A detected subfigure Fj is considered true positive
G
if and only if there is a ground-truth subfigure Gi with ρG
ij > 0.75 and ρkj < 0.05 for all
other ground-truth subfigures Gk . That is, subfigure Fj has a notable overlap with one
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Determination of true positive detected subfigures by (a) ImageCLEF and
(b) NLM CFS evaluation procedures.
ground-truth subfigure only. Given the total number N of ground-truth subfigures in
the dataset, the total number D of detected subfigures, and the number T of detected
true positive subfigures, the usual definitions for classifier evaluation measures can be
applied to obtain precision P , recall R, and F1 measure, see Eq. (3.7). Note that
accuracy is not well-defined in this setting, because the number of negative results (not
detected arbitrary bounding boxes) is theoretically unlimited.
T
T
2∗P ∗R
, R=
, F1 =
.
(3.7)
D
N
P +R
Figure 3.7 illustrates two different ways of determining true positive detected subfigures for an example compound figure, which consists of three ground-truth subfigures:
A, B, and C. We assume that a hypothetical CFS algorithm, given this compound figure
as input, produced three subfigures – indicated as subfigures 1, 2, and 3 – at its output. In Figure 3.7, the resulting detected subfigures appear on the foreground, partially
overlapping the three ground-truth subfigures in the background. The ImageCLEF
and NLM evaluation protocols for this case will result in two different assessments, as
follows:
P =

• Figure 3.7 (a): The ImageCLEF evaluation procedure considers only one of subfigures 2 or 3 as true positive, depending on which of them gets associated first
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with C. Note that both overlap ratios ρFC2 and ρFC3 are 100%. Subfigure 1, however, is regarded as false positive, because its overlap ratio, according to definition
(3.6), with any ground-truth subfigure does not exceed 2/3. The resulting accuracy is therefore 1/3, since only one of the three detected subfigures qualifies as
true positive.
• Figure 3.7 (b): The NLM evaluation procedure, on the other hand, determines
that all detected subfigures should be considered false positives, because for subfigures 2 and 3 the overlap ratio, according to definition (3.5), with any groundtruth subfigure is too small (i.e., less than 75%), and subfigure 1 overlaps with
two ground-truth subfigures (A and B) by at least 5%.
3.3.2.2

CFC-CFS Chain Evaluation

We propose to apply the CFS evaluation methods described above to the output of
the CFC-CFS process chain (Section 3.2.3). Because CFS test datasets contain only
compound figures, but the dataset for CFC-CFS chain evaluation also includes noncompound figures (Section 3.3.1), we need to extend CFS evaluation procedures by a
convention to represent non-compound figures. We adopt the obvious solution to consider non-compound figures as “compound figures with a single subfigure” and represent
each of them by a bounding box covering the entire image. This extension needs to be
implemented in three different places of the evaluation procedure: (1) for ground-truth
annotation, (2) for images classified as non-compound by CFC, and (3) for images classified as compound that are not divided into subfigures by CFS (because it does not
detect proper separator lines).
Unmodified CFS evaluation algorithms can then be applied to the output of the
CFC-CFS chain. Note that the ImageCLEF evaluation algorithm will assign 100% accuracy for true non-compound images only if there is exactly one “detected” subfigure in
the CFC-CFS output, no matter what the bounding boxes are. Similarly, the NLM evaluation algorithm will find at most one true positive subfigure in a true non-compound
image, but in this case the area of the “detected” bounding box is relevant (it must
cover at least 75% of the entire image).

3.3.3

CFC-CFS Results

We conducted separate experiments to evaluate the proposed compound figure classifier
(Section 3.3.3.1), our compound figure separation algorithm (Section 3.3.3.2), and the
entire CFC-CFS process chain (Section 3.3.3.3). Our CFC and CFS approaches were
compared separately to other existing methods, but evaluation of the CFC-CFS process
chain has not yet been treated in the literature.
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Table 3.4: Evaluation results of compound figure classifier on ImageCLEF CFC test
set. From the 120 tested combinations of classifier algorithm, feature set, and number
k of spatial bins, only the best three and the worst result for each classifier algorithm
are reported. LogReg = logistic regression, SVM = support vector machine.
Classifier
LogReg
LogReg
LogReg
LogReg
linear SVM
linear SVM
linear SVM
linear SVM
kernel SVM
kernel SVM
kernel SVM
kernel SVM

3.3.3.1

Feature Set
134
434
434
011
134
434
434
222
034
444
434
666

k
16
8
16
4
16
8
16
4
4
4
4
32

Accuracy%
76.9
76.6
76.6
61.3
76.9
76.8
76.5
63.9
75.5
75.3
74.2
59.0

FP%
16.9
18.2
17.7
8.5
14.6
16.6
15.9
25.9
20.4
20.8
23.0
41.0

FN%
6.2
5.2
5.7
30.2
8.6
6.7
7.6
10.2
4.1
3.9
2.9
0.0

CFC Experiments

Results of CFC experiments are presented in Table 3.4. We used the ImageCLEF CFC
dataset (Section 3.3.1) to train and evaluate the various combinations of feature sets
and classifier algorithms described in Section 3.2.1. More specifically, we trained all
three classifiers on 40 feature sets created by instantiating the 10 feature sets listed in
Table 3.2 for four values of k (4, 8, 16, and 32). The quantization parameters were kept
constant as p = 5, q = 8, and h = 3, as these values gave good classification performance in preliminary experiments. To enable a fair comparison with SVM, the logistic
regression classifier used a probability threshold of 0.5, corresponding to a symmetric
misclassification loss matrix (Eq. (3.2)) with α = 1. From the 120 combinations of
classifier algorithm, feature sets, and number k of spatial bins that were tested in experiments, we report only the best three and the worst results – separated by a dashed
line in Table 3.4 – for each classifier algorithm with respect to accuracy.
Results indicate that feature set 434 achieves good classification performance for all
three tested classifier algorithms with a rather low dimensionality of 96 (see Table 3.2).
Feature set 134 (with 224 dimensions) with k = 16 spatial bins showed the same accuracy (76.9%) for both linear classifiers, becoming the best overall performer in both
cases. The surprisingly low classification performance of kernel SVM is probably due
to underfitting caused by default SVM hyperparameters; both box constraint C and
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standard deviation σ of the radial basis function (RBF) kernel were kept at the default
value 1.
Remarkably, the false positive rate of all well-performing classifiers in Table 3.4 is
systematically higher than the false negative rate. This can be explained by two possible
causes: first, the training set is slightly imbalanced (59% compound images), which may
cause the classifier to decide in favor of the compound class in uncertain cases; second,
the feature sets used for CFC produce a denser spatial distribution of non-compound
images in the feature space than for compound ones, reinforcing the imbalanced training
effect. In fact, the CFC features described in Section 3.2.1 have been designed to capture
the existence of separators between subfigures. If such separators do not exist, feature
values may exhibit a low variance across different images.
Compared to the best CFC run using visual-only features submitted to ImageCLEF
2015 by Wang et al. [222], which achieved 82.8% accuracy on the same dataset, our
results are inferior by a margin of about 6%. However, as the approach of Wang et al.
essentially employs a CFS algorithm (connected component analysis and band separator
detection), we suppose that our CFC method has significant advantages with respect
to efficiency for online classification. Extraction of the 111 feature set, which is the
most complex of our proposed feature sets, took 81 milliseconds per image on average
(excluding reading the image file from disk) using a MATLAB implementation on an
Intel E8400 CPU operated at 3 GHz. This execution time corresponds to a processing
rate of 12.3 images per second.
3.3.3.2

CFS Experiments

Experimental results of CFS evaluation using the ImageCLEF CFS dataset and corresponding evaluation procedure are shown in Table 3.5. The internal parameters of our
CFS algorithm (see Appendix A.1), including implementation options of the illustration
classifier (Section 3.2.2.1), were optimized on the training portion of the dataset, prior
to evaluating CFS performance on the test dataset. For comparison, we also included a
previous version of our approach [208] that did not use optimized parameters, and the
best approach submitted to ImageCLEF 2015 (by NLM).
To analyze the effectiveness of the illustration classifier for CFS, we also report
results for different classifier implementation options obtained by keeping these options constant during parameter optimization. Because logistic regression using simple2
features was found to be most effective by parameter optimization when trained on
the greedy set, we focused on this training set when evaluating other classifier implementations. Internal SVM parameters were optimized on the entire ImageCLEF 2015
multi-label classification test dataset (see Section 3.3.1) to maximize classification accuracy. The optimized decision_threshold parameter for deciding between edge-based
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Table 3.5: Experimental results on the ImageCLEF 2015 CFS test set. Illustration
classifiers are described in Section 3.2.2.1 (LogReg = logistic regression). BB denotes the
percentage of images (or decisions*) where band-based separator detection was applied.

Algorithm
Previous [208]
NLM [178]
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
SubfigureClassifier

Classifier
LogReg,simple2,first
manual
LogReg,simple2,first
LogReg,simple2,majority
LogReg,simple2,unanimous
LogReg,simple2,greedy
LogReg,simple11,greedy
SVM,simple2,greedy
SVM,simple11,greedy
SVM,CEDD,greedy
SVM,CEDD_simple11,greedy
random,p=0.741
no classifier,p=0
no classifier,p=1
LogReg,simple11,greedy

BB %
95.7
61.6
61.1
61.8
75.8
74.1
58.6
60.3
59.2
59.6
74.7
0
100
60.1*

CFS Accuracy %
49.4
84.6
84.2
84.1
84.2
84.8
84.9
83.5
83.5
82.8
83.2
75.4
58.0
82.2
84.0

and band-based separator detection is effective only for logistic regression classifiers,
because SVM predictions do not provide class probabilities.
Moreover, we consider a variant of the proposed CFS algorithm in which the illustration classifier has been replaced by a binary random decision unit, which predicts that
a given input image is an illustration with probability p. For p = 0, the CFS algorithm
will always use edge-based separator detection, and for p = 1 band-based separator
detection will be applied to every input image. The value p = 0.741 corresponds to the
decision rate of the most effective classifier (LogReg,simple11,greedy). The rationale for
choosing p as the actual illustration decision rate of the classifier on the test dataset
is to allow a fair comparison between the “random decision” variant and the proposed
CFS algorithm, which should allow us to quantify the utility of the illustration classifier
in our CFS approach.
The proposed CFS algorithm applies the illustration classifier once to each input
image and reuses the classifier’s decision in all recursive invocations of the separator
detection module (see Fig. 3.3). To answer the question whether applying the classifier
anew for each recursive invocation improves CFS performance, we also consider this
algorithmic variant called SubfigureClassifier in our experiments, depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Variant of proposed CFS algorithm that applies the illustration classifier
to every detected subfigure prior to splitting it further.
When comparing our results to NLM’s approach, we note that the authors of [178]
manually classified the test set into stitched (4.3%) and non-stitched (95.7%) images,
whereas our approach uses automatic classification. Using band-based separator detection for all test images (no classifier, p = 1) works surprisingly well (82.2% accuracy),
which can be explained by the low number of stitched compound images in the test
set. On the other hand, using edge-based separator detection for all test images (no
classifier, p = 0) results in modest performance (58% accuracy), which we attribute
to a significant number of subfigures without rectangular borders (illustrations) in the
test set. Selecting edge-based or band-based separator detection using the illustration
classifier improved accuracy for all tested classifier implementations. In fact, it turned
out to be effective to bias the illustration classifier towards band-based separator detection and apply edge-based separator detection only to high-confidence non-illustration
images. This happened in two ways: by using the greedy training set, and by optimizing
the decision_threshold parameter for the logistic regression classifier. This explains
why best results were obtained by logistic regression classifiers trained on the greedy
training set.
To further analyze the effectiveness of separator detection selection, we partitioned
the CFS test dataset into two classes according to decisions of the most effective CFS
algorithm variant (LogReg,simple11,greedy) and evaluated detection results of this algorithm separately on the two partitions. Resulting accuracy values of 85.7% on the
edge-based partition and 84.6% on the band-based partition show that the classifier
was successful in jointly optimizing detection performance for both separator detection
algorithms.
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Table 3.6: Evaluation results of compound figure separation on the NLM CFS dataset
[7]. Precision (P), recall (R), and F1 score are computed from the total number of
ground-truth (G), detected (D), and true positive (T) subfigures.

Algorithm
Proposed (LogReg)
Proposed (SVM)
Apostolova et al. [7]

G
1656
1656
1764

D
1550
1584
1482

T
1314
1297
1276

P%
84.8
81.9
86.1

R%
79.4
78.3
72.3

F1 %
82.0
80.1
78.6

Our algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and executed on a PC with 8 GB
RAM and an Intel E8400 CPU running at 3 GHz. The average total processing time
per compound image was 0.3 seconds when an illustration classifier with simple features
was used, and 0.9 seconds when a classifier with CEDD features was applied. Note that
the efficiency of other known approaches in the literature is either not documented [7]
or by an order of magnitude lower ([44] reported 2.4 seconds per image).
To enable comparison with other CFS approaches in the literature, we further evaluated our approach on the NLM dataset using the evaluation procedure proposed by
its authors (see Section 3.3.2). By using the same parameter values obtained by optimization on the ImageCLEF training set, CFS results on the NLM dataset provide
additional information about the generalization ability of our CFS algorithm.
Results of evaluation on the NLM dataset are presented in Table 3.6. We selected
the most effective illustration classifiers using logistic regression and SVM, respectively.
They both use simple11 features and the greedy training set. For convenience, we also
included the results reported in [7] for a direct comparison with our approach.3
Results show that the relative performance of the proposed CFS algorithm using
different classifiers is consistent with evaluation results on the ImageCLEF CFS dataset.
The proposed algorithm could detect 10% more true positive subfigures than the image
panel segmentation algorithm of Apostolova et al. [7], leading to a higher recall rate.
On the other hand, precision is only slightly lower. Note that algorithm [7] has been
used as a component in NLM’s CFS approach [178] referenced in Table 3.5.

3.3.3.3

CFC-CFS Chain Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed CFC-CFS process chain, we used the
CFC-CFS test dataset and evaluation procedure described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2,
3

The dataset reported in [7] contains 400 images with 1764 ground-truth subfigures, so reported
recall may be up to 0.4% higher if evaluated on the 398 images of the dataset available to us.
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Table 3.7: Evaluation results of CFC-CFS chain for different algorithms and decision
thresholds of the compound figure classifier (CFC). Decision thresholds are applicable to
the logistic regression (LogReg) classifier only. The threshold marked by * was found to
be optimal on the validation set. CR is the percentage of images classified as compound
(compound figure rate). In addition to accuracy on the total test set, accuracy values
on the subsets of predicted compound (C) and non-compound (NC) images are shown.
CFC
LogReg
LogReg
LogReg
LogReg
linear SVM
kernel SVM
none
ideal

Threshold

CR%

0.20
*0.35
0.50
0.65
–
–
0

84
74
66
56
61
74
100
50

Accuracy%
C NC Total
84.7 94.7
86.4
84.9 90.8
86.5
85.2 86.6
85.6
85.9 81.1
83.8
85.6 82.1
84.2
84.4 95.6 87.3
85.1
–
85.1
84.9 100
92.5

respectively. Results obtained using the ImageCLEF CFS evaluation method are presented in Table 3.7. For each of the three CFC algorithms (logistic regression, linear
SVM, and kernel SVM) evaluated earlier, we applied the best-performing parameter
settings according to Table 3.4. From these classifier algorithms, only logistic regression delivers predicted class probabilities, which allows to tune the effectiveness of the
CFC-CFS chain by optimizing the decision threshold (Equation (3.4) in Section 3.2.3).
Optimization was performed by evaluating CFC-CFS effectivness on the CFC-CFS validation set for decision thresholds d in the range 0.2 ≤ d ≤ 0.7 using a step size of 0.05.
The optimal value was found as d = 0.35, corresponding to weight α = 1.86 of the misclassification loss matrix (Eq. (3.2)). In Table 3.7, we report results for four different
decision thresholds on the test set. The optimal threshold selected during optimization
on the validation set (indicated by *) also delivers best performance on the test set,
confirming that improved performance for decision thresholds d < 0.5 is not caused by
overfitting the validation set.
Column CR (“compound rate”) of Table 3.7 shows the percentage of input images
classified as compound by the different CFC implementations. Separate accuracy values
on the portions of the test set classified as compound and non-compound, respectively,
indicate a natural trend: accuracy increases with decreasing size of the class-specific
subset. For logistic regression, the increase of accuracy on the non-compound subset
for shrinking decision thresholds overcompensates the moderate loss on the compound
subset, improving total accuracy. As the decision threshold approaches zero, however,
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Table 3.8: Results of compound figure separation (CFC-CFS chain) on MCR dataset.
Processed article images
Compound images predicted by CFC
Compound images after CFS
Total number of images after CFS
Average number of subfigures per compound image
Average number of images per article after CFS

306,538
222,042
154,136
791,682
4.15
10.6

100%
72.4%
50.3%
258%

the number of predicted non-compound images and hence their effect on total accuracy
becomes too small, leading to the observed local maximum of total accuracy for decision
threshold d = 0.35.
High CFC-CFS accuracy on the subset of predicted non-compound images can also
be explained by a low false negative rate of CFC: false negatives are true compound
images classified as non-compound, which are not sent through CFS processing and
hence hurt effectiveness of the CFC-CFS chain. This explains the good performance
of kernel SVM in Table 3.7, although kernel SVM achieved inferior accuracy in CFC
experiments (Table 3.4). From the three tested CFC algorithms, kernel SVM happened
to have the lowest false negative rate at the cost of a high false positive rate, leading to
a similar effect as decreasing the decision threshold for logistic regression.
From a wider perspective, however, effectiveness of CFC in the CFC-CFS process
chain is rather limited when compared to processing all images of the test dataset with
CFS only (indicated by classifier none in Table 3.7). In fact, our CFC implementations
could improve CFC-CFS chain effectiveness by 2% only, whereas an ideal CFC algorithm
that reproduces ground-truth class annotations would increase total accuracy by more
than 7%.
Finally we note that all pairwise differences of total accuracy values in Table 3.7,
which are mean values of accuracies determined for every input image, are statistically
significant except for the difference between the first two lines in the table (logistic
regression with decision thresholds 0.2 and 0.35, respectively). Significance has been
tested at the 5% significance level using a paired t-test.

3.3.4

Compound Figures in MCR Dataset

To prepare further use of article images for medical case retrieval, we applied our CFCCFS process chain to the MCR dataset, selecting the best performing CFC option
according to Table 3.7, that is, kernel SVM with feature set 034 and k = 4 (cf. Table 3.4).
Results are presented in Table 3.8. Compound figure separation enlarges the image set
in this collection by a factor of 2.6, leading to more than 10 images per article on
average.
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of subfigures per image recognized by our CFC-CFS process
chain on the MCR dataset.
The compound figure rate of 50.3%, obtained by counting the number of images
with more than one subfigure after applying the CFC-CFS chain, fits well into the
range 40–60% reported in the literature for other datasets [7, 44, 88]. The distribution
of recognized subfigures per image (including non-compound images) is depicted in
Fig. 3.9. Note that the roughly linear representation in logarithmic scale corresponds
to a Zipf distribution.

3.4

Summary

The high rate of compound figures (approximately 50%) found in scientific biomedical
articles calls for an automated process to recognize and separate these figures prior to
applying content-based analysis or indexing techniques. We proposed a two-step (CFCCFS) process chain to automatically classify and separate compound images using lightweight image features and efficient image processing techniques. We evaluated our CFC
and CFS approaches separately on public datasets and found that our fully automatic
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CFS method delivered more accurate results than existing automatic or semi-automatic
approaches. The inferior classification accuracy of our proposed CFC method, when
compared to existing, more complex techniques, turned out to have only a limited effect
on the effectiveness of the CFC-CFS process chain, which has not been investigated in
literature so far.
We applied the proposed CFC-CFS process chain with best parameter settings found
during evaluation to all article images of the MCR dataset in order to prepare further
use of images to support medical case retrieval. We obtained a set of nearly 800,000
separated images, resulting in 10.6 images per scientific article on average.

CHAPTER

4

Biomedical Concepts

As every science, health care and life sciences have developed a large number of notions
and terms used to describe their knowledge and subject of research. Starting with the
need to index scientific literature to facilitate search and access in libraries, a plethora
of controlled vocabularies and ontologies defining biomedical concepts have been developed during the last six decades (see Section 2.5). Nowadays, biomedical ontologies—or
more generally, ontological artifacts—are used in a variety of applications that assist
researchers or users in finding information and interpreting ever increasing amounts
of biomedical data, including search in heterogeneous biomedical data, data exchange
among applications, information integration, natural language processing, representation of encyclopedic knowledge, and computer reasoning with data [171].
This chapter investigates how biomedical concepts provided by a controlled vocabulary can be associated with medical case descriptions or case queries with the ultimate
goal of enhancing the effectiveness of medical case retrieval (MCR). Since most of the
documents of the MCR dataset (see Section 3.1) come annotated with MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms, we use the MeSH vocabulary for experiments, which is
described in Section 4.1. We emphasize, however, that the proposed algorithms are
not limited to MeSH by design and could easily be adapted to work with any other
controlled vocabulary.
The main part of this chapter addresses the problem of automatic assignment of
relevant biomedical concepts (MeSH terms) to given medical case descriptions or case
queries, which we call concept mapping. Although the MCR dataset comes with MeSH
annotations that have been generated by manual or semi-automatic procedures, we
consider automatic concept mapping as a relevant problem for two reasons: (1) manual
concept annotations may not be available for other datasets or other controlled vocabularies, and (2) manual concept annotations tend to be incomplete due to vocabulary
size1 .
1

Trieschnigg [212, p. 153] found that between 34% and 58% of MeSH terms that were predicted by
automatic concept mapping, but did not correspond to manual annotations, were actually relevant to
documents.
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Given the multimodal representation of medical case descriptions (see Section 1.1),
we consider three approaches to the concept mapping problem, differing in the modalities of information used as input: textual information (described in Section 4.2), visual
information (Section 4.3), and both textual and visual information utilized by multiview learning (Section 4.4).
Since we are interested in applying concept mapping as a means to enhance MCR, the
effectiveness of concept mapping will be implicitly evaluated in experiments described
in the following three chapters. In particular, the evaluation of concept-based retrieval
(Chapter 6) may serve as the primary criterion to compare the effectiveness of different
concept mapping algorithms for the purpose of MCR.
However, in this chapter (Section 4.5), we provide additional experimental results
for text-to-concept mapping algorithms from a different evaluation perspective decoupled from retrieval. From a machine learning point of view, concept mapping may be
regarded as a multi-label classification problem, where a given instance (medical case
description) is to be assigned to one or more classes (biomedical concepts) whose labels
are used to annotate the instance. Evaluation of classification performance requires the
availability of ground-truth labels for a test dataset. For articles of the MCR dataset, we
can use manual MeSH annotations as ground-truth labels for evaluation, which results
in measuring the ability of a concept mapping algorithm to reproduce manual MeSH
annotations.
Because manual MeSH annotations are not available for article images of the MCR
dataset, this kind of evaluation is not possible for image-to-concept mapping algorithms.
And since evaluation of the proposed multi-view concept mapping approach was left for
future work (see Section 1.5), Section 4.6 summarizes experimental results for text-toconcept mapping approaches only, concluding this chapter.
Although the evaluation of some concept mapping algorithms is postponed to subsequent chapters or future work, the scientific contribution of this chapter is three-fold:
(1) efficient novel text-to-concept mapping approaches based on string matching are
proposed; (2) existing and proposed text-to-concept mapping systems are evaluated
and compared on a biomedical dataset with respect to their ability to reproduce manual MeSH annotations; and (3) approaches to applying visual and multi-view concept
mapping to a dataset of medical case descriptions are proposed.

4.1

Medical Subject Headings

Medical Subject Headings2 (MeSH) are a controlled vocabulary (thesaurus) introduced
in 1960 to index and catalog medical literature [48]. Since the first availability of
MEDLINE, an online database of biomedical citations maintained by the U.S. National
2

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
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Table 4.1: Number of terms contained in MeSH versions used for experiments.
MeSH version
2013
2014

Primary terms

Synonyms

26,851
27,149

161,334
191,839

Synonyms per
primary term
6.01
7.07

Library of Medicine (NLM), in 1971, MeSH has been used to annotate its citations
in a manual—and, many years later, semi-automatic—indexing process. For many
years, searching MEDLINE by MeSH terms remained the primary search paradigm for
biomedical literature. Even after fulltext search engines emerged in the 1990s, retrieval
by MeSH terms often proved to be more effective for clinicians than fulltext search [37].
The MeSH thesaurus consists of records (see Fig. 4.1), each defining a single biomedical concept that may be referred to by one or more synonymous terms (called MeSH
terms). One of the MeSH terms defined by a record is distinguished as the primary
MeSH term (by the MH field, also known as main heading), the other MeSH terms are
tagged as synonyms (by ENTRY fields). The MeSH vocabulary is updated by the NLM
on a yearly basis to accommodate emerging and changing research topics in literature.
Starting from 4,400 primary terms in 1960, the MeSH thesaurus has grown to include
27,883 primary terms in 2016. Experiments conducted for this thesis use either the 2013
or 2014 edition of MeSH, whose basic statistics are presented in Table 4.1.
Additionally, the MeSH thesaurus defines semantic relations between primary MeSH
terms by assigning records to nodes of a graph that is constructed as a (non-disjoint)
union of tree structures [151]. A parent node in a tree represents a more general term
than its child nodes. The root nodes of all 16 tree structures of MeSH 2013 are listed
in Table 4.2. Every MeSH record specifies one or more node identifiers (by MN fields)
that define its position within the tree structures. The MeSH record shown in Figure 4.1 (primary MeSH term Eye Neoplasms), for example, defines two node identifiers
C04.588.364 and C11.319, that assign it to successors of both nodes C04 (Neoplasms)
and C11 (Eye Diseases) within the C tree structure (Diseases), as evident from Table 4.3. The number of dots in the node identifier is an indication of depth within
the corresponding MeSH tree. We call it MeSH node specialty, as deeper nodes refer
to more special MeSH terms, and present some examples in Table 4.3. The maximal
MeSH node speciality occurring in the 2013 edition of MeSH is 11. As some proposed
concept mapping algorithms need to assign a specialty value to a given MeSH term,
which may have multiple node identifiers, we define MeSH term specialty as the average
of specialty values of its MeSH nodes. So the MeSH term specialty of Eye Neoplasms is
1.5.
Today, most of MEDLINE publication records, and hence most articles of the MCR
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*NEWRECORD
RECTYPE = D
MH = Eye Neoplasms
DE = EYE NEOPL
AQ = BL BS CF CH CI CL CN CO DH DI DT EC EH EM EN EP ET GE HI IM ME MI
MO NU PA PC PP PS PX RA RH RI RT SC SE SU TH UL UR US VE VI
PRINT ENTRY = Cancer of Eye|T191|NON|NRW|NLM (2000)|991103|abcdef
PRINT ENTRY = Eye Cancer|T191|NON|NRW|NLM (2000)|991103|abcdef
ENTRY = Cancer of the Eye|T191|NON|NRW|NLM (2000)|991103|abcdef
ENTRY = Neoplasms, Eye|T191|NON|EQV|NLM (2000)|991103|NEOPL EYE|abcdefv
ENTRY = Cancer, Eye
ENTRY = Cancers, Eye
ENTRY = Eye Cancers
ENTRY = Eye Neoplasm
ENTRY = Neoplasm, Eye
MN = C04.588.364
MN = C11.319
MH_TH = NLM (1966)
ST = T191
AN = coord IM with specific site in eye (IM) + histol type of neopl (IM)
MS = Tumors or cancer of the EYE.
...
UI = D005134
Figure 4.1: Partial MeSH 2013 record of Eye Neoplasms.
Table 4.2: Root nodes of MeSH 2013 tree structures.
A

Anatomy

I

Anthropology, Education, Sociology
and Social Phenomena

B

Organisms

J

Technology, Industry, Agriculture

C

Diseases

K

Humanities

D

Chemicals and Drugs

L

Information Science

E

Analytical, Diagnostic, Therapeutic
Techniques and Equipment

M

Named Groups

F

Psychiatry and Psychology

N

Health Care

G

Phenomena and Processes

V

Publication Characteristics

H

Disciplines and Occupations

Z

Geographicals
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Table 4.3: Some primary MeSH terms and their positions in MeSH 2013 tree structures.
Primary MeSH Term

Node Identifier

Specialty

Eye Neoplasms

C04.588.364

2

Neoplasms by Site

C04.588

1

Neoplasms

C04

0

Eye Neoplasms

C11.319

1

Eye Diseases

C11

0

Kidney Pelvis

A05.810.453.537

3

Kidney

A05.810.453

2

Urinary Tract

A05.810

1

Urogenital System

A05

0

dataset (see Section 3.1), are annotated with MeSH terms, which can be retrieved using
the Entrez search system API3 [149]. We were able to retrieve MeSH annotations for
57,212 documents (76.6%) of the MCR dataset. They have been used as manually
annotated MeSH terms in our experiments. Manual MeSH annotations come with an
additional flag indicating whether a given MeSH concept represents a major topic of
the document or not. We call these two types of annotations major and minor manual
annotations, respectively.

4.2

Mapping Text to Concepts

Automatic prediction of MeSH terms that are relevant for a given biomedical publication
or query has been an early research goal in the information retrieval field [10] (see also
[194]). Existing concept mapping systems were designed to assist human annotators
when assigning relevant MeSH terms to biomedical articles, or to help users of biomedical
bibliographic databases to reformulate their queries using MeSH terms. Some of these
systems, which were used in our experiments, are described in Section 4.2.1.
At the core of the most effective MeSH concept mapping systems is a class of simple
machine learning algorithms known as nearest neighbor classifiers. They are based on
the idea of instance-based learning, where the entire set of training instances is kept
as the “learned model” and a new instance is classified by considering the classes of
training instances that are “most similar” to the new instance. Section 4.2.2 explains
3

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21081/
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how this approach can be applied to the multi-label classification problem of MeSH
concept mapping.
All concept mapping approaches mentioned above are suitable for rather short documents or queries only, the application to longer documents would result in serious
efficiency problems. To enable concept mapping for long documents applicable to a
large collection of documents, we propose a novel family of efficient algorithms based on
string matching that recognize MeSH terms (partially) occurring in documents. They
are described in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1

Existing Systems

An established concept mapping system developed by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM) during the last two decades is MetaMap4 [11]. It has been designed to
map (short) biomedical text to concepts of the UMLS Metathesaurus in order to improve
retrieval of MEDLINE citations, but it has been successfully applied also to other tasks
utilizing biomedical concepts, like text mining, question answering, knowledge discovery,
classification, and concept-based indexing of biomedical documents (most notably by
NLM’s Medical Text Indexer5 web service).
The concept mapping approach of MetaMap relies on natural language processing
techniques—including acronym and abbreviation identification, part-of-speech tagging,
and shallow parsing—to identify phrases in the input text that contain words of the
Metathesaurus. Linguistically inspired measures are then used to rank both UMLS
concepts and combinations of concepts matching a given phrase. An optional word
sense disambiguation (WSD) step favors concepts that are semantically consistent with
surrounding text.
MetaMap is available as Java implementation for local installation and provides a
number of configuration options to choose the vocabularies and data model to use, to
specify the desired output, and to control algorithmic computations during concept
mapping. For experiments, MetaMap was configured to restrict output to MeSH terms
only and to display a ranked list of single concepts (as opposed to concept combinations).
Other configuration options were left at their defaults. In particular, the WSD module
was enabled.
According to the authors [11], MetaMap’s strengths include the linguistically principled approach, its thoroughness when generating concept candidates, the evaluation
metric used to rank concepts, its ability to find complementary combinations of relevant concepts, and its configurability that allows the tool to be applied to different
tasks and domains. On the other hand, a limiting factor for many practical applications is time complexity, often prohibiting the use of MetaMap for processing long
4
5

https://metamap.nlm.nih.gov/
https://ii.nlm.nih.gov/MTI/
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documents or a large collection of documents. While the authors report a processing
time of “well under a minute” per citation in 2010 [11], we observed a mean execution
time of 4.3 seconds per citation (consisting of title and abstract) in our experiments,
resulting in an accumulated processing time of 89 hours for the entire ImageCLEF MCR
dataset. Other weaknesses of MetaMap stated by its authors include its restriction to
English text and a reduced accuracy in the presence of ambiguity, partly caused by the
UMLS Metathesaurus.
Another existing concept mapping system used in a production environment is Open
Biomedical Annotator (OBA) [103] developed by the National Center for Biomedical
Ontology6 (NCBO) at Stanford, USA. It has been designed as a web service to annotate
textual datasets with concepts from a variety of biomedical thesauri and ontologies
(provided by UMLS and the NCBO BioPortal7 ). OBA has been applied to annotate
several dozens of public biomedical datasets (about 40 million records as of December,
2016) to construct a resource index that allows users of the NCBO BioPortal to search
for biomedical records annotated with given concepts.
OBA employs a two-stage process for concept mapping: first, concept terms occurring in the input text (called direct annotations) are identified using a string matching
approach implemented by Mgrep [184]; resulting concepts are then expanded with related concepts determined using hierarchical structures within ontologies or by mapping
concepts between ontologies (as provided by the UMLS Metathesaurus). Details of the
scoring function used by OBA to rank concepts in the result list are not clear [199].
OBA is available as a public RESTful (representational state transfer) web service8
allowing to map single (short) text documents to biomedical concepts. Processing of
long documents or batch processing of multiple documents is not supported by the public
REST API. Parameters passed to an API call allow to select one or more ontologies
(including MeSH) and the level for hierarchical concept expansion—level n selects all
ancestors (more general concepts) at levels l ≤ n above direct annotations in the concept
hierarchy. The resulting list of annotated concepts can be delivered in XML or JSON
format. For experiments, only MeSH was selected as ontology and concept expansion
was disabled (by setting n = 0).
The ability of OBA to produce relevant biomedical concepts has been evaluated
and compared to MetaMap on both public biomedical datasets [184] and archives of
a medical mailing list [199]. Both studies conclude that OBA’s results yield higher
precision values than MetaMap’s, consistently across datasets and concept vocabularies.
On the other hand, MetaMap often produced more relevant concepts than OBA in
absolute numbers, indicating a higher recall, although recall could not be measured due
6

https://www.bioontology.org/
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/
8
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/annotator
7
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to missing expert judgments of false negatives. In addition, MetaMap’s scoring function
gives a better indication of concept relevance than OBA’s [199].
Regarding efficiency, the string matching component (Mgrep) of OBA was reported
to be an order of magnitude faster than MetaMap [184], and even OBA’s web service
was found to be more efficient than MetaMap [199]. However, we observed an average
response time of about 12 seconds per citation (consisting of title and abstract) when
using the REST API in our experiments, which was three times slower than MetaMap.
Of course, the web service’s response time depends on a number of external conditions
like server load and network latency and hence is a bad indicator of OBA’s efficiency,
but it limits the applicability of this concept mapping system (via its public REST API)
to mid-sized collections of short documents.
Another web service used in our concept mapping experiments is Whatizit 9 , provided
by the European Bioinformatics Institute10 . The service allows to annotate (short)
text with terms of various controlled biomedical vocabularies by selecting different text
processing pipelines. For experiments, the MeshUp pipeline implementing a nearestneighbor classifier (see Section 4.2.2) for MeSH concept mapping [211] was used, but
this specific pipeline was taken offline soon after most of our experiments were done in
2015.

4.2.2

Nearest-Neighbor Classifiers

Nearest-neighbor classifiers [14, 84] for text-to-concept mapping utilize a collection of
documents already annotated with concepts by some other means as training set, which
in combination with a similarity measure on text documents serves as a classifier model.
To map a given input text to MeSH concepts, the “most similar” documents in the
collection are retrieved and their annotated MeSH concepts are used to classify the
input text. Retrieving similar documents is achieved effectively and efficiently by a
classical information retrieval system. A simple and common strategy to decide which
retrieved documents are “most similar” is to apply a rank threshold k to the ranked
list of retrieved documents. The resulting classifier is therefore also called k-nearest
neighbor (kNN) classifier.
Another strategy is needed to select MeSH concepts from the k nearest neighbor
documents, in order to classify the input text. For experiments, we ranked all MeSH
concepts appearing as annotations of k nearest neighbor documents—we call them candidate MeSH concepts—, and applied a rank threshold m to the ranked list of candidate
concepts. Ranking of candidate concepts is achieved by accumulating the retrieval scores
of containing documents and taking into account the reliability of concept annotations.
9
10

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/webservices/whatizit/info.jsf
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/
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Experiments used the following reliability factors (given with their default values) for
different types of MeSH annotations:
• Major manual MeSH annotations: α1 = 1.5. Annotations contained in MEDLINE
publication records flagged as major topic (see Section 4.1) receive the highest
reliability factor.
• Minor manual MeSH annotations: α2 = 1.2. Non-major manual annotations are
assigned a smaller reliability factor.
• Automatic MeSH annotations: α3 = 1.0. Annotations created automatically by
a concept mapping algorithm receive the lowest reliability factor. For efficiency
reasons, only string matching approaches (see Section 4.2.3) were applied for automatic document annotation.
To define how the score of a candidate concept c is calculated, suppose that c appears
in MeSH annotations of a set Rc of retrieved documents within the top k ones (|Rc | ≤ k),
let sd be the retrieval score of document d, let t(c, d) be the MeSH annotation type of
concept c in document d and αt(c,d) its reliability factor. The score Sc of concept c used
to rank concepts is then calculated as:
Sc =

X

αt(c,d) sd

(4.1)

d∈Rc

The described ranking strategy for candidate MeSH concepts assigns higher scores
to concepts that appear in annotations of multiple documents, and prefers manual
annotations over automatic annotations. Optimal values for threshold parameters k
and m depend on the document collection and need to be determined using a validation
set.
Nearest neighbor classifiers are the most effective text-to-MeSH concept mapping
algorithms known so far [70, 212] when measuring their ability to reproduce manual
MeSH annotations. Effectiveness is limited, however, when the input text represents a
topic that is not covered by the document collection—which can be fixed by choosing
a larger or more suitable document collection. From an efficiency point of view, kNN
classifiers often provide higher processing rates than approaches based on natural language processing (see Section 4.2.1), because text retrieval systems were designed to
retrieve k-nearest neighbor documents efficiently. On the other hand, IR systems were
optimized for short queries and may be slow or unusable for long input documents,
leading to a similar limitation as recognized for existing concept mapping systems described in Section 4.2.1. Currently, only text-to-concept mapping approaches based on
string matching seem to overcome the obstacle of long input documents. We therefore
describe our string matching approach to MeSH concept mapping in the next section.
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String Matching

String matching approaches to concept mapping try to detect literal occurrences of
concept names in a given text document. Since biomedical concepts, especially MeSH
terms, often consist of multiple words and not all possible lexical variations of concept
names (due to flexion, word order, whitespace or punctuation variations) may be contained in the concept thesaurus, traditional string or pattern matching algorithms are
likely to be ineffective. Moreover, partial matches—e.g. two of three words constituting
a biomedical concept—would be missed. And finally, traditional pattern matching algorithms would simply be too inefficient to search for occurrences of more than 160,000
different MeSH terms in a document or in a large collection of documents. For these reasons, indexing techniques used in information retrieval systems provide a more suitable
approach to concept mapping based on string matching.
We could use an existing IR system to index MeSH terms and present the document
to be mapped to concepts as a query to the system, which would retrieve a ranked list
of MeSH terms. However, this method is likely to be ineffective and inefficient, because
retrieval systems have not been designed to index very short “documents” (i.e. MeSH
terms) and to execute queries that may well be longer than the average length of indexed
“documents”.
We therefore developed several MeSH term matching algorithms that enable an
efficient generation of a ranked list of MeSH terms supposed to be relevant for a given
(long) document. All algorithms work by accumulating MeSH term scores during a
single pass through the document, followed by score normalization and optional MeSH
term specialty boosting. The latter method favors MeSH terms at greater depth in
a MeSH tree, i.e. more special MeSH terms are preferred over more general terms
containing the same words. The algorithms are listed below. Their components are
described in the following sections.
t0 – BinCov binary coverage
t1 – Dist distance-based match frequency
t2 – BinDist combination of BinCov and Dist for matching runs
t3 – IdfBinDist BinDist with score boosting by maximal IDF of MeSH term words
t4 – IdfCovDist combination of Dist with IDF-based run coverage
4.2.3.1

Basic Algorithm and Data Structures

For the purpose of MeSH term matching, the notion of a MeSH term always refers to
a single synonym of a MeSH record (see Section 4.1), that is, MeSH term matching is
performed on lexical entities, not on semantic concepts.
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All algorithms use an inverted index of MeSH term words. Every word of the MeSH
thesaurus is linked to a list of MeSH terms containing that word. When building the
index, words are lower-case-filtered, and punctuation characters are removed. Stop
words are not removed, because they may be significant for a MeSH term (as in Vitamin
A). Since MeSH often contains singular and plural forms of MeSH terms as synonyms,
and to favor exact matches, word stemming is not applied.
When processing a document, the same preprocessing is applied as for building the
inverted index, and for each word of the document all MeSH terms containing that word
are visited. Visited MeSH terms maintain local statistics depending on the algorithm
in use. When document processing has finished, all visited MeSH terms are updated to
produce final scores by performing score normalization and specialty boosting. Finally,
visited MeSH terms are sorted by score, and the list of matching MeSH terms is obtained
by thresholding the score. In fact, the implementation uses a priority queue to assemble
the final sorted list of MeSH terms to avoid sorting all visited MeSH terms.
MeSH term matching algorithms differ only in the way they accumulate statistics
and compute the final score of visited MeSH terms. The different scoring functions are
described in the following sections.
4.2.3.2

Coverage

We define the ratio of words of MeSH term t occurring in a document d as the coverage
Cov(t, d) of this MeSH term in the document. Word order and number of occurrences
of the same word are ignored. For example, given the document “Abdominal CT scan
revealed a large left renal mass with extension into the left renal pelvis and ureter.”, the
coverage of MeSH term Pelvis, Renal is 1.0 and that of MeSH term Pelvis Cancers
is 0.5. This scoring function makes sense only for very short documents, as longer
documents will raise the scores of many irrelevant MeSH terms to 1.0, because their
constituent words are spread over the entire document.
An even simpler scoring function that is only used in combination with other functions described below is the binary coverage BinCov(t, d). It is defined as 1 when all
words of MeSH term t occur in document d, and 0 otherwise.
4.2.3.3

Distance-Based Match Frequency

To make MeSH term matching sensitive to word order and to the proximity of MeSH
term words occurring in the document, we define the score as a function of relative
positions of MeSH term words in the document. Let t = t1 t2 . . . tT be the constituent
words of MeSH term t, p1 < p2 < · · · < pN the word positions within document d
containing MeSH term words ti , and r1 , r2 , . . . , rN the corresponding MeSH term word
indexes, i.e. the word at document position pi is MeSH term word tri . (If the MeSH
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term t contains the same word at multiple positions and this word occurs at position pi
in the document, then we define ri as the minimum of those positions in t.) The scoring
function Dist(t, d) is then defined as follows:

s(p, r) =



(p r)−1




0




(p (2 − r))−1

Dist(t, d) =

if r > 0,
(4.2)

if r = 0,
if r < 0.

P
N −1


 i=1 s(pi+1 − pi , ri+1 − ri )


if N > 1 and T > 1,




N

if T = 1.

0

if N = 1 and T > 1,

(4.3)

Note that s(p, r) is defined for p > 0 only, and s(p, r) > s(p, −r) if r > 0. The
intention behind these formulas is that M exact occurrences of the MeSH term in the
document shall give a score of approximately M (T − 1) if T > 1, but shall allow also
for partial matches and word re-orderings with a penalty. The scoring function can
therefore be viewed as a distance-based soft match frequency of MeSH term words. The
score is not normalized with respect to MeSH term length T in order to favor longer
MeSH terms.
For example, when calculating the score of MeSH term Pelvis, Renal for the short
document of the previous section, we have p1 = 8, p2 = 15, p3 = 16 and r1 = 2, r2 =
2, r3 = 1, resulting in the score 0 + 1/3 = 0.333. MeSH term Pelvis Cancers has score
0 for the same document, because pelvis occurs only once and cancers does not occur.
4.2.3.4

Run Coverage and Match Frequency

The Dist scoring function described in the previous section may give rather high values
for MeSH terms containing some frequently occurring word groups, although the entire
MeSH term is not contained in the document. The most prominent such word group is
of the, which is part of many MeSH terms (e.g. Cancer of the Uterus, Infarct of the
Spleen, Exstrophy of the Bladder). To address this problem, we introduce the notion
of matching runs and restrict the BinCov and Dist scoring functions to those runs.
Using the notation of the previous section, we define a matching run as a maximal
subsequence (pi , pi+1 , . . . , pk ) of matching positions of a MeSH term in a document,
such that pj+1 − pj ≤ β for all j ∈ [i, k − 1] and a fixed parameter β. For experiments,
a default parameter value of β = 3 was used. Matching runs are groups of consecutive
matching positions separated from other such groups by more than β positions. Note
that the boundaries between matching runs can be easily determined during a single
pass through the document.
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The BinDist scoring function is computed from products of BinCov and Dist
functions restricted to matching runs π1 , . . . , πR of MeSH term t in document d:
BinDist(t, d) =

R
X

BinCov(t, πi ) Dist(t, πi )

(4.4)

i=1

The restriction of binary coverage to matching runs is called run coverage. If run
coverage is 1 for all matching runs, the BinDist score will approximate the Dist score,
because the run distance β will limit inter-run contributions of Dist(t, d) to small values.
The BinDist scoring function effectively ignores all partial occurrences of a MeSH term
in the document, but allows for word permutations and intermixing with other words
within matching runs.
For example, considering the short document d given in Section 4.2.3.2 and MeSH
term t = Pelvis, Renal, there are two matching runs for β = 3: π1 = (8), π2 = (15, 16).
We have Dist(t, π1 ) = 0, Dist(t, π2 ) = 1/3, and BinCov(t, π2 ) = 1, so BinDist(t, d) =
0.333.
4.2.3.5

Boosting MeSH Terms by IDF

A major problem with scoring functions based on match frequency is that one-word
MeSH terms occurring several times in a document obtain higher scores than multiword MeSH terms occurring only once. However, the long MeSH term may be equally
relevant, because it denotes a medical concept that is rarely mentioned in the document
collection. On the other hand, many one-word MeSH terms occur in a large fraction of
documents in the collection, so their importance of being relevant for a given document
should be decreased. This observation calls for integration of inverse document frequency
(IDF) of MeSH terms into the scoring function, which takes greater values for MeSH
terms occurring less frequently in the document collection.
When defining IDF of MeSH terms, we need to take into account that not all MeSH
terms occur in the document collection at hand, and that counting the document frequency of MeSH terms may require automatic MeSH term matching, resulting in a
recursive problem. Additionally, the question of how to count synonyms of MeSH terms
should be answered. We worked around these problems by defining the IDF of a MeSH
term as the maximal IDF value of its constituent words. That is, we reduce the global
importance of a MeSH term to its most discriminative word with respect to the collection.
The IDF value of a MeSH term word remains to be defined as it may not occur in
the document collection at all. Additionally, we have to take care of stop words (e.g. of
and the), which are usually not indexed or counted by the retrieval system used to index
the document collection. Let w denote a word of a MeSH term, let N be the number of
documents in the collection, and nw the document frequency of w in the collection (i.e.
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the number of documents containing w) if w has been indexed by the retrieval system.
We call w a collection stop word if it is a common English stop word or if it occurs in
all N documents of the collection. If w does not occur in the collection (and hence is
not a common English stop word with high probability), we call it an external term.

IDF(w) =



ε




if w is a collection stop word,




log(N/n )
w

otherwise.

(log N )/2

else if w is an external term,

(4.5)

We assign some small positive IDF value ε < 1 (we used ε = 0.1 in our implementation)
to collection stop words, for reasons explained in the next section. External terms receive
half of the maximal IDF value possible for collection terms. Note that IDF(w) > 0 in
all cases. The IDF value of MeSH term t = t1 t2 . . . tT is defined as explained earlier
and used to boost the BinDist score:

IDF(t) = max IDF(ti )

(4.6)

IdfBinDist(t, d) = IDF(t) · BinDist(t, d)

(4.7)

i

4.2.3.6

IDF-Weighted Run Coverage

The binary run coverage used by BinDist and IdfBinDist scoring functions effectively
ignore partial matches of MeSH terms in a document, in the sense that runs missing
only one word of a MeSH term do not contribute to the matching score. However,
such runs can be regarded as relevant for the MeSH term if the missing word has low
discriminative power in the document collection, which is the case for e.g. collection
stop words (see Section 4.2.3.5).
An alternative approach to improving the BinDist scoring function is to allow
this kind of partial matches to contribute to the score. This is achieved by replacing
the binary run coverage by an IDF-weighted run coverage IdfCov of matching runs
π1 , . . . , πR of MeSH term t = t1 t2 . . . tT in document d:
PT

IdfCov(t, π) =
IdfCovDist(t, d) =

IDF(ti ) · BinCov(ti , π)
PT
i=1 IDF(ti )

(4.8)

IdfCov(t, πi ) · Dist(t, πi )

(4.9)

i=1

R
X
i=1

The binary coverage BinCov(ti , π) is 1 if MeSH term word ti occurs in matching run
π, and 0 otherwise. IDF(ti ) has been defined in Equation (4.5), and the Dist scoring
function is the same as in Section 4.2.3.4. The definition of IdfCov also explains why
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IDF(ti ) has been defined to be positive for all MeSH term words ti : in addition to
providing mathematical validity of the fractional expression, it guarantees a penalty for
missing MeSH term words in matching runs.
4.2.3.7

Boosting MeSH Term Specialty

It is reasonable to assume that more special MeSH terms are more relevant to a document, even if they occur less often in the document than more general MeSH terms. We
therefore equipped all MeSH term scoring functions described in the previous sections
with an optional boost factor based on MeSH term specialty as defined in Section 4.1. So
for any scoring function score(t, d) defined above we also consider a variant scores (t, d)
boosted by MeSH term specialty spec(t):
scores (t, d) = αspec(t) · score(t, d)

(4.10)

where α > 1 is a fixed parameter (we used α = 1.3 in our experiments).

4.3

Mapping Images to Concepts

The large number of concepts supposed to be supported by image-to-concept mapping
approaches prohibits the direct application of known visual classifier algorithms that
learn a classifier model from content-based image features (see Section 2.3). A feasible
approach, however, is provided by nearest neighbor classifiers that retrieve annotated
images that are “similar” or semantically related to the given input image and use their
concept annotations to label the input image.
Candidate concepts can then be ranked and selected as described in Section 4.2.2.
However, since retrieval scores of images tend to be less reliable than retrieval scores
of text documents, we calculated the score of retrieved images by a reciprocal rank
function:
td =

1
9 + rd

(4.11)

where td is the score of a retrieved image d (taking the role of retrieved documents
in Equation (4.1)), and rd is the rank of d. The top-most image has rank 1, which
translates into a maximal score of 0.1. The additive constant 9 reduces score differences
between images near the top of the ranked list.
In our experiments, we generated concept annotations of images by applying textto-concept mapping based on string matching (see Section 4.2.3) to image captions,
which are available for all images of the MCR dataset. MeSH annotations were then
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stored in an image index created using the Lucene Image Retrieval Library11 (LIRE), together with searchable image descriptors. We consider three types of image descriptors,
corresponding to different features and similarity measures used for image retrieval:
• Global image features: These correspond to well-known image descriptors representing the entire image and readily available with LIRE. In experiments we used
CEDD [40] and FCTH [41] only, but other global features could be used as well.
The Euclidean distance in feature space is used as a dissimilarity measure for
retrieval.
• Global feature mapping: This approach combines multiple global image features
with unsupervised learning (clustering) to represent an image by a combination
of synthetic textual identifiers (called visual code words) corresponding to cluster
centers [188]. Image retrieval can therefore use efficient text retrieval methods, and
the additional layer of abstraction introduced by clustering may help to bridge the
semantic gap. However, due to time constraints, we were not able to implement
this approach for experiments.
• Concept vectors: If the input image can be associated with meaningful concepts
by some other means (e.g. using the textual information of a case query), then
concept-based retrieval (see Chapter 6) can be applied to retrieve semantically
related images for nearest-neighbor classification. Optionally, retrieved images
can be reranked by visual similarity with the input image using a content-based
descriptor. In experiments, we associated the images of a case query with MeSH
concepts obtained by processing the query text with a kNN classifier, and used
global image features (CEDD, FCTH, PHOG [27]) for reranking.
Due to the lack of ground-truth annotations for images of the MCR dataset, classification performance of image-to-concept mapping algorithms could not be evaluated
directly, but their effectiveness for concept-based retrieval will be investigated in Chapter 6.

4.4

Multi-View Concept Mapping

When the item to be mapped to concepts is represented by multimodal data (e.g. text
and images of a case query), the correlation and complementary information of different
modalities may help to implement a more effective multi-label classifier for concept
mapping. This is the objective of multi-view learning approaches (see Section 2.6),
which take a slightly more general perspective by considering multiple representations
11

http://www.lire-project.net/
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(views) of the same instance for joint learning. In this section, we propose a concept
mapping approach based on multi-view learning and address some practical problems
that arise when the approach should be applied and evaluated on the MCR dataset.
Although we were not able to implement the proposed approach due to time constraints,
we include the description as a basis for future work.
We propose to apply the Coupled Dictionary Learning and Feature Mapping method
of Xu et al. [Xu2015] for multi-view concept mapping, because (1) it learns lowdimensional correlated sparse representations of views (eliminating the need for preprocessing raw features), (2) it learns a low-rank mapping of sparse representations into
a space of semantic labels (which can be MeSH concepts for our purposes), and (3) it
represents a recent successful approach of multi-view subspace learning that has been
evaluated on a medium-sized dataset of images (MIRFlickr-25K [95]).
However, as for many other existing multi-label classification approaches, the total
number of different labels (classes) in the datasets used for evaluation is small (< 40),
whereas the MeSH thesaurus contains approximately 27k concepts, leading to a severe
training sample size problem. That is, the number of available training samples for a
given concept may be too small to obtain a robust classification model. We therefore
need to develop a strategy for appropriately reducing the number of MeSH terms used
for concept mapping.
Another problem that needs to be addressed is the granularity mismatch between
textual and visual representations of medical case descriptions in the MCR dataset
(biomedical articles or case queries): such descriptions consist of text and zero or more
images, while multi-view learning algorithms assume that every instance is represented
by a fixed number of views, even if they tolerate missing view representations for some
instances.
The training sample size and granularity mismatch problems can be addressed by
appropriate dataset preprocessing methods, as described in Section 4.4.1. Section 4.4.2
gives some hints for implementing the chosen multi-view learning approach, and the
actual concept mapping procedure is described in Section 4.4.3.

4.4.1

Dataset Preprocessing

The proposed preprocessing of the MCR dataset for applying and evaluating the multiview concept mapping approach is depicted in Fig. 4.2. Compound figures in article
images are recognized and separated as described in Section 3.2. Prior to building view
representations that will be used for multi-view learning, textual and visual content
need to be represented by compact descriptors (one feature vector per document or
image) produced by feature extraction modules. Although proper feature selection would
require separate evaluation, we limit ourselves to a few feature representations that we
consider effective for the purpose of multi-view concept mapping:
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Figure 4.2: Dataset preprocessing for multi-view concept mapping.
• Textual features: Term vectors according to the TF-IDF vector space model of
Lucene can be used (see Section 2.2.1). English words are stemmed, stop words
and other high-frequency (w.r.t. document frequency) words are removed from
the vocabulary to limit the dimensionality of the feature space, which depends on
the training document collection. We note that the vector space model is still a
competitive IR model on general text corpora compared to other established IR
models (probabilistic models, language models, divergence from randomness) [13,
Sect. 3.2.8][174][242].
• Visual features: We propose to use a concatenation of the following image
descriptors, which capture global image characteristics of color, texture and shape
as well as local characteristics extracted from salient image patches: (number in
parentheses denote the dimensionality of the descriptor)
– CEDD (144): color and edge directivity descriptor [40], available in LIRE.
– FCTH (192): fuzzy color and texture histogram [41], available in LIRE.
– BTDH (768): brightness and texture directivity histogram with Z-grid fractal
scanning [39]; was shown to be effective for medical image retrieval; available
as C# code only.
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– SIFT-VLAD (64*128=8192): local SIFT features aggregated using the VLAD
model [99] and a codebook of 64 visual words (produced by k-means clustering); was shown to be more effective for image retrieval than the popular
bag-of-visual-words aggregation of SIFT features with much larger codebook
sizes [99]; available in LIRE.
– SIMPLE-CEDD-VLAD (64*144=9216): CEDD features extracted from random local patches12 [98], aggregated using VLAD as for SIFT-VLAD; available in LIRE.
– Thumbnail32 (1024): image resized to 32 × 32 pixels; proved to be effective
for image categorization on IRMA dataset of medical images [60].
After text feature extraction from the MCR dataset we obtained term vectors of
large dimensionality ( 900k), which presumably cannot be used directly as text feature
vectors for multi-view learning. Xu et al. [235] used rather low-dimensional (< 500)
text features in their experiments, but on the other hand, worked with visual features
of dimensionality 7500. We therefore aim to reduce the dimensionality of textual and
visual features to values below 10k prior to multi-view learning. We propose slightly
different methods for dimensionality reduction (DR) of textual and visual features:
• DR of textual features: Following the method applied in a different multi-view
learning approach [75], dimensionality reduction is achieved in two steps: (1) select
the K most frequent terms (e.g. K =30k) with respect to document frequency,
after removing terms that occur in nearly all documents of the corpus (say, in
more than 80% of documents); (2) apply sparse SVD (equivalent to PCA, but
more efficient and available in Matlab) to further reduce dimensionality to, say,
3000.
• DR of visual features: If all proposed visual descriptors were concatenated, we
would obtain 19536-dimensional feature vectors. We therefore suggest to reduce
the dimensionalities of the two VLAD descriptors using PCA to 500 each (again
following [75]). The combination of all descriptors then results in a dimensionality
of 3128.
The view construction module assembles textual and visual feature vectors originating from the same source instance (medical case description) into a fixed number of
view representations, thereby addressing the granularity mismatch problem mentioned
in the beginning of Section 4.4. We propose several alternatives for view construction:
12

according to LIRE documentation, random local patches delivered better results on general image
datasets than using the SURF keypoint detector.
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• Text replication: Every image of a case description (or case query) D is associated
with 2 views: visual features, and the entire text of D. That is, a case description
with k images results in k replicated cases. This strategy will increase the dataset
size by a factor k̄, where k̄ is the average number of images per original case. The
same is true for the query set.
• Using image captions: Every image of a case description D is represented with
3 views: visual features, image caption text, title and abstract of D. This leads
to the same increase in dataset size as for text replication. Case queries are
represented by two views only (textual and visual features), which does not present
a problem, because they are not used for training and the selected multi-view
learning approach [235] can cope with missing view representations.
• Image selection: Cluster all images of the dataset (or a large random sample)
into a small number K (say K = 2 or K = 3) of clusters using global visual
features, and associate each case description D with at most K+1 views: the entire
document text, and one image (visual features) contained in D selected randomly
from each cluster. This may result in some case descriptions (and queries) having
less than K + 1 view representations; use only those with exactly K + 1 views
for training. The rationale behind this strategy is that clusters are expected
to represent different image modalities (e.g. medical images and illustrations),
resulting in more coherent and discriminative representations of a single view.
This strategy does not increase the dataset or query set size.
We call an entity represented by multiple views (e.g. document text and one image)
a data sample, so the view construction process results in a set of data samples. For
training, parameter selection, and evaluation, data samples need to be associated with
ground-truth labels, i.e. with relevant MeSH terms. For the majority of articles of the
MCR dataset manual MeSH annotations are available (see Section 4.1), but for application to concept-based retrieval (Chapter 6) it may be beneficial to automatically add
other relevant MeSH terms to data samples for two reasons: manual annotation often
misses relevant MeSH terms due to MeSH vocabulary size (as noted in the introduction
to this chapter on page 61), and depending on the chosen multi-view representation, a
data sample may refer to a certain article image whose caption may give rise to additional MeSH terms not covered by document-level MeSH terms. We therefore propose
to evaluate three strategies for assigning MeSH labels to multi-view representations:
1. Just use the manually annotated document-level MeSH terms, and restrict the
training set to instances having such annotations.
2. In addition to manually annotated MeSH terms, use MeSH concepts obtained
from automatic text-to-concept mapping of image captions (see Section 4.2).
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3. In addition to manually annotated MeSH terms, use MeSH concepts obtained
from automatic text-to-concept mapping of the entire case description (including
image captions).
Additionally, MeSH label assignment can help to resolve the training sample size
problem mentioned in the beginning of Section 4.4. We propose to exploit the hierarchical structure (directed acyclic graph, DAG13 ) of the MeSH thesaurus to reduce the
number of MeSH concepts included in the classifier model in a data-driven manner.
Algorithm 1 presents the proposed MeSH label reassignment algorithm, which ensures
that there are at least T data samples per selected MeSH concept.
The algorithm pushes data samples up in the MeSH DAG until at least T samples
are assigned to a single node m. Note, however, that data samples assigned to m are
not pushed further up towards a root node, but the process of collecting data samples
starts anew when ascending from m to a root node. We think that partitioning the
training set in this manner among MeSH nodes is more effective for learning a multilabel classifier than duplicating data samples in more general MeSH nodes (closer to a
root node). Also note that a small number of data samples may end up in root nodes m
with |B(m)|| < T and hence will be ignored for training, but as root nodes correspond
to very general MeSH concepts, loosing them should not present a problem.
The final step during dataset preprocessing is dataset splitting, which randomly
partitions the set of annotated data samples resulting from MeSH label assignment
into training, validation, and test subsets. Given the MCR dataset with approximately
57k manually annotated articles (resulting in a still larger number of data samples,
depending on the view construction process), we propose to randomly select 5000 data
samples for validation, another 5000 for testing, and the remainder for training the
multi-view classifier.

4.4.2

Multi-View Learning Implementation

The chosen multi-view learning algorithm [235] proceeds in two phases: (1) sparse
representations of each view are generated by coupled dictionary learning, and (2) lowrank projections from sparse representations to (MeSH) concept space are learned by
coupled feature selection. Although Xu et al. [235] do not provide the code of their
approach, separate Matlab code for subtasks (1) and (2) is provided by authors of earlier
papers [94, 220] that Xu et al. rely on. A brief inspection showed that both pieces of
Matlab code can be integrated to implement the complete approach of [235]. The Matlab
code depends on the open-source Sparse Modeling Software toolbox14 (SPAMS).
13

In fact, the MeSH graph contains cycles, which is counterintuitive given the “more specific than”
meaning of directed edges. We therefore construct a spanning DAG by suppressing edges to already
touched ancestors when traversing the directed graph starting from root nodes.
14
http://spams-devel.gforge.inria.fr/
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Function (M 0 , A) = ReassignMeshLabels(M, S, T)
Input: MeSH thesaurus M with DAG structure, set S of data samples
annotated with MeSH concepts, desired minimal number T of data
samples per MeSH concept
Output: set M 0 of selected MeSH concepts, and an associative array A
assigning each MeSH concept m ∈ M 0 to a set A(m) of at least T
data samples
foreach data sample s ∈ S do
foreach MeSH concept m occurring as annotation of s do
Add s to the set B(m) of data samples assigned to m;
end
end
/* Traverse the DAG of MeSH concepts in depth-first order such
that each node m is visited only once (stop descending as
soon as a node is encountered that has already been visited)
*/
foreach m ∈ M do
if 0 < |B(m)| < T then
foreach parent node p of m do
Add B(m) to B(p) (set union);
end
end
if |B(m)| ≥ T then
Add m to the set M 0 of selected MeSH concepts;
A(m) = B(m);
end
end
return
end
Algorithm 1: MeSH label reassignment algorithm addressing the training sample size problem.
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A possible limitation of this approach may arise from the dimensionality K of sparse
representations and dimensionality C of concept space (number of MeSH concepts used
to label data samples) needed for the MCR dataset. Experiments described in [235]
were performed for C << K only (C < 40 and K < 400), allowing for learning robust
projections in phase (2) of the algorithm. However, first MeSH label assignment runs
(see Section 4.4.1) on the MCR dataset suggest a dimensionality of C ≈ 5200, and we
expect efficiency problems with the learning algorithm when choosing K of the same
magnitude. Moreover, learning linear projections into a high-dimensional concept space
may easily lead to overfitting.

4.4.3

Concept Mapping

Inferring MeSH terms for a previously unseen medical case description (or case query)
D using the chosen multi-view learning approach [235] requires (1) view construction
for D, (2) computation of sparse representations of at least one view of D, and (3)
projecting sparse representations to concept space. View construction is performed in
the same manner as for dataset preprocessing (see Section 4.4.1).
Computation of optimal sparse representations, given the view dictionaries learned
in the training phase, generally is an NP-hard problem, so only approximate solutions
can be computed using iterative optimization [133] (provided by the SPAMS toolbox,
see Section 4.4.2). The resulting computational complexity of inference is clearly a
disadvantage of sparse coding techniques, and empirical results should therefore be
reported after performing experiments.
On the other hand, projecting sparse representations to concept space is straightforward given the projection matrices learned during training. Projection of a single
view results in a real-valued concept vector (whose length corresponds to the number
of MeSH concepts used in the training phase), where weights can be interpreted as
relevance values (albeit not limited to the range [0,1]). We therefore need to choose a
weight threshold r, by parameter optimization on the validation set, to decide which
MeSH concepts are deemed relevant and hence selected as output candidates of the
concept mapping process.
Although the optimization process during multi-view learning encourages different
views of one training sample to map to nearby concept vectors (according to L2 norm),
the sets of MeSH concepts produced by mapping different views of the previously unseen
description D may be different. We can expect, however, that these sets will have some
MeSH concepts in common, and hence propose a few alternative concept aggregation
strategies to determine the final set of MeSH concepts assigned to D:
1. Take the union of concept sets obtained for each view.
2. Take the intersection of concept sets obtained for each view.
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3. For each concept obtained for any view, compute the sum of weights for all
views mapped to this concept. So if view vi has been mapped to concept vec(i)
(i)
tor (w1 , . . . , wC ), then the aggregated weight of concept ck , 1 ≤ k ≤ C, is
P
(i)
computed as wk = Vi=1 wk , where V is the number of available views. Concept ck is selected for the final set if wk exceeds a threshold r2 ≥ r, where r is
the relevance threshold for candidate concepts described above. This method will
prefer candidate concepts obtained for multiple views, but is not limited to the
intersection. Note that this strategy generalizes strategy 1, because setting r2 = r
results in selecting the union of view-specific concept sets. Strategy 2 cannot be
reproduced this way, because concept weights are not limited to the range [0, 1],
but the intersection can be approximated by setting r2 = 2 ∗ r in the case of two
views (V = 2), in the sense that the final set will include the intersection. Generally, r2 may depend on the number V of available views, e.g. r2 = (2 − 1/V ) ∗ r, in
order to account for the increase of the expected value of wk for a higher number
of views.
Finally, we emphasize that concept mapping is also possible for medical case descriptions or case queries that lack one of the views or even have only one view representation
(e.g. textual description only), because each view is mapped to concept space separately.

4.5

Experiments

As explained in the introduction to this chapter, experimental results presented here
focus on the evaluation of text-to-concept mapping approaches from the perspective of
multi-label classification. More precisely, experiments measure the ability of concept
mapping algorithms to reproduce manual MeSH annotations for articles of the MCR
dataset. Results presented in this section were obtained in cooperation with Florian
Winkler [226].
Evaluation method and performance measures are taken from text classification
literature and described in Section 4.5.1. Since some of the text-to-concept mapping
approaches described in Section 4.2 run into efficiency problems when applied to fulltext
articles of the MCR dataset, reduced datasets had to be used, which are described in
Section 4.5.2. Section 4.5.3 explains the setup and procedure used to conduct experiments, including parameter optimization. Finally, obtained results are presented in
Section 4.5.4.

4.5.1

Evaluation Method

To evaluate a number of text-to-concept mapping algorithms, a dataset of text documents with ground-truth concept annotations is chosen as a test set, and each concept
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mapping algorithm is applied to the test set—where ground-truth annotations are not
passed as input to concept mapping—to produce a ranked list of predicted concepts
for each test document. By comparing predicted concepts with ground-truth concepts,
different evaluation measures can be applied that each produce a single number trying
to capture the effectiveness of text classification achieved by a certain concept mapping
algorithm on the test dataset. Since a single evaluation measure may be insufficient to
compare the effectiveness of two concept mapping algorithms or to generalize results to
other datasets, we use multiple measures known from text classification and information
retrieval literature.
Traditionally, text classification performance is often measured by precision and
recall [182]. Following a more comprehensive approach [114, 211], we distinguish three
measures that compute and aggregate precision and recall values differently across all
documents in the dataset: micro F1 , macro F1 , and MAP. Micro and macro F1 are setbased measures that ignore the ranking of predicted concepts, whereas MAP represents
mean average precision of ranked concept lists obtained in the same manner as for
information retrieval evaluation.
To give a detailed definition of these measures, let C be the set of concepts comprising all ground-truth annotations and concepts predicted by a given concept mapping
algorithm. For micro and macro measures, we further define for a given concept c ∈ C:
T Pc as the number of true positives (documents for which the prediction of c is correct), F Pc as the number of false positives (documents for which the prediction of c is
incorrect), and F Nc as the number of false negatives (documents for which the relevant
concept c was not predicted). Both micro and macro F1 measures aggregate precision
π and recall ρ to their harmonic mean:
F1 =

2πρ
π+ρ

(4.12)

The three measures calculate performance numbers from different perspectives of classification decisions: micro measures aggregate decisions over the entire dataset directly,
macro measures first aggregate decisions on the concept level before averaging results,
and MAP focuses on the document level.

Micro Measures True positives are accumulated over all concepts before computing
precision and recall.
π

m

P

=

ρm =

T Pc
c∈C (T Pc + F Pc )
P
c∈C T Pc
P
(T
Pc + F Nc )
c∈C
c∈C

P

(4.13)
(4.14)
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Precision and recall are determined for each concept before aver-

πM

=

1 X
T Pc
|C| c∈C T Pc + F Pc

(4.15)

ρM

=

1 X
T Pc
|C| c∈C T Pc + F Nc

(4.16)

Mean Average Precision Average precision APd is calculated for a ranked list Cd
of predicted concepts for each document d in the set D of all test documents. To
define average precision, we need to know which of the predicted concepts in Cd are
relevant (according to ground-truth annotations); let this information be given as a
boolean function Rd on concepts c ∈ C, indicating whether c is relevant for document d
(Rd (c) = 1) or not (Rd (c) = 0). We then define the set Pd of rank positions of relevant
concepts in Cd , the number T Pd of true positives, precision at n, and average precision
for test document d by the following equations. MAP is the average of APd values over
all documents d ∈ D.

Pd = {n | 1 ≤ n ≤ |Cd |, Rd (Cd [n]) = 1}

(4.17)

|Cd |

T Pd =
P @n(d) =
APd =

X

Rd (Cd [n])

n=1
n
X

1
n

Rd (Cd [n])

(4.18)
(4.19)

i=1

1 X
P @n(d)
T Pd n∈P

(4.20)

d

1 X
M AP =
APd
|D| d∈D

(4.21)

All three evaluation measures described above ignore any relations between concepts
that may be present in the controlled vocabulary. Because they consider the vocabulary
as a “flat hierarchy” of concepts, they are also known as flat measures. Such evaluation measures produce conservative performance numbers in the sense that a predicted
concept c is considered false positive, although there may be a ground-truth concept
representing a more general or more specific notion than c. To allow for a positive contribution of such cases to precision and recall values, hierarchical measures have been
proposed [107] that exploit the directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure of concept hierarchies. We adopt a specific hierarchical measure called LCA F1 for experiments, whose
implementation is available from the authors [107].
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Table 4.4: Datasets used for text classification experiments. The Length column
presents the average document length in words (after stop word removal), the Concepts
column denotes the average number of ground-truth concepts per document.
Dataset
MCR-V
MCR-V-long
MCR-T
MCR-T-long
Trieschnigg

Purpose
validation
validation
test
test
test

Documents
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Length
195
3652
197
3709
70.7

Concepts
12.6
12.6
12.6
12.6
9.5

As a detailed definition of LCA F1 is too involved to be presented here, we give just a
general definition of set-based hierarchical measures and refer the reader to the original
paper [107] for details. These measures define precision and recall using augmented
sets of predicted concepts Cd and ground-truth concepts Gd for a given document d.
Concept sets are augmented by sets containing lowest common ancestors (LCA) of
pairs of concepts from Cd and Gd , resulting in augmented sets Cd0 ⊇ Cd and G0d ⊇
Gd . Hierarchical precision and recall are then defined as follows, yielding the LCA F1
measure as their harmonic mean (see (4.12)):

4.5.2

πH

=

ρH

=

|Cd0 ∩ G0d |
|Cd0 |
|Cd0 ∩ G0d |
|G0d |

(4.22)
(4.23)

Datasets

For text classification experiments measuring the ability of concept mapping algorithms
to reproduce manual MeSH annotations, two datasets have been used for different reasons. The first dataset, called MCR-Random, was generated from the ImageCLEF
MCR dataset described in Section 3.1 by random sampling and should facilitate the
comparison of text classification results with that of concept-based retrieval (Chapter 6) produced using the MCR dataset. The second dataset was used by Trieschnigg
et al. [211] for a similar study of MeSH concept mapping algorithms, allowing us to
compare our results directly to theirs15 . Table 4.4 lists some numbers characterizing
these datasets.
The MCR-Random dataset was created by random sampling 2000 documents from
the set of 57,212 documents of the MCR dataset that are equipped with manual MeSH
15

We thank Dolf Trieschnigg for kindly providing the dataset [211].
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Figure 4.3: Normalization of MeSH annotations for experiments.
annotations. One half of the random subset was used for parameter optimization (MCRV ), the other half for evaluation of classification performance (MCR-T ). Since not all of
the evaluated text-to-concept mapping systems can cope with fulltext documents, each
document in these datasets has been reduced to title and abstract only. For evaluation
of capable concept mapping algorithms, the fulltext variants of these datasets (with
documents including title, abstract, figure captions, and article fulltext) were retained
as MCR-V-long and MCR-T-long.
The Trieschnigg dataset consists of 1000 MEDLINE citations containing (among
other fields) title, abstract and ground-truth MeSH annotations of biomedical articles,
but not the article fulltext. Compared to the MCR-T dataset, the average document
length is much smaller (by 64%), and the average number of MeSH annotations per
document is reduced by 25% (see Table 4.4). Note that the Trieschnigg dataset was not
used for parameter tuning, but only for evaluation in our experiments.
Because the tested concept mapping systems do neither agree on the MeSH version used nor on the type of MeSH terms returned (primary term or synonym), both
MCR-Random and Trieschnigg datasets underwent MeSH normalization before used
in experiments, resulting in ground-truth MeSH annotations that consist of primary
terms of the 2014 MeSH version only. MeSH normalization was performed in two steps,
illustrated in Fig. 4.3:
1. MeSH 2014 filtering: MeSH annotations that did not correspond to a valid term
(primary term or synonym) of the MeSH 2014 thesaurus were removed. Groundtruth annotations matched this MeSH version well: only 3 MeSH annotations had
to be removed from the MCR-T dataset, 4 annotations from the MCR-V dataset,
and none from the Trieschnigg dataset.
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2. Synonym replacement: MeSH annotations referring to synonyms were replaced by
their primary terms.

4.5.3

Experimental Setup

We selected six text-to-concept mapping algorithms for evaluation, representing all approaches described in Section 4.2: the existing systems MetaMap, OBA, and MeshUp,
where the latter represents a nearest-neighbor classifier; and three of the string matching algorithms proposed in Section 4.2.3, namely BinCov, Dist, and BinDist. The other
two string matching algorithms, IdfBinDist and IdfCovDist, were not included in experiments due to time constraints. Their evaluation can therefore be the subject of future
work.
Prior to applying the selected concept mapping algorithms to the test datasets described in Section 4.5.2, parameters were optimized for each algorithm separately using
a validation dataset. We used the MCR-V dataset for parameter optimization prior to
testing on MCR-T and Trieschnigg datasets, and the MCR-V-long dataset for parameter tuning before testing on MCR-T-long.
Because OBA and MeshUp concept mapping systems do not expose any tunable
parameters to the API, but use default internal settings, we focused on optimizing
two thresholds meant to separate relevant from irrelevant concepts in the ranked list
returned by a given concept mapping system—all selected systems assign relevance
scores to returned MeSH concepts, albeit on different scales, and the result list is sorted
by score in decreasing order. A score threshold ts is used to declare all returned concepts
with a score greater than or equal to ts as relevant, whereas a rank threshold tr is used
to regard the first tr concepts in the ranked result list as relevant. Since score and
rank information can both be used to estimate actual relevance of retrieved items [229]
and Trieschnigg et al. [211] used rank thresholds in their experiments, we decided
to use score thresholds with the MCR-Random dataset and rank thresholds with the
Trieschnigg dataset.
Additionally, the use of specialty boosting by string matching algorithms (see Section 4.2.3.7 on page 75) was included as a binary parameter for optimization. If set to 1,
this parameter will cause string matching algorithms to assign higher scores to more
special concepts (as defined by the MeSH hierarchy). All other parameters of string
matching algorithms were kept at their default values (see Section 4.2.3).
Given a concept mapping algorithm, parameter optimization was performed by applying the algorithm to the validation set repeatedly with different parameter values and
evaluating the concept lists returned for all documents. As score and rank thresholds
do not impact the operation of concept mapping algorithms, but are applied to concept
lists only, their optimization reduced to repeated evaluation of a single (long) concept
list returned by the algorithm. Due to such small evaluation costs, score thresholds
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Table 4.5: Text classification experiments for text-to-concept mapping algorithms.
Experiment
E1
E2
E3

Dataset
Validation
MCR-V
MCR-V
MCR-V-long

Test
MCR-T
Trieschnigg
MCR-T-long

Algorithms

Threshold

all
all
string matching

score
rank
score

Table 4.6: Optimized parameters used in text classification experiments (see Table 4.5). Entries marked by * denote situations where parameters were not applicable.
Algorithm
MetaMap
OBA
MeshUp

E1
7.154
32730
0.992

Threshold
E2
E3
27
*
29
*
17
*

BinCov
Dist
BinDist

0.876
1.904
1.076

35
197
33

0.918
7.502
3.422

Specialty
E1 E2 E3
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
0
0
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

were searched on a dense grid of interval length 0.001 in a range between zero and
an algorithm-specific maximal value. Rank thresholds were chosen starting at 1 and
incremented until classification performance started to decrease. The parameter values
yielding the best classification performance with respect to a single evaluation measure were chosen as optimal values. From the various evaluation measures described in
Section 4.5.1, we arbitrarily selected the macro F1 measure for parameter optimization.
Using optimized parameters (score or rank thresholds), all selected concept mapping systems were applied to the MCR-T and Trieschnigg test datasets, and returned
concept lists were evaluated using all four measures described in Section 4.5.1: micro
F1 , macro F1 , MAP, and LCA F1 . Since MetaMap, OBA, and MeshUp systems could
not be applied to fulltext documents for efficiency reasons, only the three selected string
matching algorithms were additionally evaluated on the MCR-T-long dataset.
Table 4.5 summarizes the chosen configuration for text classification experiments
on the three test datasets, where the Threshold column specifies the type of threshold
optimized on the validation set. The actual values obtained by parameter optimization
for each experiment are listed in Table 4.6. Note that the optimized score thresholds
for string matching algorithms Dist and BinDist differ considerably between experiments E1 and E3, because concept scores produced by these algorithms depend on
the document length. The Specialty column refers to a boolean parameter of string
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Table 4.7: Classification performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms on MCRT dataset (experiment E1).
Algorithm
MetaMap
OBA
MeshUp
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

micro F1
0.184
0.174
-5.4%
0.378 +105.4%
0.171
-7.1%
0.042
-77.2%
0.184
0.0%

macro F1
0.157
0.144
-8.3%
0.241 +53.5%
0.134
-14.6%
0.081
-48.4%
0.148
-5.7%

MAP
0.119
0.093
0.311
0.057
0.041
0.113

-21.8%
+161.3%
-52.1%
-65.5%
-5.0%

LCA F1
0.293
0.300
+2.4%
0.534 +82.3%
0.301
+2.7%
0.149
-49.1%
0.297
+1.4%

matching algorithms that determines the use of specialty boosting for concept scoring, as described earlier in this section. The inconsistent values obtained by parameter
optimization across algorithms and experiments (rows and columns in the lower right
quadrant of Table 4.6) are an indication of limited effectiveness of specialty boosting
for experiments that aim at reproducing manual MeSH annotations.

4.5.4

Results

Evaluation results of experiment E1, which applied text-to-concept mapping algorithms
on the MCR-T dataset of short documents, are presented in Table 4.7. In addition to
numbers obtained for each evaluation measure (see Section 4.5.1), percentages denoting
the change relative to MetaMap’s results are given. MetaMap was chosen as a baseline,
because it is used by the U.S. National Libary of Medicine to support the semi-automatic
MeSH annotation of MEDLINE articles and hence represents an established text-toconcept mapping system.
The most obvious insight gained from Table 4.7 is that the nearest-neighbor classifier employed by MeshUp outperforms all other tested algorithms by large margins,
consistently across all evaluation measures. This confirms similar results obtained by
Trieschnigg et al. [211, 212] and can be explained by two factors contributing to effectiveness: first, nearest-neighbor classifiers utilize manual MeSH annotations of documents in the dataset, so predicted concepts are likely to match the granularity and
subset of concepts16 used for manual ground-truth annotations. Second, documents
retrieved from the dataset in response to the input document are likely to have MeSH
annotations that are also relevant for the input document—this is the basic assumption
nearest-neighbor classifiers rely on.
16

We hypothesize that MeSH annotations selected by human domain experts belong to a certain
(domain-dependent) subset of all available MeSH concepts, and that certain levels within MeSH subtrees
are preferred. This hypothesis, however, needs to be tested in future work.
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Table 4.8: Classification performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms on Trieschnigg dataset (experiment E2).
Algorithm
MetaMap
OBA
MeshUp
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

micro F1
0.166
0.164
-1.2%
0.489 +194.6%
0.100
-39.8%
0.033
-80.1%
0.183
+10.2%

macro F1
0.131
0.131
0.0%
0.360 +174.8%
0.077
-41.2%
0.075
-42.7%
0.140
+6.9%

MAP
0.110
0.099
0.468
0.081
0.056
0.124

-10.0%
+325.5%
-26.4%
-49.1%
+12.7%

LCA F1
0.282
0.275
-1.5%
0.501 +77.7%
0.189
-33.0%
0.075
-73.4%
0.276
-2.1%

The Mgrep concept mapping component of OBA showed no clear advantages over
MetaMap in experiment E1, although it proved to outperform MetaMap with respect
to precision on several datasets using other controlled vocabularies [184, 199]. The low
MAP value obtained by OBA in comparison to MetaMap (-21.8%) indicates that OBA
ranked relevant concepts lower than MetaMap on average, although other measures
suggest a roughly equal level of precision and recall.
Out of tested string matching algorithms, BinDist outperformed BinCov and Dist
consistently across all evaluation measures other than LCA F1 . This result retrospectively justifies the design of BinDist concept scoring as a combination of BinCov and
Dist, and confirms the effectiveness of matching runs as a design concept (see Section 4.2.3.4). An interesting insight is gained by comparing the results of BinDist and
MetaMap in Table 4.7: BinDist concept mapping is roughly as effective as MetaMap
on documents consisting of title and abstract, although BinDist’s run-time complexity
is by two orders of magnitude lower than MetaMap’s.
Evaluation results on the Trieschnigg dataset (Table 4.8) show an even more pronounced advantage of MeshUp over all other tested concept mapping algorithms. This
can be partly explained by the fact that MetaMap performed worse on this dataset than
on the MCR-T dataset, judged on the average performance of all other algorithms. A
second reason for the very good performance of MeshUp may be an overfitting effect,
since the authors of MeshUp used the same dataset to evaluate their algorithm [211];
it is therefore likely that a validation set with similar characteristics has been used for
parameter optimization of MeshUp.
Compared to experiment E1, the performance difference between string matching algorithms BinCov and BinDist is much larger for experiment E2. A possible
explanation—whose verification would need further analysis—is that documents of the
Trieschnigg dataset contain a higher ratio of words also found in the MeSH thesaurus
than documents of the MCR-T dataset. The BinCov algorithm, which detects a MeSH
term merely by the presence of its constituent words anywhere in the document, there-
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Table 4.9: Classification performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms on MCRT-long dataset (experiment E3). Percentages denote changes relative to MetaMap results in Table 4.7.
Algorithm
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

micro
0.043
0.029
0.150

F1
-76.6%
-84.2%
-18.5%

macro
0.040
0.067
0.119

F1
-74.5%
-57.3%
-24.2%

MAP
0.018
0.018
0.078

-84.9%
-84.9%
-34.5%

LCA F1
0.214 -27.0%
0.085 -71.0%
0.281
-4.1%

fore detects a higher number of false positive concepts, leading to reduced performance
numbers for all evaluation measures but MAP. The BinDist algorithm, on the other
hand, is able to avoid most of these false positives by considering the distances of constituent words of MeSH terms within the document. This presumed property of the
Trieschnigg dataset may also explain the low performance of MetaMap, which may
have produced more false positives than BinDist due to the presence of more MeSH
term words in documents.
Table 4.9 presents evaluation results of string matching algorithms on the MCRT-long dataset, which was not applicable to other tested concept mapping algorithms
due to efficiency problems. Percentages still refer to changes relative to MetaMap’s
performance on the MCR-T dataset (Table 4.7), because documents in both datasets
share the same title and abstract.
Generally, string matching algorithms show a lower text classification performance
than in experiment E1 across all evaluation measures. This behavior is expected, because longer documents give rise to more MeSH terms extracted from their content by
string matching, leading to the detection of more false positive concepts with respect
to manual ground-truth annotations. We note, however, that not all MeSH concepts
determined as false positive in experiment E3 may actually be irrelevant due to incompleteness of manual ground-truth annotations (see footnote 1 on page 61). This
statement is supported by the rather high LCA F1 value achieved by BinDist in experiment E3 compared to MetaMap, which may be caused by predicted MeSH concepts
regarded as false positive by flat measures that are actually closely related to groundtruth concepts.
Although the objective of experiments was to measure the effectiveness of text-toconcept mapping algorithms, we also recorded the execution times of algorithms for
experiment E1 to provide a coarse comparison of their efficiency. Table 4.10 lists the
observed mean execution times per document processed by concept mapping algorithms
when applied to the MCR-T dataset of short documents. Time measurements for
MeshUp are not available, because the MeshUp pipeline was removed from the Whatizit
web service during experiments (see Section 4.2.1).
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Table 4.10: Mean execution time per document for text-to-concept mapping algorithms on MCR-T dataset (experiment E1).
Algorithm
MetaMap
OBA
MeshUp
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

Time in seconds
4.28
11.8
N/A
0.009
0.008
0.010

Mean execution time of the OBA web service includes network and server latency and
hence cannot be directly compared to results for other algorithms listed in Table 4.10,
which were executed on a local machine. However, a mean response time of more than
11 seconds per short document substantiates that applying the OBA web service to
larger document collections or longer documents will soon become impracticable. The
low efficiency of MetaMap is a recognized weakness of its concept mapping approach,
mainly caused by intensive use of natural language processing techniques [11]. String
matching algorithms proved to be faster than MetaMap by two orders of magnitude,
while providing similar or even better text classification performance in experiments E1
and E2.

4.6

Summary

This chapter described three classes of approaches that can be used to map medical case
descriptions or case queries to biomedical concepts defined in controlled vocabularies or
ontologies: text-to-concept mapping algorithms, image-to-concept mapping approaches,
and a multi-view concept mapping approach using both textual and visual information
of input documents. Since the MCR dataset comes with manual annotations referring
to Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), MeSH was chosen as controlled vocabulary for
experiments throughout this thesis.
The contributions of this chapter included the proposal of novel efficient text-toconcept mapping algorithms based on string matching, their experimental evaluation
and comparison with existing text-to-concept mapping systems, and proposals for applying visual and multi-view concept mapping approaches to a dataset of medical case
descriptions.
The effectiveness of concept mapping algorithms for retrieval will be evaluated in
subsequent chapters. Therefore and due to the availability of manual ground-truth an-
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notations for text documents only, experiments presented in this chapter were restricted
to the evaluation of classification performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms.
Experimental results confirmed findings already known from literature, namely that
nearest-neighbor classifiers represent the most effective text-to-concept mapping approaches with respect to their ability to reproduce manual MeSH annotations. Moreover, we found that the proposed BinDist string matching approach performed as well
as the MetaMap concept mapping system, which is used by the U.S. National Library
of Medicine to support semi-automatic annotation of biomedical articles and citations.
This is a remarkable result, because BinDist’s efficiency (in terms of execution time)
was observed to be higher than MetaMap’s by two orders of magnitude, which makes
string matching approaches a practical tool for automatic concept annotation of long
documents or large document collections.

CHAPTER

5

Text-Based Retrieval

Medical case descriptions and case queries often contain informative and discriminative
textual descriptions; consequently, classical text retrieval methods are an indispensable
core component of medical case retrieval (MCR) algorithms and provide a solid baseline
for comparisons against other methods. Based on the hypothesis (stated in Section 1.3)
that the use of biomedical concepts may improve the effectiveness of MCR algorithms,
this chapter investigates techniques that can be used to introduce biomedical concepts
into the text retrieval process, thereby ignoring any visual information that may be
present in medical case descriptions.
Text-to-concept mapping algorithms (see Section 4.2) are employed to identify biomedical concepts that are relevant for a given case query or document of the dataset, and
textual representations of these concepts (MeSH terms) are added to the query or document text prior to performing text retrieval. The resulting techniques are known as
query expansion and document expansion and will be described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively.
Since query expansion is performed during the online phase of MCR (cf. Fig. 1.3
on page 4), experiments focus on efficient concept mapping algorithms: string matching
approaches (see Section 4.2.3) extract concepts already contained in the query text, and
nearest-neighbor classifiers (see Section 4.2.2) harvest relevant concepts from pseudorelevant documents retrieved by a separate text retrieval run. Note that string matching
algorithms may add new MeSH terms to the query due to synonym replacement, but
even if they do not, adding an already existing term increases its weight for text retrieval.
Since the proposed usage of nearest-neighbor classifiers can be considered a queryspecific local query expansion technique (see Section 2.2.3), it will also be compared to
pseudo-relevance feedback methods that generate expansion terms directly from fulltext
of pseudo-relevant documents.
Due to the length of fulltext documents of the MCR dataset, document expansion is
performed using concept mapping algorithms based on string matching only. Section 5.3
describes the systematic evaluation of more than 500 combinations of different query and
document expansion variants, leading to state-of-the-art retrieval performance on the
MCR dataset without using external text corpora. Experimental results are summarized
in Section 5.4, which concludes this chapter.

5.1 Query Expansion
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Query Expansion

In order to improve retrieval performance for biomedical document collections, we employ query expansion techniques utilizing two data sources for feature generation: the
MeSH thesaurus, and pseudo-relevant (i.e. top-retrieved) documents. The proposed
methods fall into the classes external knowledge models and query-specific local techniques described in Section 2.2.3.
There are two types of text items that can be used to expand a given query: MeSH
terms and free-text terms. MeSH terms can be generated from both data sources (MeSH
thesaurus and pseudo-relevant documents), whereas free-text terms are obtained from
pseudo-relevant documents only. In general, any concept mapping algorithm described
in Chapter 4 can be applied to a given query to obtain MeSH terms for query expansion.
However, to analyze the effect of principally different techniques, we focus on three
textual key methods for query expansion in our experiments: (1) MeSH terms generated
by string matching from the query text, (2) MeSH terms generated from pseudo-relevant
documents (kNN classifier), and (3) free-text terms generated from pseudo-relevant
documents.
The following sections describe the stages of the proposed query expansion process
in detail: feature generation by MeSH string matching (Section 5.1.1) and pseudorelevance feedback (Section 5.1.2), feature selection (Section 5.1.3), and expansion term
weighting (Section 5.1.4).

5.1.1

Expansion by MeSH String Matching

Using one of the MeSH string matching algorithms described in Section 4.2.3, a ranked
list of MeSH terms (primary terms or synonyms) supposed to be relevant to a given query
can be obtained. Since string matching algorithms ignore the synonym relationship
between MeSH terms, we propose several synonym handling methods to determine the
final list of generated features (i.e. MeSH terms):
x0 – direct No synonym handling; results of concept mapping are directly used.
x1 – primary_replace Each synonym is replaced by its corresponding primary MeSH
term.
x2 – all_synonyms Each synonym is replaced by all synonyms of its corresponding
MeSH record.
x3 – primary_filter Only primary MeSH terms produced by concept mapping are
kept; all other MeSH terms (synonyms) are discarded. The resulting list is a
filtered direct list.
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In the final list, duplicate synonyms are suppressed, and each MeSH term receives
the score of the synonym it has replaced in the original list. For example, given the
query “Abdominal CT scan revealed a large left renal mass with extension into the
left renal pelvis and ureter”, suppose that concept mapping results in the scored list
(Ureter: 1.0; Pelvis, Renal: 0.9). Ureter is a primary MeSH term, whereas Pelvis,
Renal is a synonym of the primary MeSH term Kidney Pelvis. Here are the final lists
resulting from each of the synonym handling methods described above:
x0 (Ureter: 1.0; Pelvis, Renal: 0.9)
x1 (Ureter: 1.0; Kidney Pelvis: 0.9)
x2 (Ureter: 1.0; Ureters: 1.0; Kidney Pelvis: 0.9; Pelvis, Kidney: 0.9; Pelvis, Renal:
0.9)
x3 (Ureter: 1.0)

5.1.2

Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

The second data source we used for query expansion were top-retrieved documents. The
original or MeSH-expanded query is executed by a text retrieval system, and the first
m documents (called pseudo-relevant documents) of the ranked result list are processed
to generate another set of expansion features. These are added to the first query to
execute the final retrieval run.
For our experiments, we used two types of expansion features generated from pseudorelevant documents: words ranked by their TF-IDF weight in the collection, and annotated MeSH terms. In addition to single words, we also considered word n-grams
(phrases of length n) ranked by TF-IDF weight. MeSH annotations are either available
by manual or semi-automatic assignment—available with most PubMed publications
and called manual MeSH annotations in the sequel—or by automatic concept mapping. More precisely, we evaluated the following expansion features generated from m
pseudo-relevant documents:
r the first k words (unigrams) ranked by TF-IDF.
r2 the first k words (unigrams), and the first k2 bigrams (word 2-grams), both ranked
independently by TF-IDF.
rm all manually annotated MeSH terms.
rm2 the union of r and rm features.
raN the first k automatically annotated MeSH terms, generated and ranked by one of
the string matching approaches tN (1 ≤ N ≤ 4) described in Section 4.2.3.
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For expansion term weighting, we want all generated features to be associated with
a score value. All expansion features mentioned above are already equipped with a
score, except for manually annotated MeSH terms. Some of these have been marked by
human annotators as major topic, expressing that the MeSH term represents a major
topic of the document. We used this attribution to assign different scores to manually
annotated MeSH terms: terms marked as major topic get score 1, all other MeSH terms
are treated as minor topics and receive a configurable lower fixed score smin . We used
smin = 0.3 in our experiments.

5.1.3

Feature Selection

The final expansion features are selected from the ranked lists generated as described
in the previous sections by simple thresholds: (1) minimal concept mapping score, and
(2) number of top-ranked features (parameters k and k2 in Section 5.1.2). For selecting
manually annotated MeSH terms from pseudo-relevant documents (method rm), we
also considered reducing the set of MeSH terms to those marked as major topic, but
that resulted in too few or even zero selected terms, because many documents of the
dataset have no major topic assigned.

5.1.4

Expansion Term Weighting

The final stage of query expansion is query reformulation (see Section 2.2.3.1 on page 17).
As we simply add the selected expansion features to the original query, the reformulation
problem reduces to choosing expansion term weights. Because all generated features are
associated with a score value, we used a variant of Rocchio’s reweighting formula (see
Equation (2.10) on page 18) to weight expansion terms relative to original query terms:
0
wt,q
0 = wt,q + µ ·

st
smax

· wt,Q

(5.1)

where µ is a parameter controlling the relative importance of expansion terms with
respect to original query terms, and smax is the maximum of expansion term scores
(assumed to be positive). As in Equation (2.10), wt,q and wt,Q are the weights assigned
by the underlying retrieval system to term t within the original query q and within
the sequence Q of expansion terms, respectively. The normalization by smax allows for
unified handling of scoring functions with different scales.
Since some of the pseudo-relevance feedback methods described in Section 5.1.2 combine expansion features generated by two different scoring functions s0 and s00 —namely
the r2 and rm2 methods—, we normalized their scores before applying Equation (5.1)
by using a parameter κ to control the relative importance of the two scoring functions:
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Table 5.1: Score thresholds of string matching algorithms used to select MeSH terms
for automatic document expansion.
Document expansion
plus1
plus2
plus3
plus4

String matching algorithm
t1 – Dist
t2 – BinDist
t3 – IdfBinDist
t4 – IdfCovDist


s0 / s0
t
max
st =
κ · s00 / s00
t

5.2

max

Score threshold
0.05
0.001
0.002
0.004

if t was generated by s0 ,
if t was generated by s00 .

(5.2)

Document Expansion

Another opportunity to address the vocabulary problem is to add terms to documents
describing the topic of a document at indexing time. This may improve retrieval effectiveness if the added terms do not already occur in the original document, or occur only
infrequently—provided that those terms occur in the query. This method is known as
document expansion.
For biomedical datasets external knowledge models containing medical terms are a
promising source of features for document expansion, because those terms are likely to
occur in medical case queries (or in queries expressed by users). In our experiments,
we expanded biomedical publications by MeSH terms supposed to capture the topic of
the publication, adding these terms to the indexed fulltext field. In analogy to query
expansion, the expansion features were identified by several methods:
• plus all manually annotated MeSH terms (whether marked as major topic or not)
were used for document expansion.
• plusN automatically annotated MeSH terms generated by string matching algorithm tN described in Section 4.2.3 were used for document expansion (1 ≤ N ≤
4). The score thresholds for MeSH term selection were determined manually by
inspecting a few documents of the dataset. They are shown in Table 5.1. MeSH
term matching algorithm t0 (binary coverage) was excluded as it does not make
sense for long documents.

5.3 Experiments

5.3
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Experiments

Sections 5.1 and 5.2 described a number of different options to implement the building blocks of query and document expansion processes that may help to improve MCR
effectiveness over plain fulltext retrieval. To investigate which combinations of these
implementation options actually lead to such an improvement, we conducted an experiment that systematically evaluates a large number of such combinations on the
ImageCLEF MCR dataset described in Chapter 3. Details of evaluated query and document expansion methods (i.e. combinations of certain implementation options of its
building blocks) are described in Section 5.3.1.
Since the effectiveness of a given query or document expansion method depends on a
number of numerical parameters, a fair and meaningful comparison of different methods
requires parameter optimization prior to final evaluation. Because the ImageCLEF
MCR dataset does not contain a separate validation set for parameter optimization, we
apply cross-validation to obtain meaningful results from partitioning the query set into
validation and test subsets. Parameter optimization and the applied cross-validation
methodology are described in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, respectively.
Results of cross-validation experiments are presented in Section 5.3.4. To allow for
a direct comparison with MCR systems used by participants of the ImageCLEF 2013
MCR challenge [88], we additionally evaluated query and document expansion methods
using the official ImageCLEF evaluation protocol. Corresponding results are presented
in Section 5.3.5.

5.3.1

Evaluated Expansion Methods

The proposed query and document expansion methods described in Sections 5.1 and
5.2 are listed in Table 5.2, together with their acronyms used to identify method combinations. Note that the group M of MeSH SM query expansion methods is restricted to
MeSH string matching (SM) algorithms described in Section 5.1.1, and pseudo-relevance
feedback methods rm and raN generate MeSH expansion terms from pseudo-relevant
documents and can be considered as instances of kNN concept classifiers. Due to the
efficiency of MeSH string matching algorithms, methods of group M may also be combined with pseudo-relevance feedback methods by using a MeSH-expanded query for
retrieving pseudo-relevant documents.
Every MeSH SM query expansion method uses both a MeSH string matching algorithm and a synonym handling method, amounting to 5 ∗ 4 = 20 query expansion
methods. The other two method groups, pseudo-relevance feedback and document expansion, consist of single alternative methods, resulting in 8 and 5 methods, respectively.
To compute the total number of possible method combinations, we need to take into
account that every method combination must include either fulltext search or MeSH
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Table 5.2: Query and document expansion methods, grouped into four classes. The
Count column gives the number of different methods corresponding to each line. SM =
string matching.
Acronym
F
M
tN
xN
r*
r
r2
rm
rm2
raN
+*
+
+N

Method
fulltext search (no MeSH SM query expansion)
MeSH SM query expansion
MeSH string matching algorithm, 0 ≤ N ≤ 4
synonym selection method, 0 ≤ N ≤ 3
pseudo-relevance feedback
unigrams ranked by TF-IDF
unigrams and bigrams ranked by TF-IDF
manually annotated MeSH terms
union of r and rm features
automatically annotated MeSH terms ranked by score
tN, 1 ≤ N ≤ 4
document expansion
manually annotated MeSH terms
automatically annotated MeSH terms ranked by score
tN, 1 ≤ N ≤ 4

Count
1
20
5
4
8
1
1
1
1
4
5
1
4

SM query expansion (1 + 20 = 21 possibilities), and that a pseudo-relevance feedback or
document expansion method may be used or not (resulting in 8 + 1 = 9 and 5 + 1 = 6
possibilities, respectively). Thus, the total number of proposed query and document
expansion method combinations is 21 ∗ 9 ∗ 6 = 1134.
To reduce overall computation time1 and to simplify analysis and presentation of
results, we chose to evaluate only ”interesting” method combinations, not all possible
ones. Preliminary experiments showed that methods employing pseudo-relevance feedback gave clearly better results than other method combinations, so we emphasized
feedback methods when selecting combinations for evaluation. Moreover, we were interested in MeSH query expansion alone, and in combinations of document expansion
with feedback methods. The selected set of 546 method combinations is presented in
Table 5.3, grouped by combinations of three classes of techniques: MeSH SM query
expansion (M), pseudo-relevance feedback (r*), and document expansion (+*). The
acronym raN+N denotes all method combinations using pseudo-relevance feedback of
automatically annotated MeSH terms (raN ) and document expansion (+N ) using the
same MeSH string matching method N (1 ≤ N ≤ 4) (cf. Table 5.2). We assume
1

Evaluating 546 method combinations concurrently on a 24-core machine with 96 GB RAM took
about 36 hours.
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Table 5.3: Query and document expansion methods selected for evaluation.
Acronym
F
M
F+

Group of methods
fulltext search (without query expansion)
MeSH SM query expansion
fulltext search with document expansion
(manual MeSH annotation)
M+
MeSH SM query expansion with document expansion
(manual MeSH annotation)
Fr*
fulltext search with pseudo-relevance feedback
Mr*
MeSH SM query expansion followed by pseudo-relevance
feedback
Fr*+*
fulltext search with pseudo-relevance feedback and
document expansion
Fr+, Frm+, FraN+N, Frm2+*, Fr2+*
Mr*+*
MeSH SM query expansion followed by pseudo-relevance
feedback with document expansion
Mr+, Mrm+, MraN+N, Mrm2+*, Mr2+*
Total count

Count
1
20
1
20
8
160
16

320

546

that these combinations perform better than cross-combinations raN+K with N 6= K,
because MeSH terms chosen for query expansion from pseudo-relevant documents are
more likely to be found in expanded documents if MeSH terms of both expansions have
been generated by the same algorithm.

5.3.2

Parameter Optimization

The query expansion methods described in Section 5.1 introduce a number of free parameters that need to be chosen carefully to optimize retrieval performance on a given
dataset. As there are many combinations of methods to be evaluated and optimal
parameter settings are sensitive to the particular method combination in use, an automatic parameter optimization algorithm was applied. Moreover, the use of automatic
parameter optimization facilitates evaluation in a cross-validation setting, where only
part of the dataset is used to optimize parameters and the remaining part is used to
assess retrieval performance.
The parameters to be optimized for query expansion methods are listed in Table 5.4.
Note that not all parameters are relevant for every expansion method. For example,
expansion method Frm (expansion with manually annotated MeSH terms taken from
pseudo-relevant documents, see Table 5.2) takes only parameters m, k, and µF . Table 5.5 lists the number of relevant parameters for the query and document expansion
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Table 5.4: Parameters to be optimized for query expansion methods described in
Section 5.1.
Parameter
smin

Type
real

Range
0.2 – 2.0

µM

real

0.1 – 1.0

m
k

integer
integer

1 – 20
1 – 150

k2
µF

integer
real

1 – 50
0.1 – 2.0

κ

real

0.1 – 2.0

Description
minimal matching score for MeSH SM term
selection
weighting factor of MeSH SM expansion terms
relative to original query terms
number of pseudo-relevant documents
number of expansion terms to use for pseudorelevance feedback
number of bigrams to use for r2 expansion method
weighting factor of feedback terms relative to
original query terms
relative importance of the two scoring functions for
r2 and rm2 methods

Table 5.5: Number of parameters to be optimized for query and document expansion
methods used in experiments. Acronyms of methods are defined in Table 5.2.
Combinations
F, F+
M, M+
Fr, Frm, FraN, Fr+, Frm+, FraN+N
Frm2, Frm2+*
Fr2, Fr2+*
Mr, Mrm, MraN, Mr+, Mrm+, MraN+N
Mrm2, Mrm2+*
Mr2, Mr2+*
Total count

Parameters
0
2
3
4
5
5
6
7

Count
2
40
12
6
6
240
120
120
546

methods used in experiments. There are two method groups with 5 parameters, because
they use different parameter sets.
As objective function to be maximized we use mean average precision (MAP) of a
retrieval run on the validation dataset. Because evaluation of the objective function at
a single point in parameter space is a costly operation, we chose an optimization algorithm that tries to keep the number of objective function evaluations low: Simultaneous
Perturbation Stochastic Approximation (SPSA) [196, 197]. It has been designed to find
a local optimum of continuous-variable problems with smooth objective functions, even
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Table 5.6: Statistics of applying SPSA to parameter optimization during 5-fold crossvalidation of 546 retrieval configurations. The total number of optimization runs is
5 ∗ 546 = 2730.
Number
Number
Number
Number

of
of
of
of

optimization runs
improved runs
converged runs
runs yielding optimum in last iteration

2730
2424
635
270

100%
89%
23%
10%

if objective function measurements include added noise.
Although sufficient conditions for convergence of SPSA cannot be established for
our parameter optimization problem—some parameters take discrete values, and the
objective function is not continuous—, we can use SPSA as a vehicle for heuristic optimization of parameters: the algorithm performs a “random walk” in parameter space
guided by objective function differences, and we consider the best of visited points as an
“optimal” parameter setting. By choosing manually tuned parameter settings as a starting point, we ensure that the result of parameter optimization will not be worse than a
previously known “best” parameter configuration. The usefulness of this heuristic application of SPSA becomes evident after the fact when looking at some statistical results
of parameter optimization during 5-fold cross-validation of 546 retrieval configurations,
given in Table 5.6. In 89% of optimization runs, SPSA found better parameter settings,
although only 10% of optimizations obtained the best setting in the last iteration (no
matter whether SPSA converged or not).
The SPSA algorithm is easy to implement and is shown in Fig. 5.1. It is formulated to
~ which
minimize a loss function y by finding an optimal value of p-dimensional vector θ,
is produced as output at the end of the presented MATLAB code. Starting with an
initial guess θ~1 and non-negative parameters a, c, A, α, and γ, each iteration k computes
an approximation ~gk of the unknown gradient of y at θ~k . The gradient computation
(5.5) requires only two evaluations of the loss function at points θ~k+ and θ~k− according
~k
to Equations (5.3) and (5.4). (ck ) is a decreasing sequence of positive numbers and ∆
is a random perturbation vector whose elements are ±1, sampled independently from
a Bernoulli distribution with probability 1/2. θ~k is then updated to a new value θ~k+1
(supposed to be closer to the minimum) by adding the negative gradient approximation
scaled by a positive number ak that decreases with k (5.6).

~k
θ~k+ = θ~k + ck ∆

(5.3)

~k
θ~k− = θ~k − ck ∆

(5.4)
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For k = 1:n
ak = a/(k+A)^alpha;
ck = c/k^gamma;
delta = 2*round(rand(p,1)) - 1;
thetaplus = theta + ck*delta;
thetaminus = theta - ck*delta;
yplus = loss(thetaplus);
yminus = loss(thetaminus);
g = (yplus - yminus) ./ (2*ck*delta);
theta = theta - ak*g;
theta = min(theta, thetamin);
theta = max(theta, thetamax);
end
theta

Figure 5.1: MATLAB code of SPSA algorithm [197]. Initialization and stopping
criterion are not shown.




−1
∆k1 

y(θ~k+ ) − y(θ~k− )
~gk =
2 ck



 −1 
∆ 
 k2 


 .. 
 . 





(5.5)

∆−1
kp

θ~k+1 = θ~k − ak ~gk

(5.6)

To apply the SPSA algorithm to parameter optimization for query expansion we
normalized every parameter domain to the interval [0, 1] by linear transformation and
used negative MAP of retrieval runs as loss function. Prior to evaluating the loss function, the inverse linear transform needs to be applied to normalized parameter values,
followed by rounding for originally integer-valued parameters. Normalized parameter
values were clipped to the [0, 1] range when applying the update step (5.6). The algorithm terminates when y(θ~k+ ) and y(θ~k− ) differ by less than ε for K successive iterations,
or when a maximal iteration count n is reached. SPSA parameter values used in experiments are shown in Table 5.7.
To determine the result θ~min of optimization we consider all parameter vectors θ~k+
and θ~− as well as the initial vector θ~1 and the final vector θ~n+1 when the algorithm
k

terminates after n iterations. The most recently computed one of these parameter
vectors with minimal loss value is selected as θ~min .
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Table 5.7: SPSA parameters used in experiments.
Parameter
a
A
α
c
γ
ε
K
n

Value
1.0
0
1.0
0.1
0.5
0.001
3
20

Description
used to compute ak
used to compute ak
used to compute ak
used to compute ck
used to compute ck
equality threshold for stopping criterion
number of stationary iterations for stopping criterion
maximal iteration count

θ~min = argmin
1≤k≤n

5.3.3

n

y(θ~1 ), y(θ~k+ ), y(θ~k− ), y(θ~n+1 )

o

(5.7)

Cross-Validation

When applying parameter optimization prior to evaluating a given retrieval algorithm,
it is important to use different datasets for parameter optimization and evaluation to
avoid sacrificing the generalization power of evaluation results. This is ideally achieved
by using a separate validation dataset for parameter optimization that is disjoint from
the test dataset used to evaluate the algorithm. If such separate datasets are not
available, the cross-validation methodology (see e.g. [25, 182]) can be applied to achieve
generalizable results even from a single dataset.
The general idea of n-fold cross-validation is to split the dataset into n partitions
of roughly equal sizes and use the union of n − 1 partitions for parameter optimization
and the remaining partition for testing. To compensate for the small size of the test
partition, parameter optimization and testing are repeated with a different selection of
n − 1 validation partitions and one test partition, until each of the n partitions has been
used once for testing. Finally, the average performance over all n evaluation runs is
reported as system performance of the evaluated algorithm.
Partitioning the dataset is a clear task in the context of machine learning, where
cross-validation has its origin, but it needs a different interpretation in the context of
information retrieval, where a dataset consists of a document collection and a set of
queries with corresponding relevance judgments. Here, partitioning needs to be applied
to the query set, because queries are the units for which retrieval performance is measured. Partitioning the document collection, on the other hand, does not provide any
benefits for separating concerns of parameter optimization and testing. In fact, reducing
the size of the document collection would have undesirable effects on measurement of
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retrieval performance: the search space gets smaller, and some judged documents (even
relevant documents) may have been removed.
Since the ImageCLEF MCR dataset described in Chapter 3 does not provide disjoint
datasets for validation and testing2 , and no other MCR dataset was available to us, we
applied 5-fold cross-validation to use the given dataset for both parameter optimization
and testing. The set of 35 queries was partitioned into 5 subsets of equal sizes, and the
average of five MAP values measured on the five query subsets (after separate parameter
optimization) is reported as performance measure for a given MCR algorithm.
To illustrate the cost generated by this evaluation method, we determine the maximal number of retrieval runs needed to compute the final MAP value of a given MCR
algorithm. For 5-fold cross-validation, parameter optimization is applied to each of five
validation sets consisting of 28 queries, and retrieval performance is measured on each
of five test sets comprising 7 queries. An optimization run is limited to 20 iterations,
each computing MAP on 28 queries twice (with different parameter settings, see Section 5.3.2), amounting to 20 ∗ 28 ∗ 2 = 1120 retrieval runs at most. Evaluation on the
test set requires 7 retrieval runs. We end up with a maximum of 5 ∗ (1120 + 7) = 5635
retrieval runs to evaluate a single MCR algorithm. Note that this number does not
include additional “internal” retrieval runs executed during pseudo-relevance feedback
for some of the methods described in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.4

Cross-Validation Results

We evaluated the selected 546 combinations of query and document expansion methods
by 5-fold cross-validation on the ImageCLEF MCR dataset, as explained in the previous
sections. As retrieval performance metric we used mean average precision (MAP), which
is commonly applied to TREC-style evaluations (see Section 2.2.2). Note that the same
metric served as objective function for parameter optimization (Section 5.3.2).
Figure 5.2 presents a scatter plot of obtained results, grouped by the eight classes of
method combinations listed in Table 5.3. Every data point represents the MAP value
of a method combination obtained by cross-validation.
The two best method combinations of each group are listed in Table 5.8, revealing
the actual algorithms employed. In particular, the overall best method combination
was Mt2x0r2, which used MeSH term matching algorithm BinDist (t2) with direct
synonym handling (x0) for MeSH query expansion, followed by pseudo-relevance feedback with unigrams and bigrams (r2) to further expand the query. Refer to Table 5.2
and Section 5.3.1 to interpret acronyms of other method combinations.
2

Earlier editions of the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset are subsets containing a reduced document
collection or query set. The ImageCLEF 2012 MCR dataset, for example, contains the same document
collection and a subset of 26 out of 35 queries of the 2013 edition.
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot of 546 combinations of query and document expansion methods with optimized parameters obtained by 5-fold cross validation on the ImageCLEF
2013 MCR dataset. Method combinations are grouped according to Table 5.3.

Table 5.8: Best and second-to-best combinations of query and document expansion
methods depicted in Figure 5.2. Best MAP values of each column are marked in boldface.
Group
F
M
F+
M+*
Fr*
Mr*
Fr*+*
Mr*+*

Best Method
F
Mt0x3
F+
Mt2x2+
Fr2
Mt2x0r2
Frm2+
Mt4x1r2+

MAP
0.1689
0.1784
0.1688
0.1802
0.2219
0.2511
0.2155
0.2393

Second Method
–
Mt2x3
–
Mt0x3+
Fr
Mt1x1r
Fr2+
Mt4x1r2+2

MAP
–
0.1771
–
0.1801
0.2109
0.2390
0.2139
0.2389
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plot of 160 query expansion methods employing MeSH query
expansion followed by pseudo-relevance feedback, grouped by feedback method. The
data points correspond to the Mr* group of Figure 5.2. Acronyms of feedback methods
are explained in Table 5.2.
The following three sections analyze results for pseudo-relevance feedback methods,
query expansion by MeSH string matching, and document expansion in more detail.
5.3.4.1

Comparison of Feedback Methods

As all method combinations exceeding 0.2 MAP employ pseudo-relevance feedback, we
would like to know if some feedback methods are consistently better than others within
a given group of combinations. We focused on the best performing group Mr* and
grouped their methods by employed pseudo-relevance feedback algorithm. The scatter
plot (Figure 5.3) reveals that point clouds pertaining to different feedback algorithms
form clusters with rather small intra-class variance (with respect to MAP), and some
classes clearly perform better than others, indicated by large inter-class distances. In
particular, feedback methods ranking unigrams (words) of pseudo-relevant documents
by TF-IDF, namely methods r, r2, and rm2, perform consistently better than other
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feedback methods. Although the overall best method combination uses unigrams and
bigrams for feedback (r2), this feedback method cannot be claimed to be better than
feedback using unigrams only (r), because the best data point appears to be an outlier
in the group of tested r2 method combinations.
Another interesting conclusion drawn from Figure 5.3 is that method combinations
using manually annotated MeSH terms for feedback (rm) consistently perform worse
than feedback methods ra2, ra3, and ra4, which all use automatically annotated MeSH
terms for feedback. This may be unexpected to some extent, because manually annotated MeSH terms are assumed to be more accurately related to document semantics
than automatically annotated ones and hence should provide a more effective data
source for query expansion. But in the light of successful feedback methods using words
from pseudo-relevant documents directly (r, r2, and rm2 methods), the relatively better
performance of ra2, ra3, and ra4 methods becomes intelligible, as they basically extract
MeSH terms already present in documents.
Method combinations employing feedback by MeSH terms extracted using distancebased match frequency (ra1, see Dist MeSH string matching in Section 4.2.3) perform
consistently worse than ra2, ra3, and ra4 methods. This is a strong indication that the
concept of matching runs (used by ra2, ra3, and ra4 methods) is important to apply
the proposed MeSH string matching approach to longer documents. The Dist scoring
function may assign a high score to a MeSH term for a document just because words of
the MeSH term occur sufficiently often in the document, although not all words of the
MeSH term are present or they occur in distant locations in the document.

5.3.4.2

MeSH SM Query Expansion Methods

The 20 data points of group M in Figure 5.2 suggest that the effectiveness of query expansion methods employing MeSH string matching (SM) algorithms (see Section 4.2.3)
is small. The comparison of different MeSH string matching algorithms (t0 – t4 )and
synonym handling methods (x0 – x3 ) is therefore likely to give no clear results, but is
pursued here in the interest of completeness.
Figure 5.4 presents scatterplots of method combinations M (MeSH SM query expansion) and Mr* (MeSH SM query expansion followed by pseudo-relevance feedback),
grouped by MeSH string matching algorithms. Although the plot for group M (Fig. 5.4(a))
suggests that the BinDist algorithm (t2) performs better than Dist (t1), the difference in terms of MAP is small enough to be swallowed by the dominating variance of
feedback methods in group Mr* (Fig. 5.4(b)). A similar observation can be made for
scatterplots grouped by MeSH synonym handling methods (Fig. 5.5).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.4: Scatter plot of MeSH SM query expansion methods, grouped by MeSH
string matching algorithm. The data points correspond to (a) group M and (b) group
Mr* of Figure 5.2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Scatter plot of MeSH SM query expansion methods, grouped by MeSH
synonym handling method. The data points correspond to (a) group M and (b) group
Mr* of Figure 5.2.
5.3.4.3

Document Expansion Methods

When comparing the point clouds of method groups Mr* and Mr*+* in Figure 5.2, it
is obvious that document expansion (employed by Mr*+* methods) did not improve
retrieval performance over query expansion methods (Mr*). It even deteriorated results
substantially for many method combinations. However, for the sake of comparing the
usefulness of automatic MeSH annotation algorithms based on string matching with
that of manual MeSH annotations, it may be interesting to take a closer look at the
effectiveness of different tested document expansion methods (see Section 5.2).
Figure 5.6 presents all data points corresponding to query expansion methods us-
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Figure 5.6: Scatter plot of query expansion methods using pseudo-relevance feedback
combined with document expansion, grouped by document expansion method. The
data points correspond to groups Fr*+* and Mr*+* of Figure 5.2.

ing pseudo-relevance feedback combined with document expansion (groups Fr*+* and
Mr*+* of Figure 5.2), grouped by document expansion method. In contrast to their
use for pseudo-relevance feedback (see Section 5.3.4.1), manually annotated MeSH terms
perform consistently better than automatically annotated ones for document expansion.
This can be explained by the fact that manual MeSH annotations are more likely to add
relevant, not already existing information to a document than automatically annotated
MeSH terms generated by string matching.

However, MeSH terms annotated by the BinDist algorithm (t2) yield a remarkable
performance for many method combinations that is comparable to document expansion with manual MeSH annotations, including the top-performing ones. On the other
hand, the more sophisticated MeSH string matching algorithms IdfBinDist (t3) and
IdfCovDist (t4) were not as effective as BinDist (t2), which suggests that IDF weighting should not be used with MeSH string matching for document expansion.
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plot of 546 combinations of query and document expansion methods with parameters optimized on corrected ImageCLEF 2012 dataset and evaluated
on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset. The horizontal line at MAP 0.2429 corresponds
to the best run submitted to ImageCLEF 2013 [88].

5.3.5

ImageCLEF Evaluation Results

In order to compare the proposed methods to retrieval runs originally submitted to
the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR task [88], we additionally evaluated the proposed query
and document expansion methods using the official ImageCLEF 2013 MCR evaluation
protocol. To simulate information available to participants of ImageCLEF 2013 before
submitting their results, we used the ImageCLEF 2012 MCR dataset for parameter
optimization. Retrieval performance was then evaluated for each optimized method
combination on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset.
The ImageCLEF 2012 MCR dataset consists of the same document collection as
the 2013 dataset (see Section 3.1), but provides only 26 queries that form a subset of
the 35 queries contained in the 2013 dataset and, most importantly, uses a different
document pool for relevance judgments than the 2013 dataset. That is, for a given
query occurring in both datasets, the sets of judged documents (marked as relevant or
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Table 5.9: Best and second-to-best combinations of query and document expansion
methods, optimized on corrected ImageCLEF 2012 dataset and evaluated on ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset. Best MAP values of each column are marked in boldface.
Group
F
M
F+
M+*
Fr*
Mr*
Fr*+*
Mr*+*

Best Method
F
Mt0x3
F+
Mt3x2+
Fra4
Mt3x1rm2
Fr2+3
Mt4x1r2+2

MAP
0.1689
0.1774
0.1688
0.1827
0.2122
0.2369
0.2247
0.2450

Second Method
–
Mt2x3
–
Mt0x1+
Fr
Mt2x2ra4
Frm2+
Mt2x1rm2+

MAP
–
0.1774
–
0.1820
0.2121
0.2335
0.2201
0.2370

non-relevant) are not the same, although unlikely to be disjoint. In particular, the 2012
relevance judgments failed to provide any relevant documents for three queries, which
makes these queries useless for evaluation, because average precision would always be
zero. We therefore removed these queries from the 2012 dataset and used the corrected
dataset with 23 queries for parameter optimization.
We emphasize, however, that this evaluation method is susceptible to overfitting and
hence provides only limited generalization power, because 2/3 of the query set used for
testing is also employed for parameter optimization, even if relevance judgments used for
validation and testing are not exactly equal. But since participants of ImageCLEF 2013
are likely to have used the 2012 dataset for parameter optimization, a fair comparison
of proposed MCR methods with their systems should use the same evaluation method.
In analogy to Section 5.3.4, a scatter plot of all 546 tested method combinations is
shown in Fig. 5.7. The details of the best two method combinations of each method
group are listed in Table 5.9. The best MCR run submitted to ImageCLEF 2013
achieved 0.2429 MAP using an external corpus of 22 million MEDLINE3 citations to
generate MeSH terms for query expansion by local feedback [46]. This run is indicated
by a horizontal line in Fig. 5.7. Although all our methods rely on the dataset corpus
only, one method combination (Mt4x1r2+2) achieved an even better result; it employs
query expansion by MeSH terms extracted from the query using IdfCovDist string
matching (t4) and synonym replacement (x1), followed by pseudo-relevance feedback
using TFIDF-weighted unigrams and bigrams (r2), and document expansion with MeSH
terms extracted by BinDist string matching (+2).
When comparing the scatter plots obtained by cross-validation (Fig. 5.2) and ImageCLEF evaluation (Fig. 5.7), they give a similar picture of effectiveness of differ3

https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/medline.html
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ent method groups. Even the absolute MAP values achieved by the vast majority of
method combinations within a group coincide; in particular, most Mr* methods achieve
a MAP between 0.16 and 0.24 with both evaluation methods). Outliers, however, both
in high- and low-performing ranges, differ remarkably in several method groups (Fr*,
Mr*, and Mr*+*). We attribute that primarily to randomness inherent to parameter
optimization, but also—for high-performing outliers in Fig. 5.7—to overfitting caused
by parameter optimization on the ImageCLEF 2012 dataset.
Based on the correspondence between ImageCLEF-type evaluation and cross-validation,
the main findings of Section 5.3.4 remain valid, and we do not repeat the analysis here.
In particular, query expansion methods employing MeSH SM query expansion followed
by pseudo-relevance feedback (group Mr*) seem to be the best choice, and combining
them with document expansion (group Mr*+*) has no further benefit.

5.4

Summary

This chapter investigated the benefit of selected query expansion and document expansion techniques to textual methods for medical case retrieval (MCR). We used the
string matching approaches proposed in Chapter 4 to automatically map queries or
documents to Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), and used these MeSH terms for query
or document expansion. Additionally, query-specific local feedback methods were used
to determine expansion terms from top-retrieved documents. Several variants of these
query and document expansion methods were combined and evaluated on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset described in Chapter 3. More precisely, 546 method combinations were evaluated independently by 5-fold cross-validation to avoid overfitting by
parameter optimization. Another set of experiments applied the official ImageCLEF
2013 MCR evaluation procedure to these method combinations to allow for comparison
with retrieval runs submitted to ImageCLEF 2013.
Experimental results show that query expansion methods using MeSH terms produced by string matching (SM) and local feedback can substantially improve MCR
performance over fulltext-only retrieval and achieve state-of-the-art retrieval performance on the ImageCLEF 2013 MCR dataset. The improvement is mainly due to local
feedback using unigrams (single words) and bigrams (2-word sequences) from pseudorelevant documents, local feedback by MeSH terms is less effective. However, combining
MeSH SM query expansion with local feedback may result in a higher performance gain
(in terms of mean average precision) than combining it with fulltext-only retrieval.
On the other hand, combining MeSH SM query expansion and/or local feedback with
document expansion does not improve retrieval performance. There is no consistent
best method within the set of proposed MeSH string matching algorithms and MeSH
synonym handling methods used for query and document expansion.
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Although care has been taken to avoid overfitting effects when performing experiments, the generalization power of results is still limited by the facts that (1) evaluation
is based on a single dataset, and (2) results depend on the effectiveness of parameter
optimization. So further work could improve evaluation by searching for or developing a second dataset, and by cross-validating parameter optimization using a different
(e.g. genetic) algorithm. Other promising avenues for future work on textual MCR
techniques include utilizing document structure (title, abstract, image captions), applying more sophisticated query expansion methods (cf. Section 2.2.3), or using external
corpora or text categorization based on machine learning [182] to expand queries or
annotate documents with additional biomedical terms.

CHAPTER

6

Concept-Based
Retrieval

This chapter introduces a principled approach to utilizing biomedical concepts for medical case retrieval (MCR). The applied method follows the paradigm of concept-based
retrieval [193, 212] and, therefore, differs from the textual query expansion and document expansion methods described in Chapter 5. The general idea of concept-based
retrieval is to represent a document or query by a vector of relevance scores identifying
relevant concepts, called concept vector, and implementing ranking and retrieval by a
similarity measure on concept vectors. The resulting retrieval model can be considered
as an instance of the vector space model of information retrieval (IR, see Section 2.2.1)
and can therefore be implemented using existing text retrieval technology and software. Details of the concept-based retrieval method applied to MCR are described in
Section 6.1.
To evaluate concept-based retrieval, we apply concept mapping algorithms (see
Chapter 4) to documents and queries of the MCR dataset and measure the resulting concept-based retrieval performance. Corresponding results are presented in Section 6.2. Since concept-based retrieval is known to be less effective than fulltext retrieval
on biomedical text corpora [212], evaluation results of this chapter serve other purposes:
they provide another and—for the purpose of MCR—more relevant evaluation criterion
for concept mapping algorithms than text classification results presented in Chapter 4;
and they allow to assess the contribution of the concept-based retrieval component in
multimodal approaches described in Chapter 7. Moreover, results are compared to an
“ideal” concept-based retrieval method that uses concept annotations of actually relevant documents (according to ground-truth judgments) to represent queries. Results
and findings are summarized in Section 6.3, which concludes the chapter.

6.1

Applied Method

Since concept-based retrieval follows the vector space model of text retrieval, we used
the Lucene text retrieval engine (see Section 2.2.1) to index and retrieve biomedical
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documents by their concept vectors. The role of indexed terms in text documents is
taken by unique textual representations of MeSH concepts, realized by MeSH node
identifiers like C13.703.039 (see Section 4.1). If a single MeSH concept relevant for a
given document or query is equipped with multiple node identifiers—which means that
the MeSH concept is a member of multiple trees in the MeSH hierarchy—, then all these
node identifiers are included in the concept vector of the document or query.
We note that Lucene does not allow to specify the weight of a term within the term
vector representation of a document explicitly, because the TF-IDF weighting scheme
employed by Lucene derives term weights from the number of occurrences of the term
within the document (term frequency, TF) and within the document collection (inverse
document frequency, IDF). MeSH node identifiers assigned to a document or query
(by manual annotation or automatic concept mapping) will therefore be represented
by Lucene with a weight derived from “term frequency” 1, because a MeSH concept is
assigned only once to the document or query.
Since concept weights cannot be changed easily for documents indexed by Lucene,
we looked for a way to adapt the weights of query concepts according to the reliability
of MeSH annotations of indexed documents (manual annotations are considered more
reliable than automatic ones). We chose to use three separate Lucene index fields for
different types of MeSH annotations of documents, namely for major manual annotations, minor manual annotations, and automatic annotations (see Section 4.2.2). Index
fields are indexed and searched separately by Lucene, and Lucene’s query syntax and default scoring function (see Section 2.2.1) allow to specify field-specific weights (boosting
factors) for query terms.
During concept-based indexing of the MCR dataset, these three types of MeSH annotations of a document are transformed to MeSH node identifiers and indexed in three
corresponding fields by Lucene. Manual annotations are available with the majority of
documents in the MCR dataset (see Section 3.1), whereas automatic annotations are
created on the fly from fulltext articles using the BinDist string matching algorithm—
which proved to be the most effective text-to-concept mapping approach that is efficient
enough to process large collections of long documents, as recognized in Chapter 4. Note
that the indexing process ignores article images contained in documents of the MCR
dataset, because separate manual MeSH annotations are not available for images and
image captions are already included in the fulltext of documents.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the concept-based retrieval process and displays a schematic
representation of the concept-document index created by Lucene, where MeSH node
identifiers have been replaced by primary MeSH terms for easier comprehension. The
inverted index built from MeSH-annotated documents of the MCR dataset is searchable
by MeSH concepts and, for each MeSH concept and index field, stores a list of references
to documents annotated with this concept (and additional TF-IDF weights not shown
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Figure 6.1: Concept-based retrieval process showing examples for query expression
and concept-document index.
in the figure). In Fig. 6.1 the index fields F1, F2, and F3 correspond to the three MeSH
annotation types described earlier.
To prepare a case query for concept-based retrieval, it needs to be transformed
to a concept vector or, more specifically in the employed Lucene framework, a query
expression specifying MeSH node identifiers and boosting factors for the three index
fields to search in. MeSH concepts supposed to be relevant for the given query can
be obtained by any concept mapping method described in Chapter 4. For every MeSH
node identifier corresponding to such concepts, three Lucene query terms are generated,
each addressing a different index field with corresponding boosting factor, as described
above. Executing the resulting query expression using Lucene’s retrieval engine and
the previously built concept-document index then retrieves a ranked list of indexed
documents according to the paradigm of concept-based retrieval.

6.2

Experiments

As explained in the introduction to this chapter, the main purpose of experiments is to
evaluate different concept mapping algorithms introduced in Chapter 4 by measuring
their effectiveness for concept-based retrieval on the MCR dataset. All experiments use
the same concept-based document index with separate fields for manually annotated
and automatically annotated MeSH terms represented as node identifiers, as described
in Section 6.1. The different concept mapping algorithms are applied to case queries
to transform them to query expressions containing MeSH node identifiers only. Query
expressions are then executed using the Lucene retrieval engine, resulting in a ranked list
of 100 documents1 . The result list is evaluated using common IR performance measures
like precision at 10 and mean average precision (MAP), as described in Section 2.2.2.
1

Restriction of the result list to 100 top-ranked documents follows the official evaluation procedure
of the ImageCLEF MCR challenge [104].
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Experiments were conducted for text-to-concept mapping algorithms (described in
Section 6.2.1) and for image-to-concept mapping techniques (Section 6.2.2) that were
already described in Chapter 4. The effectiveness of these algorithms for conceptbased retrieval is additionally compared to plain fulltext retrieval and to concept-based
retrieval based on an “ideal” concept mapping algorithm that obtains MeSH concepts
from documents that are actually relevant to a given case query.

6.2.1

Text-to-Concept Mapping Algorithms

Text-to-concept mapping algorithms used in experiments are almost the same as those
evaluated in Chapter 4: MetaMap, OBA, and the three string matching algorithms
BinCov, Dist, and BinDist. Instead of the nearest-neighbor classifier MeshUp, whose
web service was no longer available when concept-based retrieval experiments started,
we used our own implementation of a kNN classifier which uses the text query for fulltext
retrieval and ranks MeSH annotations of the top k retrieved documents according to an
accumulated score derived from documents they appear in (see Section 4.2.2). Results
presented in this section were obtained in cooperation with Florian Winkler [226].
Parameters of text-to-concept mapping algorithms include the ones described in
Chapter 4, namely score thresholds for concept selection and a specialty boosting flag,
but concept-based retrieval and the kNN classifier add additional parameters. In more
detail, the parameters of text-to-concept mapping algorithms used in experiments are:
minscore Score threshold used to select concepts for MetaMap, OBA, and string
matching algorithms.
specialtyboost Flag indicating whether to use specialty boosting for string matching
algorithms (see Section 4.2.3.7 on page 75).
maxrank Rank threshold used to select concepts for kNN classifier.
knn_k Number of nearest-neighbor documents used by kNN classifier.
fieldboost Boosting factors (α1 , α2 , α3 ) used for different MeSH annotation types to
construct the query expression (see Section 6.1). The kNN classifier uses the same
boosting factors to compute concept scores by Equation (4.1).
Thorough parameter optimization would require cross-validation on the query set—
given the 35 queries of the MCR dataset, a 5-fold cross-validation would be suitable.
However, since our evaluation aims at comparing concept mapping algorithms and does
not focus on measuring “true” concept-based retrieval performance, we decided to relinquish cross-validation and to optimize parameters on the entire query set. Measured
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Table 6.1: Parameters of text-to-concept mapping algorithms optimized for conceptbased retrieval. Maximal values of the searched range indicated by * were chosen adaptively.
Algorithm
Range
MetaMap
OBA
kNN
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

minscore
0–max*
12.94
32759
–
3.0
2.6
0.74

specialtyboost
yes, no
–
–
–
yes
yes
yes

maxrank
1–max*
–
–
33
–
–
–

knn_k
1–20
–
–
6
–
–
–

fieldboost
0–2.5
1.8, 1.4, 1.0
2.0, 1.6, 1.0
2.2, 1.5, 1.0
1.0, 1.0, 1.0
2.0, 1.5, 1.0
1.1, 1.0, 1.0

retrieval performance can therefore be regarded as an upper bound of “true” effectiveness.
Optimized parameters for text-to-concept mapping algorithms used for conceptbased retrieval experiments are presented in Table 6.1. The range used to search for
optimal values is displayed near the top of the table. In analogy to experiments described
in Chapter 4, maximal values of minscore were chosen algorithm-specific, and maxrank
was increased gradually until retrieval performance started to drop. Since evaluation of
a single parameter configuration requires a concept-based retrieval run on all queries, a
greedy coarse-to-fine approach was applied to search for optimal values: first, parameters
were evaluated on a coarse grid of values covering the search range; then a fine grid in
the region of best performing parameter combinations was used to determine optimal
values.
Experimental results showing concept-based retrieval performance on the MCR
dataset when text-to-concept mapping algorithms are applied to case queries are presented in Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.2. To enable judgment of these algorithms beyond mutual
comparison, performance numbers for fulltext retrieval and an “ideal” concept mapping
algorithm MGT (MeSH ground truth) are provided as well. The MGT algorithm uses
manual MeSH annotations of actually relevant documents (using ground-truth relevance
judgments) for concept mapping of a given case query. Concept-based retrieval performance of the MGT algorithm therefore represents a tight upper bound for any concept
mapping algorithm and reveals the potential effectiveness of concept-based retrieval
methods.
Results of Table 6.2 confirm that concept-based retrieval using MeSH concepts is
less effective than fulltext retrieval, although concept-based retrieval using the kNN
classifier performs almost as well as fulltext retrieval with respect to MAP. The relatively good performance of the kNN classifier can be explained by its use of fulltext
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Table 6.2: Concept-based retrieval performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms. Percentages denote changes relative to fulltext retrieval.
Algorithm
Fulltext
MGT
MetaMap
OBA
kNN
BinCov
Dist
BinDist

P@10
0.234
0.480
0.066
0.097
0.206
0.009
0.026
0.100

+105%
-72%
-59%
-12%
-96%
-89%
-57%

MAP
0.160
0.369
0.042
0.056
0.156
0.003
0.011
0.060

+131%
-74%
-65%
-3%
-98%
-93%
-63%

Figure 6.2: Concept-based retrieval performance of text-to-concept mapping algorithms.

retrieval to obtain documents for harvesting MeSH concepts, leading to a similar effectiveness as fulltext retrieval. Among other text-to-concept mapping algorithms, the
BinDist string matching algorithm was most effective and lead to a slightly better retrieval performance than OBA and MetaMap. The high retrieval performance of the
MGT algorithm indicates that concept-based retrieval can potentially be more effective
than fulltext retrieval and motivates future research in the field of concept mapping
algorithms.
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Image-to-Concept Mapping Algorithms

Experiments evaluate the effectiveness of image-to-concept mapping algorithms described in Section 4.3 for concept-based retrieval. All proposed image-to-concept mapping algorithms are nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifiers using a Lucene index of images
found in biomedical articles of the MCR dataset. MeSH concepts of indexed images
were automatically determined by applying the BinDist string matching algorithm to
image captions, using optimized parameters determined by text-to-concept mapping
experiments of Chapter 4. The image index can be searched by both concepts and
content-based visual descriptors (CEDD, FCTH, and PHOG, see Section 4.3).
We consider three variants of kNN-based image-to-concept mapping algorithms for
experimental evaluation. They differ in the way how the image index is used to retrieve
images that are potentially relevant to a given case query.
M1 For each image contained in the case query, CEDD and FCTH features are extracted, and each feature is used to retrieve k images from the image index. If
the case query contains n images, this method generates 2n image lists of length
k for harvesting MeSH concepts.
M2 The case query is mapped to MeSH concepts using the best-performing text-toconcept mapping algorithm according to Section 6.2.1 (kNN classifier), and the
result is used to perform concept-based retrieval on the image index, generating
a single image list of length k. Note that the resulting kNN classifier does not
utilize content-based visual information, but as the image index is involved, we
categorize this approach as image-to-concept mapping.
M3 Method M2 is applied to retrieve 100 images, which are then reranked according
to visual similarity with each image of the case query, resulting in n image lists.
Each list is then truncated to length k. Visual similarity is determined using
CEDD features only.
Although methods M2 and M3 may be too inefficient for practical purposes (M2 involves
three retrieval operations until the final concept-based retrieval result is obtained), they
are proposed and evaluated in an attempt to reduce the semantic gap between case
query and retrieved images which is inherent to method M1. For M2 and M3, biomedical
concepts relevant to the case query are expected to improve the semantic relationship
with retrieved images.
MeSH concepts are harvested from image lists generated by one of these methods,
and concept scores are accumulated over all image lists according to Equations (4.1)
and (4.11), as explained in Chapter 4. Finally, concept-based retrieval is performed by
applying the same query formulation method and document index as used for evaluating
text-to-concept mapping algorithms (see Section 6.2.1).
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Table 6.3: Parameters of image-to-concept mapping methods used for experiments,
and average number of concepts obtained per case query.
Method
M1
M2
M3

knn_k
3
3
3

fieldboost
1.5, 1.2, 1.0
1.5, 1.2, 1.0
1.5, 1.2, 1.0

concepts per query
40.3
46.3
37.0

Table 6.4: Concept-based retrieval performance of image-to-concept mapping algorithms. Percentages denote the performance ratio with respect to fulltext retrieval.
Algorithm
Fulltext
M1
M2
M3

P@10
0.234
0.015
0.111
0.085

100%
6%
48%
36%

MAP
0.160
0.003
0.049
0.039

100%
2%
30%
24%

The tested image-to-concept mapping methods support only two parameters already
known from text-to-concept mapping experiments: knn_k is the number k of images
to retrieve as described above; and fieldboost specifies the reliability factors of MeSH
annotation types as described in Section 6.2.1. The maxrank parameter limiting the
number of harvested MeSH concepts has not been implemented, because the number of
concepts is implicitly limited by knn_k and time constraints prohibited a comprehensive
implementation of this experiment. For the latter reason, parameter optimization could
not be performed systematically, but parameters were chosen manually based on the
experience of a few experimental runs. Table 6.3 documents parameter settings used for
evaluation of image-to-concept mapping experiments and the resulting average number
of concepts obtained per case query.
Table 6.4 and Fig. 6.3 display experimental results obtained for concept-based retrieval after applying image-to-concept mapping algorithms M1, M2, or M3 to case
queries of the MCR dataset. As expected, concept mapping using visual similarity
(M1) results in very poor performance compared to the fulltext retrieval baseline, indicating that visual similarity induced by global image features is rarely able to find
images that are relevant for given query images.
M2 shows the best concept-based retrieval performance of all three evaluated algorithms, but still displays a much lower performance than fulltext retrieval. Since we
know from Section 6.2.1 that the kNN classifier used to map query text to MeSH concepts performs well, the loss in retrieval performance for M2 is caused by a mismatch of
query concepts and concept annotations in the image index. The mismatch may have
two reasons: first, not all concepts mapped from queries may occur in the image index;
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Figure 6.3: Concept-based retrieval performance of image-to-concept mapping algorithms.

and second, there are no or too few images annotated with multiple concepts that are
relevant to the case query, so that only partially relevant images are retrieved. Since
both conditions may be caused by the method of obtaining MeSH annotations of indexed images—a string matching algorithm is applied to image captions—, we conclude
that a more powerful method of MeSH annotation for images of medical case descriptions is required that is able to map a given image to several relevant MeSH concepts.
Note that such a powerful MeSH annotation method could also improve method M1,
because chances are higher that more relevant MeSH concepts can be harvested from
visually similar neighbors of query images.
Visual reranking applied by method M3 after concept-based retrieval on the image index turned out to deteriorate results compared to method M2. This can be
explained by the rare semantic relatedness of visually similar images already observed
for method M1, resulting in a more or less “random” permutation of images returned
by concept-based retrieval according to method M2, which causes scores of relevant
concepts harvested from these image lists to decrease on average.

6.3

Summary

This chapter investigated the effectiveness of several concept mapping algorithms described in Chapter 4 for concept-based retrieval, which uses concept vector representations of both documents and queries for relevance ranking. Experiments used the Lucene
text retrieval engine for concept-based indexing and retrieval, representing MeSH concepts by their MeSH node identifiers. All experiments used the same concept-based
index of articles of the MCR dataset, where MeSH concepts were obtained from manual
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MeSH annotations as well as from automatic ones produced by the BinDist text-toconcept mapping algorithm. The different concept mapping algorithms were applied to
represent case queries by MeSH concepts.
Evaluation of concept mapping algorithms confirmed results of similar studies found
in the literature, namely that (1) concept-based retrieval using practical concept mapping algorithms does not improve over plain fulltext retrieval, and (2) nearest-neighbor
classifiers represent the most effective concept mapping algorithms for concept-based
retrieval. The first result can be explained by the difficulty of finding multiple relevant concepts for a given case query, because an “ideal” concept mapping algorithm
delivering concepts of actually relevant documents displayed a concept-based retrieval
performance that outperformed fulltext retrieval by more than 100%. Regarding the second result, our kNN classifier implementing text-to-concept mapping achieved a slightly
lower concept-based retrieval performance than fulltext retrieval, which is also explained
by the good performance of the “ideal” concept mapping algorithm: as concept-based
retrieval is effective when relevant query concepts can be found, the effectiveness of the
kNN classifier is governed by its ability to find documents with relevant concepts; and
since the kNN classifier uses fulltext retrieval for this purpose, its overall concept-based
retrieval performance is similar to fulltext retrieval.
When comparing evaluation results for different text-to-concept mapping algorithms,
similar conclusions as for text classification experiments in Chapter 4 can be drawn: the
kNN classifier outperforms all other concept mapping algorithms by large margins, the
BinDist algorithm is the most effective from the set of tested string matching approaches,
and the existing concept mapping systems MetaMap and OBA are not more effective
than BinDist.
Tested image-to-concept mapping algorithms were instances of kNN classifiers utilizing an image index to retrieve images that are potentially relevant to a given case
query. The achieved concept-based retrieval performance was low compared to fulltext
retrieval, with MAP ratios ranging from only 2% for a kNN classifier based on visual
similarity (using global image features) to 30% for a kNN classifier performing conceptbased retrieval on the image index. The main reason for the low effectiveness of tested
image-to-concept mapping algorithms is seen in the difficulty of associating multiple
relevant concepts with article images of the MCR dataset, required to build the image index. Compared to text-to-concept mapping algorithms, tested image-to-concept
mapping approaches were not more effective than BinDist.

CHAPTER

7

Multimodal Retrieval

In this chapter, we investigate methods that utilize multiple representations of case
queries and case descriptions for medical case retrieval (MCR) with the ultimate goal of
improving retrieval performance over unimodal retrieval. Modalities of multimedia documents are representations of information from certain sources or with a certain added
value. For case descriptions, we consider textual, visual, and concept-based modalities,
where textual and visual modalities refer to different information sources (article text
and images) and the concept-based modality represents information obtained either
from manual annotations or from textual or visual sources, but with added value from
a controlled biomedical vocabulary.
Section 7.1 proposes a framework for multimodal retrieval that combines the most
effective MCR methods identified in previous chapters, namely textual retrieval with
query expansion and concept-based retrieval. Since concept-based representations may
be derived from textual or visual information (or both), the proposed framework is
capable of utilizing all modalities available with case descriptions and queries of the
MCR dataset.
The method combining textual and concept-based retrieval according to the proposed framework is known as late fusion, because both retrieval methods are applied
separately to produce ranked document lists, which are then fused into a single result
list. Section 7.2 considers two different late fusion methods: linear fusion (Section 7.2.1)
combines scores or ranks of a document retrieved by both retrieval methods by a linear
expression whose weights are fixed for the multimodal retrieval system; query-adaptive
fusion (Section 7.2.2), on the other hand, chooses linear fusion weights for each query
separately, based on predictions of retrieval performance of both component systems for
the given query. To estimate the potential of query-adaptive fusion (QAF) for multimodal retrieval, we use an “ideal” QAF variant for experiments, where predicted query
performance is replaced by the actual retrieval performance of component systems measured using ground-truth information.
Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 7.3, and Section 7.4
summarizes results and findings of this chapter.
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Figure 7.1: Proposed multimodal retrieval framework for MCR.

7.1

Proposed Framework

By combining textual retrieval including query expansion and concept-based retrieval
using late fusion, we obtain a framework for multimodal MCR that integrates most of
the techniques covered in previous chapters of this thesis. A flow chart of the proposed
retrieval framework is presented in Fig. 7.1, representing both offline indexing of case
descriptions and online retrieval for a given case query.
During indexing, two separate inverted indexes of medical case descriptions (documents) are generated: the text index represents a conventional fulltext index searchable
by indexed terms (stemmed words of documents after stop word removal); the concept
index is built from the same documents by mapping them to biomedical concepts (of
a controlled vocabulary) using multi-label concept classifiers applied to text or images
(or both) of case descriptions. The concept index is searchable by biomedical concepts
represented by unique identifiers.
Retrieval processing for a given case query proceeds in two parallel data paths that
may be interconnected. One path executes fulltext retrieval using the textual modality
of the query and the text index. Text retrieval may be enhanced by query expansion
methods utilizing two different data sources: biomedical concepts derived from the
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query and document terms obtained from pseudo-relevance feedback, as described in
Chapter 5.
The second retrieval path performs concept-based retrieval by applying concept mapping algorithms (see Chapter 4) to one or both modalities of the case query. Note that
the framework also accommodates concept mapping by multi-view learning, which uses
both query modalities to predict query concepts, although Fig. 7.1 depicts unimodal
concept mapping only. Candidate query concepts then undergo concept selection (e.g.
by applying a rank threshold to ranked concept lists) and optionally query expansion
by textual pseudo-relevance feedback—this kind of query expansion has not been implemented in our experiments, however, because the most effective concept mapping
algorithms, namely nearest-neighbor classifiers, already obtain concepts from pseudorelevant documents. The resulting concept vector representation of the query is finally
used to retrieve documents from the concept index, as described in Chapter 6.
Fulltext and concept-based retrieval processes produce separate ranked document
lists that are combined into a final result list by one of the fusion methods described in
subsequent Section 7.2. This late fusion approach may improve precision or recall (or
both) of multimodal retrieval, depending on whether both retrieval processes rank the
same relevant documents high, or retrieve different relevant documents.

7.2

Fusion Methods

The late fusion problem considered by the information (or data) fusion literature [215]
can be stated as follows: given two or more information retrieval (IR) systems (called
component systems) applied to the same document collection and query set, find a
method for combining (fusing) the resulting ranked lists of retrieved documents into
a single ranked list such that retrieval performance of the fused list improves over
each component system. For practical purposes, the parameters of the fusion method
must be determined without ground-truth knowledge (relevance judgments of retrieved
documents) about the actual retrieval performance of component systems. For research
purposes, however, “ideal” parameters obtained from ground-truth knowledge may serve
to evaluate the potential effectiveness of fusion methods.
From the various late fusion methods known from information and multimedia retrieval literature [59, 89, 106, 122, 6, 158, 229, 249], we selected two approaches that
proved to be effective on general multimodal datasets: linear fusion [229] is a popular
method combining scores or ranks of documents retrieved by component systems by
linear expressions with fixed weights; query-adaptive fusion [106] develops linear fusion
further by making linear combination weights dependent on a given query, which usually requires to predict the retrieval performance of component systems for each query
presented to the system. Details of these two fusion methods, which were applied to our
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proposed multimodal retrieval framework in experiments, are described in Sections 7.2.1
and 7.2.2, respectively.

7.2.1

Linear Fusion

The linear fusion method proposed by Wu [229] comprises two regression techniques
that aim to infer optimal fusion weights for component systems from training data
(ranked lists of documents retrieved by each component system for a given set of training
queries, and corresponding relevance judgments). First, logistic score normalization
learns reliable scores from ranks of retrieved documents from training data by logistic
regression. Then multiple linear regression is applied to normalized scores of retrieved
documents in the training set to learn fusion weights of component systems.
Logistic score normalization models the probability of relevance, sA (r), of a document retrieved at rank position r (r ≥ 1) by component system A by a logistic function
of the logarithm ln(r):
sA (r) =

1
1+

e−a−b∗ln(r)

(7.1)

where a and b are real numbers dependent on A that are determined by fitting the
logistic function to binary relevance values of retrieved documents in a training set
(binary logistic regression). sA (r) is then used as normalized relevance score (0 ≤
sA (r) ≤ 1) of a document retrieved by A at rank r. Wu [229] provides empirical
evidence that other score normalization models—including linear normalization that
directly normalizes original retrieval scores of component system A—do not provide
better estimates of the actual binary relevance of retrieved documents than logistic
score normalization.
In light of the proposed multimodal retrieval framework, we restrict the following
presentation to two component systems, although Wu’s method is defined for any number of component systems. Let Dq be the union of document sets retrieved by two
component systems A and B for a given query q, and let sA (q, d) and sB (q, d) be the
scores of retrieved document d ∈ Dq obtained by logistic score normalization. If a component system, say B, did not retrieve d, then set sB (q, d) = 0. The score of document
d after linear fusion is then defined as:
Sβ (q, d) = β ∗ sA (q, d) + (1 − β) ∗ sB (q, d)

(7.2)

where β and 1 − β are fusion weights assigned to component systems A and B, respectively. Note that 0 ≤ Sβ (q, d) ≤ 1, because sA (q, d) and sB (q, d) are normalized scores.
The problem of linear fusion of two component systems therefore reduces to determine
an optimal value for β, which we denote as β̂.
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In general, fusion weights of multiple component systems can be determined by
multiple linear regression that fits fused scores to actual binary relevance scores of
retrieved documents in a training set. For two component systems, β̂ can be determined
by simple linear regression that solves the following least squares problem:
β̂ = argmin

X X

(Sβ (q, d) − y(q, d))2

(7.3)

0≤β≤1 q∈Q d∈D
q

where Q is the set of training queries, and y(q, d) is the ground-truth binary relevance
score of document d ∈ Dq retrieved for query q.
We claim that solving the regression problem (7.3) is equivalent to optimizing parameter β with respect to mean average precision (MAP) of the fused retrieval system
on the training set. To recognize the claim, suppose that β 0 is a fusion weight leading to
a sub-optimal least squares expression (7.3). Then there is a query q and a document
d ∈ Dq such that


2

Sβ̂ (q, d) − y(q, d)

2

< Sβ 0 (q, d) − y(q, d)

.

(7.4)

If y(q, d) = 1, i.e. document d is relevant for query q, it follows that 0 ≤ Sβ 0 (q, d) <
Sβ̂ (q, d) ≤ 1. Since the fused result lists for query q, denoted as Rβ̂ (q) and Rβ 0 (q), are
ranked according to Sβ̂ and Sβ 0 , respectively, the relevant document d is ranked lower
in Rβ 0 (q) than in Rβ̂ (q). According to the definition of MAP (see Section 2.2.2), this
means that MAP(Rβ 0 (q)) < MAP(Rβ̂ (q)). Analogously, if y(q, d) = 0, i.e. document d
is not relevant for query q, then d is ranked higher in Rβ 0 (q) than in Rβ̂ (q), resulting in
the same conclusion that MAP(Rβ 0 (q)) < MAP(Rβ̂ (q)). Hence, a solution β̂ of the least
squares problem (7.3) leads to a maximal MAP value. A similar line of argumentation
shows that also the converse implication is true, confirming the claim.

7.2.2

Ideal Query-Adaptive Fusion

Query-adaptive fusion (QAF) is an extension of linear fusion that determines queryspecific fusion weights based on a prediction of retrieval performance of component
systems for a given query. Although algorithms for estimating query-specific retrieval
performance from ranked document lists are available [56, 55, 187, 252], we restricted
experiments to “ideal” query-adaptive fusion, where query-specific retrieval performance
of component systems is calculated using ground-truth relevance judgments. Experimental results should therefore provide an upper bound of the effectiveness that can be
achieved by practical QAF systems, which could be the subject of further work.
Given performance predictions pA and pB of component systems A and B for a
certain query q, respectively, we use the performance square weighting scheme [230] to
derive a query-specific fusion weight βq that takes the role of β in Equation (7.2):
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βq =

p2A
p2A + p2B

(7.5)

Note that βq is the fusion weight of component system A, and 1 − βq is the weight of
component system B. Result lists of component systems for query q are then fused in
the same manner as described in Section 7.2.1. For experiments with “ideal” QAF, pA
and pB were taken as the average precision (see Section 2.2.2) achieved by component
systems for query q.
Performance square weighting was chosen, because it proved to be superior over a
number of other proposed non-adaptive fusion methods [230, 229] and can easily be
applied to query-adaptive fusion (whereas the linear regression method described in
Section 7.2.1 cannot).

7.3

Experiments

Experiments evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed multimodal retrieval framework (Section 7.1) by instantiating the framework with best-performing text-based and
concept-based retrieval systems determined in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. As in
Chapter 6, experiments include an “ideal” concept-based retrieval system to estimate
an upper bound for resulting retrieval performance.
The focus of experiments is laid on assessing and analyzing the effectiveness of fusion
methods described in Section 7.2. Results of linear fusion experiments are presented in
Section 7.3.1, query-adaptive fusion experiments are the subject of Section 7.3.2. Fusion
experiments used the following component retrieval methods found to be most effective
in previous Chapters:
T Best text-based retrieval method (Mt4x1r2+2) determined by ImageCLEF evaluation method in Section 5.3.5 (see Table 5.9 on page 115). The method employs
MeSH query expansion followed by pseudo-relevance feedback with unigrams and
bigrams, and document expansion with MeSH terms.
C Best practical concept-based retrieval method (kNN) identified in Section 6.2.1
(see Table 6.2 on page 123), which obtains MeSH concepts from nearest-neighbor
documents retrieved by fulltext search.
C+ “Ideal” concept-based retrieval method (MGT, see Table 6.2), which obtains
MeSH concepts from actually relevant documents, as determined by ground-truth
relevance judgments.
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Table 7.1: Training samples and learned model parameters for logistic score normalization of component retrieval methods.
Method
T
C
C+

relevant
370
290
261

Training samples
non-relevant total
1895 2265
1086 1376
291
552

Model parameters
a
b
-0.1716
-0.4402
-0.2400
-0.3362
3.1819
-1.1781

Method T

Figure 7.2: Training samples (plotted as circles) and learned logistic curve for score
normalization of text-based component retrieval method.

Logistic score normalization was performed for each component retrieval method on the
MCR dataset, using all 35 queries and ground-truth relevance judgments for training.
Table 7.1 presents the number of available training samples and learned logistic model
parameters a and b (see Equation (7.1)). Training samples are judged documents retrieved by a given component retrieval method, hence the number of available training
samples depends on the retrieval method. Plots of training samples and learned logistic
curves for each retrieval method are shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. Training samples
appear as circles at relevance score 0 (not relevant) or 1 (relevant). The S-shape of
the logistic curve is most pronounced for retrieval method C+, indicating a stronger
correlation between relevant training samples and low ranks (and between non-relevant
samples and high ranks) than for other retrieval methods. According to learned logistic
curves, normalized scores for method C+ cover almost the full range of relevance scores
between 0 and 1, whereas normalized scores for methods T and C never exceed 0.5.
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Method C

Method C+

Figure 7.3: Training samples (plotted as circles) and learned logistic curves for score
normalization of concept-based component retrieval methods.
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Using all available queries and training samples leads to most effective score normalization with respect to subsequent retrieval performance of the fused system. We also
tried to use only the best performing queries for each component system for training,
and applied a rank threshold to training samples to select only low-ranked relevant documents and high-ranked non-relevant ones. The resulting logistic models had a more
pronounced S-shape and covered a greater range of relevance scores, but retrieval performance of the fused system dropped. Hence using representative training samples for
logistic score normalization is important.

7.3.1

Linear Fusion Results

For linear fusion experiments, the optimal value of fusion weight β could be determined by parameter optimization with respect to mean average precision (MAP) of the
fused result list, as explained in Section 7.2.1. Following the evaluation methodology of
Chapter 6, we did not apply cross-validation to decouple query sets used for parameter
optimization and testing, because we are mainly interested in upper bounds for the effectiveness of fusion methods. Parameter optimization was therefore performed on the
entire query set, which was also used for testing. Note that this simplified evaluation
procedure is consistent with the applied training method for logistic score normalization,
which also used the entire query set.
Table 7.2 presents optimized fusion weights and resulting retrieval performance on
the MCR dataset when combining text-based component system T and concept-based
component system C or C+ by linear fusion after logistic score normalization. Both
fusion runs achieved higher performance values than their component systems, meaning
that fusion helped to rank relevant case descriptions higher on average. For fusion of
T and C, the optimal fusion weight β = 0.87 indicates that document scores assigned
by method T were weighted higher than scores of method C, which seems reasonable
given the better retrieval performance of component system T compared to C. However, the optimal weight for fusing T and C+ (β = 0.67) also favors the text-based
component system T, although the ideal concept-based component system C+ displays
substantially better performance numbers than T. This apparent inconsistency can be
explained by the different score ranges covered by logistic normalization of scores produced by systems T and C+ (see Figures 7.2 and 7.3). The higher fusion weight of
component system T is overcompensated by smaller values resulting from score normalization compared to component system C+.
The dependency of linear fusion performance on weight β of the text-based component system is presented in Fig. 7.4, showing achieved mean average precision of both
fusion runs for 11 equally spaced values of β. Note that parameter optimization used a
finer grid of step size 0.01 to determine the optimal fusion weight β. Whereas fusion of
practical component systems T and C improves only slightly over T for a narrow range
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Table 7.2: Retrieval performance of linear fusion (L) of text-based (T) and conceptbased (C, C+) retrieval with optimized fusion weight β on MCR dataset. Percentages
denote the performance ratio with respect to method T.
Method
T
C
L(T,C)
C+
L(T,C+)

β
1.00
0.00
0.87
0.00
0.67

P@10
0.257
0.206
0.269
0.480
0.491

100%
80%
105%
187%
191%

MAP
0.245
0.156
0.252
0.369
0.440

100%
64%
103%
151%
180%

Figure 7.4: Retrieval performance of linear fusion (L) of text-based (T) and conceptbased (C, C+) retrieval for different values of fusion weight β.

of fusion weights, fusion of T and the ideal concept-based system C is more effective than
any component system for a broad range of fusion weights. This can again be explained
by the different score ranges resulting from logistic score normalization of component
systems T and C+. Starting from β = 0, increasing fusion weights start adding relevant
documents retrieved by T to the fused list, but still keep relevant documents retrieved
by C+ at low ranks due to their high normalized score. Only for β > 0.7 ranks of
relevant documents retrieved by C+ may start to increase, leading to lower MAP than
achieved by C+. On the other hand, normalized score ranges for T and C are similar,
resulting in a more pronounced “mixing” of component ranking lists that often deteriorates ranks of relevant documents retrieved by T, resulting in decreased MAP of fusion
for most values of β compared to T.
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Table 7.3: Retrieval performance of ideal query-adaptive fusion (Q) of text-based
(T) and concept-based (C, C+) retrieval on MCR dataset. Percentages denote the
performance ratio with respect to method T.
Method
T
C
Q(T,C)
C+
Q(T,C+)

7.3.2

P@10
0.257
0.206
0.314
0.480
0.520

100%
80%
122%
187%
202%

MAP
0.245
0.156
0.267
0.369
0.449

100%
64%
109%
151%
183%

Query-Adaptive Fusion Results

Experiments for query-adaptive fusion used performance square weighting by means of
an oracle that provided the actual retrieval performance (MAP) of component systems
for a given query, as described in Section 7.2.2. Results for ideal query-adaptive fusion
of text-based (T) and concept-based (C, C+) component systems measured on the MCR
dataset are presented in Table 7.3.
Results show similar characteristics as linear fusion results (Section 7.3.1): both
fusion runs improved retrieval performance over each component system. However,
query-adaptive fusion consistently displays higher performance gains than linear fusion,
with a more pronounced improvement in early precision (P@10) than in MAP.
To investigate the reasons for the increase in retrieval performance achieved by ideal
query-adaptive fusion, we performed a per-query recall analysis of retrieved ranking
lists. We are interested in two aspects of achieved recall: (1) the ratio of the number of
relevant documents retrieved by fusion and the corresponding number achieved by both
component systems, which we define as recall efficiency of fusion; and (2) the number of
relevant documents retrieved by fusion that were exclusively retrieved by concept-based
retrieval, from which we derive a ratio denoted as C-utility (utility of concept-based
retrieval for fusion).
More precisely, recall analysis was conducted by calculating the following numbers
from ranking lists produced by fusion and component systems for a given query: fusion
recall ρF , maximal fusion recall ρ∗F , recall efficiency ϕ, C-utility ωC , and maximal C∗ . To define these measures formally, let R , R , and R
utility ωC
T
C
F be the sets of
relevant documents retrieved by text-based retrieval, concept-based retrieval, and fusion,
respectively, and let R be the set of all (judged) relevant documents for the given query.
We then define the following recall-based measures:

ρF =

|RF |
|R|

(7.6)
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|RT ∪ RC |
|R|
ρF
|RF |
ϕ= ∗ =
ρF
|RT ∪ RC |
|RF \ RT |
ωC =
|RT ∪ RC |
|RC \ RT |
∗
ωC
=
|RT ∪ RC |
ρ∗F =

(7.7)
(7.8)
(7.9)
(7.10)

In cases where the denominator of a ratio is zero, we define the corresponding measure
as zero. Note that values of all defined measures are constrained to the range [0, 1], and
∗ hold. Measures ρ∗ and ω ∗ are called maximal, because
that ρF ≤ ρ∗F and ωC ≤ ωC
F
C
their definitions employ the largest sets of relevant documents (RT ∪ RC and RC \ RT ,
respectively) a fusion algorithm can produce, given the two component systems.
Results of per-query recall analysis for ideal query-adaptive fusion of T and C+
component systems are presented in Table 7.4. We chose to analyze Q(T,C+) rather
than Q(T,C), because both fusion systems were constructed as “ideal” systems with
respect to parameter optimization and query performance prediction, but Q(T,C+)
provided better retrieval performance.
For 10 out of 35 queries, recall efficiency is 1, meaning that QAF retrieved all relevant
documents that were retrieved by any component system. The smallest recall efficiency
was achieved for query 1 (0.38), where component system T retrieved more relevant
documents (11) than system C+ (5), but due to the low fusion weight of T (βq = 0.25,
caused by a low AP value for T) 11 relevant documents were ranked so high (towards
the end of the list) by fusion that they were cut off by the rank threshold (100) imposed
by the ImageCLEF evaluation protocol. However, the achieved mean recall efficiency
of 0.78 is certainly an important cause of improved retrieval performance of QAF with
respect to each component system.
The utility of concept-based retrieval for QAF effectiveness is apparent from six
queries (4, 11, 12, 16, 18, 25) where the fusion weight of component system T is displayed as 0.00, which actually means that βq < 0.005. For these queries, text-based
retrieval (T) had a poor average precision (for queries 4 and 11 AP was actually zero)
and the achieved fusion retrieval performance is almost entirely due to concept-based
∗ ) do not reach 1 for
retrieval. Note, however, that the C-utility values (both ωC and ωC
four of these queries (12, 16, 18, 25), because some of the relevant documents retrieved
by component system C+ were also retrieved by T (although at much higher ranks).
There is only one query (10), for which neither component system T nor C+ could
retrieve any relevant document (the fusion weight was set to 0.5 in this case, because
performance square weighting is undefined). Query-adaptive fusion almost always retained all relevant documents that were exclusively retrieved by the C+ system, which
∗.
is recognized from the 32 queries where ωC = ωC
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Table 7.4: Per-query recall analysis of query-adaptive fusion Q(T,C+). In addition
to recall-based measures (see main text), the number |R| of judged relevant documents,
fusion weights βq , and average precision AP are presented.
Query
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
mean

|R|
21
3
3
4
34
54
33
40
3
1
1
3
24
58
5
2
1
10
17
32
32
53
38
11
3
101
8
7
15
41
2
26
4
9
10
20

βq
0.25
0.72
0.50
0.00
0.62
0.06
0.21
0.08
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.38
0.79
0.94
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.56
0.00
0.48
0.25
0.68
0.05
0.00
0.64
0.31
0.01
0.95
0.52
0.64
0.05
0.25
0.95
0.28
–

AP
0.23
0.44
1.00
0.50
0.56
0.52
0.28
0.37
0.05
0.00
1.00
0.35
0.53
0.53
0.87
0.50
0.03
0.70
0.54
0.33
0.40
0.22
0.54
0.54
0.63
0.14
0.39
0.44
0.38
0.30
0.67
0.35
0.42
0.50
0.48
0.45

ρF
0.24
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.85
0.61
0.36
0.45
0.67
0.00
1.00
0.67
0.67
0.64
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.90
0.82
0.34
0.59
0.28
0.84
0.64
1.00
0.28
0.63
0.57
0.87
0.59
1.00
0.38
0.50
0.89
0.60
0.65

ρ∗F
0.62
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.91
0.70
0.61
0.70
0.67
0.00
1.00
1.00
0.92
0.71
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.53
0.69
0.57
0.87
0.82
1.00
0.50
0.75
0.86
0.93
0.71
1.00
0.69
1.00
0.89
0.70
0.80

ϕ
0.38
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.94
0.87
0.40
0.64
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.67
0.73
0.90
1.00
0.50
1.00
0.90
0.82
0.65
0.86
0.50
0.97
0.78
1.00
0.56
0.83
0.67
0.93
0.83
1.00
0.56
0.50
1.00
0.86
0.78

ωC
0.15
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.47
0.40
0.46
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.33
0.27
0.17
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.60
0.29
0.65
0.41
0.23
0.03
0.56
0.67
0.14
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.17
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.24

∗
ωC
0.15
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.47
0.40
0.46
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.33
0.27
0.24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.60
0.29
0.65
0.41
0.23
0.03
0.56
0.67
0.22
0.00
0.17
0.07
0.17
0.00
0.28
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
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∗ = 0.25), however, suggest that
The average C-utility values (ωC = 0.24 and ωC
the overall contribution of concept-based retrieval to achieved QAF recall is minor. In
∗ = 0 for 13 queries, meaning that concept-based retrieval could not retrieve
fact, ωC
relevant documents that have not also been retrieved by the text-based component
system. We conclude that the main contribution of concept-based retrieval to improved
mean average precision of QAF is to help relevant documents rank lower (towards the
top of the list).

7.4

Summary

This chapter proposed a multimodal retrieval framework applicable to MCR, that combines two well performing retrieval methods identified in previous chapters: text-based
retrieval including query expansion and concept-based retrieval, which represents queries
and documents by MeSH concepts. Ranking lists produced by the two component retrieval systems are combined by late fusion techniques that perform a linear combination
of normalized scores of documents retrieved by component systems. For experiments,
two late fusion methods were evaluated, one using fixed fusion weights for all queries
(linear fusion), and one computing query-specific fusion weights from query performance
predictions of component systems (query-adaptive fusion, QAF).
The focus of experimental evaluation was laid on estimating upper bounds of the
retrieval performance achievable by the proposed framework on the given MCR dataset.
Fusion experiments therefore combined the best performing text-based retrieval method
identified in Chapter 5 (method T) and two best performing concept-based retrieval
methods evaluated in Chapter 6: one uses a kNN classifier finding nearest neighbors by
fulltext retrieval (method C), and the other uses ground-truth information to determine
MeSH concepts from actually relevant documents (method C+). In light of the evaluation purpose, logistic score normalization and parameter optimization used the same
query set as measuring retrieval performance.
Figure 7.5 depicts retrieval performance numbers achieved by evaluated fusion methods and compares them to the performance of component systems and fulltext retrieval.
All tested fusion methods improved early and mean average precision over component
systems, where the relative improvement depends on the performance of the conceptbased component system: while fusion of practical component systems T and C displays
only a small increase in MAP over T (3% for linear fusion, 9% for QAF), fusion of T and
ideal component system C+ gives a more pronounced relative improvement over C+
(19% in MAP for linear fusion, 22% for QAF). The difference in effectiveness between
linear and query-adaptive fusion is rather small, which may be caused by best-case
optimizations explained in the previous paragraph.
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Figure 7.5: Retrieval performance of fulltext (F), improved text-based (T), conceptbased (C), ideal concept-based (C+), and multimodal retrieval methods (linear fusion
L, ideal query-adaptive fusion Q) on MCR dataset.
A per-query recall analysis performed for query-adaptive fusion of component systems T and C+ revealed that, for some queries, concept-based retrieval was able to
find relevant documents that were not retrieved by the text-based system T, but the
overall contribution of component system C+ to recall was rather low. Hence, the main
contribution of concept-based retrieval to improved effectiveness of fusion was to move
relevant documents closer to the top of the ranked list, thereby improving early and
mean average precision.
Conducted experiments demonstrated an impressive potential for improvement of
effectiveness when applying the proposed multimodal retrieval framework to the MCR
dataset, compared to plain fulltext retrieval (0.169 MAP). Improvements range from
49% (0.252 MAP) for linear fusion of practical component systems T and C, to 166%
(0.449 MAP) for ideal query-adaptive fusion of component systems T and C+. To utilize
this potential with practical solutions, further research needs to address the problems of
constructing more effective concept-based retrieval systems and query-adaptive fusion
methods.

CHAPTER

8

Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this chapter is threefold: (1) it provides an overview of experimental
results covered by this thesis (Section 8.1), followed by a discussion of limitations of
evaluation caused by characteristics of the MCR dataset (Section 8.2); (2) proposed
methods and achieved results are related to the research objectives and contributions
stated in Chapter 1, leading to the conclusion of this thesis (Section 8.3); and (3) avenues
for further research emerging from this thesis are identified (Section 8.4).

8.1

Summary of Results

This thesis proposed and evaluated automatic methods addressing the problem of medical case retrieval (MCR) with the aim of utilizing multiple modalities (text, images,
and terms of a controlled biomedical vocabulary) representing medical case descriptions
and case queries such that MCR effectiveness improves over plain fulltext retrieval.
Most experiments were conducted on the MCR dataset described in Chapter 3, where
a relevant preprocessing task for images found in scientific articles and medical case
descriptions has been addressed: the automatic detection and separation of compound
figures. To support the hypothesis that biomedical concepts provided by controlled
vocabularies can help to improve MCR effectiveness, methods for automatically mapping textual and visual modalities to biomedical concepts were evaluated in Chapter 4.
Retrieval methods investigated in subsequent chapters utilized biomedical concepts to
improve text-based retrieval (Chapter 5), perform concept-based retrieval (Chapter 6),
and combine these retrieval methods by late fusion (Chapter 7).
A novel method for compound figure separation (CFS) has been proposed and evaluated on two public datasets. The proposed automatic method was shown to be more
effective than existing automatic and semi-automatic techniques that used the same
datasets for evaluation. Additionally, a novel compound figure classifier (CFC) has been
proposed that turned out to be not as effective as other known complex algorithms, but
its efficiency enables bulk processing of large datasets that was demonstrated on 300k
images of the MCR dataset. Furthermore, the sequential application of CFC followed
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by CFS showed that CFC accuracy is not critical for the effectiveness of the CFC-CFS
chain. CFC-CFS processing of the MCR dataset resulted in 800k images and allowed
to estimate the dataset’s compound figure rate experimentally as 50%.
We described approaches for three types of concept mapping techniques that use
textual, visual or both modalities of case descriptions to assign biomedical concepts of
the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) thesaurus. The effectiveness of text-to-concept
mapping was measured on the MCR dataset in two different aspects: the ability of
algorithms to reproduce manually annotated MeSH terms (evaluated in Chapter 4), and
their effectiveness for concept-based retrieval (in Chapter 6). Due to missing groundtruth information for images of the MCR dataset, image-to-concept mapping could
be evaluated by concept-based retrieval only. The evaluation of concept mapping by
multi-view learning has been postponed to future work due to its high implementation
cost.
From four tested text-to-concept mapping systems, a nearest-neighbor (kNN) classifier obtaining MeSH concepts from pseudo-relevant documents retrieved by fulltext
outperformed other algorithms by large margins in both evaluations. A class of novel
proposed text-to-concept mapping algorithms based on string matching, in particular the BinDist algorithm, displayed similar or better effectiveness than the well-known
MetaMap system used by the U.S. National Library of Medicine to aid manual MeSH annotation of scientific biomedical articles. However, whereas all other tested algorithms,
including the kNN classifier, are limited to short input documents, string matching
algorithms can be applied to large datasets of long documents due to a substantially
better run-time efficiency. In fact, the BinDist algorithm was applied to produce automatic MeSH annotations of all articles in the MCR dataset, which served to enrich the
concept-to-document index for all concept-based retrieval experiments.
Lead by the success of kNN classifiers for text-to-concept mapping, we evaluated
three variants of visual kNN classifiers, which differ in the way how pseudo-relevant
images (nearest neighbors) are retrieved from the image index. Concept-based retrieval
performance of all variants was inferior to the corresponding performance of the BinDist
algorithm, and the worst performance was displayed by the simplest visual kNN variant,
which employed content-based image retrieval to determine nearest neighbors. The
variant applying concept-based retrieval to the image index, where MeSH concepts of
images were extracted from image captions by the BinDist algorithm, displayed the best
performance among visual kNN classifiers, but it does not utilize content-based image
features at all.
Given the fact that none of the evaluated concept-based retrieval methods could
improve over plain fulltext retrieval (16.9% MAP) on the MCR dataset, extensive experiments trying to improve text-based retrieval by query expansion and document
expansion were conducted (Chapter 5). Query expansion by local feedback selecting
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unigrams and bigrams (2-word-sequences) from pseudo-relevant documents turned out
to cause the highest performance gains, and preceeding local feedback with query expansion by MeSH terms extracted from the query text using our string matching algorithms
delivered the best retrieval performance in our experiments (24.5% MAP). Document
expansion by MeSH terms, on the other hand, could not consistently improve other
text-based retrieval methods.
Evaluation of the proposed multimodal retrieval framework (Chapter 7) focused on
exploring the potential of further improvements on the given MCR dataset by combining text-based and concept-based retrieval through late fusion techniques. To this end,
some “ideal” retrieval and fusion methods were considered that allow to estimate upper
bounds of the effectiveness of practical systems by experimental evaluation. An ideal
concept-based retrieval method (C+) obtaining MeSH concepts from actually relevant
documents retrieved by fulltext (according to ground-truth judgments) indeed achieved
a remarkable retrieval performance of 36.9% MAP, demonstrating that concept-based
retrieval has the potential to improve over text-based retrieval if better concept-mapping
algorithms can be designed. By combining ideal concept-based retrieval with the best
practical text-based retrieval method (T) identified earlier, mean average precision could
be further increased to 44.9% MAP (166% increase over fulltext retrieval). When comparing linear score fusion with an ideal query-adaptive fusion method that determines
per-query fusion weights from the actual query performance of component systems, we
saw that the difference in effectiveness was rather modest: 44.0% vs. 44.9% MAP for
fusion of T and C+, and 25.2% vs. 26.7% MAP for fusion of T with the best practical concept-based system (textual kNN classifier, named C). The best tested practical
fusion system, implemented by linear fusion of T and C component systems, achieved
with 25.2% MAP an increase of 49% in effectiveness over fulltext retrieval. A chart comparing the effectiveness of mentioned retrieval methods has been presented in Fig. 7.5
(on page 142).

8.2

Limitations of MCR Dataset

Expressiveness, generalizability, and extent of evaluations conducted for this thesis were
limited by available relevance judgments and manual MeSH annotations for the MCR
dataset (see Section 3.1) used for most experiments. Limitations caused by relevance
judgments arise from the pooling method used to select documents that were presented
to medical experts for judging. Manual MeSH annotations tend to be incomplete [212,
p. 153] and biased by the domain of expertise of human annotators.
Following the well-known TREC-style evaluation methodology [219], the problem
of selecting documents for manual relevance judgments has been addressed by pooling
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Table 8.1: Number of judged documents per query retrieved from the MCR dataset
by methods used in Chapter 7. The total number of retrieved documents per query was
kept fixed at 100.
Method
T
L(T,C)
Q(T,C)
L(T,C+)
Q(T,C+)
C
C+

Retrieved judged documents
min
max
average
36
83
64.7
36
83
64.7
15
83
56.3
31
76
55.6
5
76
36.9
15
78
34.1
2
56
18.0

documents retrieved by several different retrieval systems from the MCR dataset, separately for each query. As presented in Table 3.1 (on page 36), this procedure resulted
in 429 judged documents per query on average for the ImageCLEF MCR dataset, with
about 20 judged relevant documents per query.
Whereas such a pooling strategy provides satisfactory quality of evaluation for the
retrieval systems used for pooling, it may fail to produce meaningful results for novel
retrieval systems whose set of retrieved documents for a given query has only a small
intersection with the set of judged documents. In fact, evaluation measures based
on precision and recall (including mean average precision) treat retrieved non-judged
documents as not relevant for a given query, although some of them may actually turn
out to be relevant if judged by a human expert. Hence, the intersection size between
the sets of retrieved and judged documents for a query may serve as an indicator for
quality of evaluation based on precision and recall. The smaller the intersection size, the
stronger is the need for additional human relevance judgments to adequately evaluate
a novel retrieval system.
Table 8.1 presents some statistics on the number of retrieved judged documents per
query for retrieval methods used in experiments of Chapter 7. Most retrieval systems
involving text-based methods display an average judged document rate of more than
55%, which can be explained by the fact that documents selected for judgment (by the
pooling procedure) were obtained primarily from text-based retrieval systems. Conceptbased retrieval systems (C and C+), on the other hand, retrieved much less judged
documents, causing an accordingly lower quality of evaluation. Another consequence
of this low judged document rate is that the probability of finding relevant documents
among retrieved non-judged ones is much higher for concept-based retrieval methods
than for text-based ones.
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A related problem occurs for queries whose relevance judgments label only very few
documents as relevant. Table 7.4 (on page 140) shows that the MCR dataset contains
three queries with only one judged relevant document. For such queries the maximum
achievable precision at 10 (P@10) value is 0.1, degrading the average P@10 value over
all queries accordingly. Although this effect is not relevant for average precison (AP
may be 1 even for queries with one judged relevant document), evaluation quality is
poor, because it fully depends on the ability of the system under test to retrieve a single
judged relevant document.
While properties of available relevance judgments limit the quality of retrieval evaluation, manual MeSH annotations determine the quality of concept mapping evaluations,
as conducted in Chapter 4. Experiments measured the ability of text-to-concept mapping algorithms to reproduce manual MeSH annotations of documents in the MCR
dataset. If manual (ground-truth) annotations are incomplete or biased by the domain
of expertise of human annotators, automatic concept mapping algorithms may produce
MeSH concepts that are not (closely) related to available manual annotations, but actually relevant for the document. Text classification evaluation measures can therefore
not capture the “true” classification accuracy of tested algorithms. Note that hierarchical evaluation measures (see Section 4.5.1) may alleviate this problem to some extent if
concepts produced by automatic concept mapping are closely related to ground-truth
annotations, but generally they will not be able to compensate incompleteness or bias
of manual MeSH annotations. Moreover, missing ground-truth MeSH annotations of
images contained in documents of the MCR dataset prohibited the evaluation of classification performance of image-to-concept mapping algorithms.
Consequently, to overcome these limitations for evaluation of concept mapping and
retrieval systems, additional ground-truth annotations (both relevance judgments and
MeSH annotations) are needed, either for the existing MCR dataset or for an additional
dataset acquired or built in future work.

8.3

Conclusion

The main research objective of this thesis was to develop and evaluate multimodal methods for medical case retrieval (MCR) that improve over plain fulltext retrieval, thereby
testing the hypothesis that biomedical concepts taken from a controlled vocabulary can
be the main cause of improvement. Although practical concept-based retrieval methods
were confirmed to be inferior to plain fulltext retrieval (as already known from literature [212]), the utilization of biomedical concepts for query expansion in text-based
retrieval systems was shown to be effective and, together with pseudo-relevance feedback for query expansion, increased mean average precision (MAP) by 45% compared
to fulltext retrieval. The combination of improved text-based retrieval with practical
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concept-based retrieval by late fusion techniques could even add to this performance
gain by another 4–13%, depending on the fusion method. The null hypothesis, that
biomedical concepts cannot help to improve MCR over fulltext retrieval, can therefore
be rejected with high confidence and justifies further research in this direction.
To prepare the way for future work, the potential of concept-based retrieval and advanced late fusion techniques has been evaluated by considering “ideal” methods that
use ground-truth information from relevance judgments to simulate parts of the proposed multimodal retrieval framework with maximal effectiveness. Experiments showed
an increase by more than 160% in MAP for the fusion of ideal concept-based retrieval
with improved text-based retrieval, suggesting that there is room for another substantial
improvement of concept-based techniques in the future.
The detailed research objectives derived from the main research goal in Section 1.3
led to a number of contributions of this thesis (see also Section 1.5). For preprocessing images contained in case descriptions and targeting research objective O1, novel
automatic methods for compound figure classification and separation have been proposed and evaluated [209], that improve over state-of-the-art techniques while allowing
an efficient processing rate of 12 images per second in a prototype software implementation. Text-to-concept and image-to-concept mapping algorithms have been proposed
and compared with respect to their effectiveness for concept-based retrieval on the MCR
dataset (objectives O2 and O4). Extensive experimental evaluation of different textbased retrieval methods has been conducted, resulting in the identification of effective
method combinations that achieve state-of-the-art retrieval performance on the MCR
dataset without relying on external text corpora (objective O3). Finally, a novel multimodal retrieval framework combining text-based and concept-based retrieval methods has been proposed, that was demonstrated to outperform state-of-the-art retrieval
methods on the MCR dataset (objective O5).

8.4

Further Work

During work on this thesis, several avenues and possibilities to extend our work have
been identified. The following sections provide an overview of ideas for further research,
grouped by topics that roughly correspond to previous chapters of this thesis. Accordingly, further work could include research on modality classification of images contained
in medical case descriptions (Section 8.4.1), on extended evaluation of concept mapping algorithms (Section 8.4.2) and text-based retrieval (Section 8.4.3), on practical
query-adaptive fusion methods (Section 8.4.4), on retrieval in multi-view latent space
(Section 8.4.5), and on improving MCR by learning from users (Section 8.4.6). Most
suggestions for further work will require an effort of a few person weeks or months,
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but some may well extend to one person year (e.g. building a new dataset). If applicable, further work topics are ordered with respect to increasing expected cost of
implementation within the following sections.

8.4.1

Image Preprocessing

Case queries of the ImageCLEF MCR dataset contain only diagnostic images relevant
for a patient case. Documents of the dataset, however, contain arbitrary images found in
scientific biomedical articles, including diagrams, charts, and other non-medical images.
Although the ratio of diagnostic images contained in the ImageCLEF MCR dataset may
be smaller than in a typical collection of case descriptions found in health-care institutions, the automatic classification of diagnostic images may help to retrieve medical
images that are relevant for a given case query.
The task of modality classification of medical images has been posed in multiple
challenges by the ImageCLEF evaluation campaign between 2010 and 2015 [88, 90]. A
class hierarchy containing 38 classes of diagnostic images and general biomedical illustrations has been defined, and annotated datasets were provided to enable evaluation
of classifiers submitted by participants. In 2015, the task was cast as a multi-label
classification problem of compound images, and best results were achieved by an approach based on deep convolutional neural networks (see [90]). However, none of the
participants applied state-of-the-art multi-label classification techniques [246]. In 2013,
best single-label classification results were achieved by classical classifiers (SVM, kNN)
using hand-crafted image feature extractors [88], deep learning solutions had not yet
been applied.
A promising and necessary direction for future work in preprocessing of medical case
images is therefore the application of deep learning techniques [19, 109, 117] to both
modality classification and compound figure detection, which may enable an effective
filtering of images prior to indexing for retrieval. Furthermore, an automatic classification of body parts represented in medical images, as defined by the IRMA code [120],
may provide additional concepts that could be used for concept-based retrieval.

8.4.2

Concept Mapping

Evaluation of concept mapping algorithms conducted for this thesis had some restrictions due to different reasons (scope of work, time constraints, and limitations of the
MCR dataset). Further work could therefore extend experimental evaluation in the
following aspects, ordered roughly by increasing cost of effort:
• Evaluate the effectiveness of IdfBinDist and IdfCovDist string matching algorithms (see Section 4.2.3) by the same type of experiments as conducted in Chapters 4 and 6.
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• Evaluate image-to-concept mapping algorithms (Section 6.2.2) with optimized
parameters, additional image features (e.g. a compact descriptor for radiology
images [39]), and multimodal indexing techniques (e.g. global feature mapping
[188]).
• Consider the utilization of other biomedical vocabularies and ontologies (e.g.
UMLS, SNOMED-CT) for concept mapping, as mentioned in the introduction
to Chapter 4.
• Evaluate concept mapping by multi-view learning described in Section 4.4, using
the available implementation of the approach by Xu et al. [235]. Preliminary
trials indicated problems with convergence of the optimization algorithm and with
effectiveness due to the large dimensionality of concept space, as explained in
Section 4.4.2.
• Perform a study of manual MeSH annotations testing the hypothesis that MeSH
annotations selected by human domain experts belong to a certain (domaindependent) subset of all available MeSH concepts, and that certain levels within
MeSH subtrees are preferred. The hypothesis is motivated by the work of Trieschnigg [212, p. 153], who found that between 34% and 58% of MeSH terms that
were predicted by automatic concept mapping, but did not correspond to manual
annotations, were actually relevant to documents.
• Build or acquire an MCR dataset with more complete ground-truth MeSH annotations of both documents and images, enabling a more powerful evaluation of
automatic concept mapping algorithms. To enhance the expressiveness of conceptbased retrieval results, additional relevance judgments selected by appropriate
pooling (and performed by medical experts) are needed.
• Apply deep learning techniques [19, 109, 117] to the problem of concept mapping,
where textual, visual, or both modalities of case descriptions may be used as input
to a deep neural network. Recent advances in image caption generation [217] may
serve as a starting point for developing a concept mapping approach based on deep
learning. Note, however, that the acquisition or development of an appropriate
(large) training dataset may be needed.

8.4.3

Text-Based Retrieval

As noted in Section 5.4, additional efforts could be spent on an improved evaluation of
text-based retrieval methods, as well as on applying different advanced retrieval methods
known to work for general information retrieval. Such efforts include, again ordered by
increasing expected cost of implementation:
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• Utilizing document structure (e.g. title, abstract, and image captions) to weight
document terms differently for relevance ranking.
• Cross-validating parameter optimization using a different (e.g. genetic) algorithm,
thereby resolving the dependency on the heuristic application of the SPSA algorithm used in experiments of Chapter 5.
• Building or acquiring a second MCR dataset (could be the same as mentioned
in Section 8.4.2) allowing to assess the generalization ability of tested retrieval
methods more confidently.
• Applying more sophisticated query expansion methods (see Section 2.2.3), including the utilization of external corpora or text categorization based on machine
learning [182].

8.4.4

Query-Adaptive Fusion

Experiments in Chapter 7 considered ideal query-adaptive fusion (QAF) only to obtain
upper bounds for the effectiveness of practical QAF methods. Further work could
therefore measure the retrieval performance delivered by practical QAF systems and
compare it to obtained upper bounds. The investigation of practical QAF methods
could proceed in two phases:

1. Keep the performance square weighting scheme [230] used in experiments of Chapter 7 and apply known methods [56, 55, 187, 252] to predict the query performance
of component systems. As a starting point, the method by Cummins et al. [56]
estimates query performance from the standard deviation of scores assigned by
component systems for a query-specific number of top-ranked documents, and is
easy to implement.
2. Consider other performance weighting schemes (see [229]) or different queryadaptive fusion strategies [106] that may be beneficial for fusion of text-based
and concept-based retrieval.

The reliability of evaluation results could be improved (with respect to results obtained
in Chapter 7) by either using a separate dataset for score normalization training and
parameter optimization, or by applying cross-validation to the query set (given the
35 queries of the MCR dataset, a 5-fold cross-validation would be suitable).
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Figure 8.1: Direct document retrieval for a given case query in multi-view latent
(MVL) space.

8.4.5

Retrieval in Multi-View Latent Space

The multi-view subspace learning approach applied to concept mapping (Section 4.4)
may also be used for direct retrieval in the learned multi-view latent (MVL) space.
Such an approach would represent an alternative to the multimodal retrieval framework
proposed in Section 7.1.
Multi-view subspace learning algorithms learn mappings from each view (textual or
visual representations of case descriptions) to a common (low-dimensional) MVL space
such that different views of the same source instance (case description) are mapped to
nearby points in MVL space. Based on the assumption that nearby points in MVL
space represent semantically similar case descriptions, retrieval could be implemented
by finding nearest neighbors of a point in MVL space that represents a given case query.
The same technology used to implement content-based image retrieval (e.g. by LIRE1 )
can be applied to retrieve nearest neighbors in MVL space efficiently.
Figure 8.1 illustrates the anticipated retrieval method in MVL space. At indexing
time, textual (green) and visual (red) views of case descriptions (documents) are mapped
to points in MVL space, which are stored together with document references in an
index supporting efficient retrieval of nearest neighbors in MVL space. Given a case
query, the same mapping is applied to obtain query points in MVL space, and their
nearest neighbors (indicated by ellipses) determined using the index represent candidate
documents for producing the ranked result list.
How the ranking of candidate documents is exactly achieved, is the subject of future
work. Some suggestions are: (1) aggregate distances of candidate points in MVL space
1

http://www.lire-project.net/
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representing the same document to their nearest query point; (2) utilize biomedical
concepts associated with points in MVL space (as available with the selected multiview learning approach [235]); (3) apply a learning-to-rank approach [125].

8.4.6

Learning from Users

Since users of a medical case retrieval system are likely to be medical experts, learning
from them may provide an alternative approach to improving retrieval effectiveness
that goes well beyond the scope of this thesis and may be the subject of future work. A
classical way of utilizing feedback of users for the retrieval process is relevance feedback
(RF).
Relevance feedback has been an active research field in multimedia information retrieval for several decades [250, 57], because it attempts to address the semantic gap
problem by incorporating relevance judgments from users. Algorithmic approaches to
RF can be categorized as short-term learning and long-term learning techniques [250],
depending on the desired effect of user feedback on retrieval results: short-term learning affects the current query only [112], whereas long-term learning aims at improving
retrieval performance for future queries [52]. More recent approaches include a probabilistic RF framework processing multiple image queries consisting of both positive and
negative samples [8] for short-term learning, and a semi-supervised long-term learning
algorithm [237].
Many RF methods utilize relevance judgments of users as additional training data
for machine learning. Depending on whether also unlabeled training data are used for
learning, inductive (using only labeled training data) and transductive methods can be
distinguished. A prominent technique for transductive RF is manifold-ranking [86], a
more recent extension using random walks has been proposed by Rota Bulò et al. [170].
RF learning methods have to cope with the small sample size problem, because
the number of training samples provided by relevance feedback is usually too small to
reliably improve prediction performance for most learning algorithms. It is therefore
desireable that the system selects samples for relevance feedback that, when labeled
by the user, yield maximal performance improvement for the learning algorithm with
respect to some optimization criterion. This is exactly the problem addressed by the
active learning literature [221, 183]. However, choosing the most informative samples
will most likely not coincide with the most positive samples the user is interested in,
so active learning techniques applied to iterative short-term learning often rely on the
user’s patience [250]. Active learning may therefore be more interesting for long-term
learning.

APPENDIX

A.1

A

Implementation
Details

Parameters of Compound Figure Separation

The proposed CFS algorithm (Section 3.2.2) takes 17 internal parameters listed in Table A.1. Parameters marked by * use units of image width, height, or area, depending
on the parameter and processing direction (horizontal or vertical).
Initial parameter values were chosen manually by looking at the results produced for
a few training images. They were used during participation in ImageCLEF 2015 [208].
For parameter optimization, the CFS algorithm was evaluated for various parameter
combinations on the ImageCLEF 2015 CFS training dataset (3,403 compound images,
14,531 ground-truth subfigures) using the evaluation tool provided by ImageCLEF organizers. Due to the number of parameters and the run time of a single evaluation run
(about 17 minutes), a grid-like optimization evaluating all possible parameter combinations in a certain range was not feasible. Instead, we applied a hill-climbing optimization
strategy to locate the region of a local maximum and then used grid optimization in
the neighborhood of this maximum.
More precisely, we defined up to five different values per parameter, including the
initial values, on a linear or logarithmic scale, depending on the parameter. Then a set
of parameter combinations was generated where only one parameter was varied at a time
and all other parameters were kept at their initial values, resulting in a feasible number
of parameter combinations to evaluate (linear in the number of parameters). After
measuring accuracy on the training set, the most effective value of each parameter was
chosen as its new optimal value. For parameters whose optimal values differed from the
initial ones, the range was centered around the optimal value. Other parameters were
fixed at their latest value. The procedure was repeated until accuracy improved by no
more than 5%, which happened after three iterations. Finally, after sorting parameter
combinations by achieved accuracy, the five most effective parameters were chosen for
grid optimization, where only two “nearly optimal" values (including the latest optimal
value) per parameter were selected.
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Table A.1: Internal parameters of proposed CFS algorithm.

Parameter
Main algorithm
classifier_model

Initial

Optimal

first

greedy

decision_threshold

0.5

0.1

mindim

50

200

0

0.03

Edge-based separator detection
edge_maxdepth
10
edge_sobelthresh
0.05

10
0.02

edge_houghratio_min

0.25

0.2

edge_houghratio_base

1.2

1.5

0.0001

0.1

0.2
0.05
0.7
0.1

0.3
0.03
0.5
0.05

Band-based separator detection
band_maxdepth
2
band_minsepwidth
0.03

4
0.0001

0.0003

0.2

0.1

0.01

elim_area

edge_maxdistvar

edge_gapratio
edge_lenratio
edge_minseplength
edge_minborderdist

band_maxdistvar

band_minborderdist

Meaning
first, majority, unanimous, or
greedy (see Section 3.2.2.1)
minimal illustration class
probability to decide in favor of
band-based separator detection
minimal image dimension
(pixels) to apply separator
detection to
area threshold to eliminate
small bounding boxes*
maximal recursion depth
threshold for Sobel edge
detector
minimal ratio of Hough values
for peak selection
base of recursion depth
dependency for Hough peak
selection
maximal variance of separator
distances for regularity
criterion*
gap threshold for edge filling*
length threshold for edge filling*
minimal separator length*
minimal distance of separators
from border*
maximal recursion depth
minimal width of separator
bands*
maximal variance of separator
distances for regularity
criterion*
minimal distance of separators
from border*
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The effect of parameter optimization was surprisingly strong: whereas the initial
parameter configuration achieved an accuracy of 43.5% on the training set, performance
increased to 84.5% after hill-climbing optimization, and finished at 85.5% after grid
optimization.
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